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Advances in the study of protein folding and structure have greatly expanded our understanding and ability
to predict and modify protein structure and, increasingly, even function. Attention has now turned to
developing a better understanding of how protein structure, function, and folding interact to enable necessary
biochemical processes in the cell. This work includes efforts to better understand the folding of model
proteins in vitro, with an eye towards how this insight can inform questions about protein dynamics in
more complex environments and protein-protein interactions. In addition, recent advances in NMR, mass
spectrometry, fluorescence microscopy, and other techniques have enabled the study of protein folding in the
cellular environment and have shown that the effect of the cell on protein folding is variable and difficult to
predict. Researchers continue to develop new tools to investigate the effect of the cellular environment on
more complicated biomolecular systems.
This thesis is roughly divided into two sections: Chapters 1-2 discuss fast protein folding in vitro and
Chapters 3-6 address the study of protein folding and folding mediated processes in the cell. Chapter 1 is a
survey of the theory of protein folding and the major techniques and findings from the study of fast folding
proteins in vitro, with a special emphasis on how this work informs our understanding of more complex
protein dynamics. Chapter 2 characterizes dodine, a compound that combines the properties of chatropic
denaturants and detergents.
Chapter 3 is an introduction to how perturbative methods developed in vitro can be applied to study
processes in the cell that are inaccessible by conventional steady-state measurements. Chapter 4 is a practical
guide to improving the accuracy and reliability of Fluorescence Relaxation Imaging (FReI), our Fo¨rster
Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) microscopy based technique for studying biomolecular kinetics in the
cell. Chapter 5 describes the development and characterization of the fluorescent construct GPGK-tc and
its use to study population-level variation of protein folding in E. coli. Finally, Chapter 6 examines the
interaction of the chaperone Hsp70 with an unfolding substrate using a FRET-based binding assay both in
vitro and in cells.
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Chapter 1
Protein folding in vitro and in silico
1.1 Introduction1
Small globular proteins and peptides can fold very rapidly into their native structural ensemble [1]. For
this reason, they have received much attention as model systems from the protein science community [2].
Experimental techniques have been developed to look at the fast (from an experimental point of view) time
scales of microseconds or even nanoseconds necessary to study such proteins [3]. Computational techniques
have developed to look at the slow (from a computational point of view) timescales of microseconds and even
milliseconds necessary to study such proteins [4, 5]. And a coarse grained statistical mechanical framework
has been developed that ties experiment and computation together [6, 7]. We are now in a new era where
experiment, simulation and theory all overlap, allowing for rich comparisons, and teaching us where addi-
tions and refinements are needed to achieve the holy grail: an algorithm that describes the structure and
dynamics of a globular protein from first principles based on its sequence, post-translational modifications,
and solvation environment.
Small proteins fold fast for several related reasons. A short polypeptide chain obviously reduces the
configurational search space, but there is more to it than that. Small size helps avoid imperfections that
are intrinsic to the folding process. Protein folding has to work with a limited alphabet of about 20 amino
acids. That is better than the four nucleobases available to RNA, but still makes energetic and structural
imperfections unavoidable as chain length increases. As an example of structural imperfection, consider the
old adage about proteins fold into 3-dimensional structures. A truly three dimensional object can be arranged
to completely pack a three dimensional volume. Analysis of the full Protein Data Bank [8] has shown that
proteins are actually fractals with a dimension between 2.5 and 2.8 [9, 10]. The reduced dimensionality of
protein structures indicates that peptide sequence conformations are constrained. The constraint arises from
the fact that a finite alphabet of amino acids cannot perfectly satisfy all packing requirements of a connected
polypeptide chain, leaving ever larger voids of missing contacts in the structure as the chain grows [11]. As
1This chapter partially reproduced from Hannah Gelman and Martin Gruebele. Fast folding protein kinetics. Quarterly
Reviews of Biophysics, 47(2): 95-102, 2014. Reproduced with permission.
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an example of energetic imperfection, it is impossible to minimize the local free energy of every residue when
the overall free energy of the protein is minimized. The effect is commonly called “frustration” [12]. One
consequence of frustration in protein folding is the existence of so-called traps, long-lived non-native states
of relatively low free energy. The longer the protein sequence, the more likely there are to be unfavorable
interactions which cannot be simultaneously eliminated by protein evolution or engineering. Fixing one
problem creates another. Each residue in a protein chain comes with its own set of competing requirements
only for small proteins do we have any chance at satisfying the requirements of all sidechains at once.
Initial investigations of protein folding focused on elucidating how proteins could possibly fold so quickly
- on the order of seconds or minutes for most proteins [13]. With the discovery of proteins folding in <1
ms, in recent years attention has shifted towards discovering why most proteins fold “so slowly.” Since
competing energetic and structural demands slow down the speed at which proteins find their free energy
minimum, how fast might proteins fold if frustration were eliminated? Small proteins, with their minimally
frustrated folding landscapes, can approach the speed limit for folding. The exact definition of the speed
limit depends on the level of structural coarse-graining [14, 15]. For example, at a very low level of coarse
graining, many microscopic coordinates describe the system at the level of individual molecules and bonds.
At this level of description, an ensemble of side chain torsions and their attendant interacting water molecules
may mark the bottleneck of lowest population flux (the definition of a transition state) between denatured
and folded states; such motions occur in picoseconds and this sets the ultimate speed limit for folding.
From a biological perspective, it makes more sense to coarse grain to the level of loops and secondary
structure elements forming and making tertiary contacts; then the fastest possible time scale is a fraction
of a microsecond. Low-dimensional models of folding with one or a few reaction coordinates are naturally
coarse grained to the biological level, and thus the fastest time scales of hopping from state to state are
microseconds and barriers are low (less than a few tens of kJ/mole for fast folders). High dimensional models
with many microstates hop between individual states much faster, but the overall folding speed remains the
same: the time is now spent hopping rapidly but unproductively among microstates until one connected
to the native ensemble is found (Figure 1.1). Though proper coarse graining, necessarily, does not change
actual observables such as the folding time, it does change our description of the folding process. In the
coarse grained perspective, protein folding looks like a slow passage between macrostates, while the detailed
folding pathway appears to be dominated by slow entropic search within a group of microstates, interrupted
by rare transitions forward (and occasionally backward) in the folding pathway.
This ambiguity of reaction time scales is not unknown even in basic chemical kinetics: there the Arrhenius
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Figure 1.1: Macro- and microstates. (left) Kinetics coarse grained to the level of secondary and tertiary
structure formation, the level of resolution probed by many fast folding experiments. Shown is a folded
macrostate (green), an unfolded macrostate (blue) and a compact helix-rich trap (red). ka = kme
−Ga/RT is
analogous to the Arrhenius equation in the main text. The prefactor k−1m = τm, the inverse of the molecular
time, is the rate for crossing from one macrostate to another in absence of a barrier (Ga ≈ 0) (right) A
very fine grained picture, including backbone torsional angles and side chain conformations, reveals each
macrostate as an ensemble of many structurally related microstates. Microstates typically interconvert in
a nanosecond or faster, with barriers G† ≈ 10 kJ/mole and prefactors ≈ 1 ps (for torsional angles). The
vast majority of these micro-conversions leave the protein in the same macrostate; the protein is “waiting,”
not “folding” Eventually, through thermal fluctuations, the protein finds “bottleneck” microstates (purple
and turquoise). Not all motion within this transition state ensemble (TSE) is productive because there
are so many coordinates the protein can stray in. Thus when motion through the TSE is projected onto
a few macroscopic coordinates, the crossing takes τm ≈ 1 µs instead of nanoseconds or less. This delay is
often modeled as friction (of the protein with itself or solvent), although some of the microscopic processes
involved may have barriers G†. In analogy to the example from classical kinetics in the text, the splitting of
the observed rate ka into prefactor (e.g. friction) and Boltzman factor (Ga) depends on the choice of macro
coordinates.
rate coefficient can be written as
k = Ae−Ea/RT = ZWe−Ea/RT ,
where A is the Arrhenius prefactor, Z is the collision frequency (typically picoseconds), Ea is the activation
energy, R = 0.00831kJ/mole and T is the temperature in Kelvin. W ≤ 1 is the steric factor, which accounts
for the observation that not every collision is correctly oriented to produce a product, even if the energy
exceeds the activation energy. Rewriting W as exp(lnW) and combining the two exponential terms, we get
k = Ze−(Ea−TR lnW )/RT .
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Finally, defining Sa = R lnW , this becomes
k = Ze−(Ea−TSa)/RT = Ze−Ga/RT .
So, is the speed limit of the reaction A and the barrier the energy Ea, or is the speed limit the much
larger value Z, and the barrier the much larger free energy barrier Ga? The argument is pointless because the
observable k is the same in both cases, and as long as we know where the steric factor is absorbed (into the
prefactor or into the activation barrier) the models are equivalent. In the case of folding, self-friction, solvent
interactions and heterogeneous transition ensembles (multiple reaction coordinates) complicate the analysis
of prefactors and barriers [16–19]. The resulting debates in the literature are a good sign: experiments are
getting more informative, and models more detailed so that soon one-dimensional pictures will no longer
suffice [20,21].
An attempt to clarify the physics behind the prefactor was made by Eaton and co-workers in series of
papers examining the effect of solvent viscosity in the folding kinetics of a variety of proteins [22–24]. There,





where D is the diffusion constant across the activation barrier, σ is the internal friction of the protein, which
acts as its own solvent during folding, and η is the solvent viscosity. Other formulas that scale as powers of
viscosity have also been proposed. The dependence of the folding rate on η is in turn dependent on the relative
value of the internal friction σ: in regimes where σ is much greater than η, the rate is insensitive to the solvent
viscosity, while in regimes where η is much greater than σ there is a straightforward inverse dependence [22].
While this analysis provides some extra information about the contributions to the prefactor, the basic
problem remains the same. A coarse-grained model will have slow diffusion across the barrier (small D and
Ea), corresponding to relatively slow rearrangement of secondary structure elements, while a fine-grained
picture will highlight fast rearrangements of atoms and bonds in the transition state (large D and Ea).
Due to their complexity, proteins offer researchers many candidates for reaction coordinates that can track
the folding process - e.g. percent of native contacts formed, backbone deviation from the native structure
(Cα-RMSD), or the completeness of hydrophobic packing. Despite this complexity, many folding reactions
have been well described relying on only 1 reaction coordinate, usually an easily measured experimental
observable, in a so-called 1 dimensional analysis. The cooperativity of many folding reactions is what allows
this simplification (see Section 1.4.2 for an extended discussion). Despite this success, improved experimental
and computational techniques now allow the study of more complex systems like larger proteins or faster
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dynamics. It is increasingly clear that these systems are not, in general, well described by a single reaction
coordinate and must be treated as depending on multiple coordinates at once as multidimensional processes.
Developing a general technique for determining and measuring the relevant reaction coordinates is a challenge
for both experimental and computational studies.
The major hurdle to quantitatively comparing experimental and simulation studies of protein folding
also lies in the choice and development of reaction coordinates. Experimental reaction coordinates probe
only very global (e.g. FRET distances, radius of gyration) or very local (e.g. amino acid fluorescence)
properties of protein unfolding, and no single probe provides a complete description of the folding process.
Many experimental coordinates are extremely difficult to simulate. Theoretical reaction coordinates, on the
other hand, can be difficult to measure with fast time resolution in the lab (e.g. the percentage of native
contacts, or the a carbon root mean square deviation from the native structure). Finding a set of easily
measured and simulated reaction coordinates which can capture the global and local behaviors of proteins
will be crucial in allowing the comparison of experiments and models at a finer level of detail than has been
possible so far.
In section 1.2 we review some computational and experimental techniques developed to study fast folders
(proteins that fold to the native state in substantially less than a millisecond). Then those fast folders which
are discussed in Chapter 2 will be briefly but critically reviewed in section 1.3. Section 1.4 lays out some
of the useful concepts that have emerged to describe fast folding reactions, tying them together with the
experimental data and simulations. Both experiment and simulation now can be understood in terms of
simple concepts. Finally, we take a look at future developments. Some work that needs to be done has
already been hinted at in the previous paragraph.
1.2 Learning from Simulation and Experiment
Dissecting the folding process of any protein requires the implementation of varied experimental and com-
putational techniques. The difficulty is only increased when studying fast-folding proteins: the processes
become more complex to analyze when the timescales of prefactors and activated folding approach each
other. Studies of fast folders have not only employed all of the existing techniques for elucidating the folding
process, but have also contributed new tools that are applied to varied biomolecular systems. Here we briefly
review some of the most widely used techniques to study fast folding proteins, referring whenever possible
to their application in the studies of the model proteins discussed below. This is by no means a complete
list of techniques used to study fast folders, others are described as they are applied in section 1.3 and 1.4.
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1.2.1 A range of coarse grained models
The coarse grained description of protein folding described above sacrifices molecular details of the folding
process for conceptual accessibility. Different coarse graining models represent different perspectives on the
most meaningful parameters for describing the steps of protein folding. We will see that different choices
for coarse graining highlight different aspects of the folding process. The evolution of coarse-grained models
and their conceptual diversity is highlighted nicely by the progression from lattice models to Markov state
analysis.
When computational resources were limited in the late 80s to late 90s, lattice simulations were the
first simulations to connect microstates and macrostates. Lattice simulations model proteins as a sequence
of balls, representing amino acids, connected by straight rods. The rigidity of the connecting segments
(enhanced by restrictions on the allowable angles between segments) forces the model amino acids to sit at
vertices of a grid. Thus both the molecular details and the conformational space have been coarse grained,
in this case by brute force simplification. The interactions between residues can be modeled with a simple
distance-dependent potential, or the complexity can be increased by implementing residue specific potentials.
The geometric and mathematical simplicity of the system allowed simulations of protein folding well before
computational power allowed for the simulation of real protein sequences in real solvent. Such models
revealed that some folded states are not kinetically accessible from the denatured state [25], and that folding
rates are maximized at a special temperature [26].
A related strategy derives from helix-coil theories developed in the 50s and 60s [27], although in this
case the coarse graining is kinetic instead of explicitly structural: the system is reduced to coupled kinetic
master equations, each responsible for formation of a structural element. Such models have been extended
to analyze the folding of small, fast folding proteins, including beta sheet or helix zipping [28]. The modern
hidden Markov state analysis is now based on all-atom molecular dynamics, but uses the same underlying
idea: the seemingly continuous distribution of structures in a simulation can be grouped into ensembles
so that conversion within the ensemble is very fast, but conversion among the ensembles is slow because
of bottlenecks. Helix-coil theories start with the assumption that the relevant ensembles are distinguished
by their degree of secondary structure formation, while Markov state analysis builds up the ensembles via
analysis of simulation trajectories. A good example is the Markov model for WW domain by Noe´ and
coworkers [29]. This small triple-stranded beta sheet protein is often approximated as a two-state folder
in experimental analyses [30]. Although the protein folds by a consensus path (the formation of loop 1
connecting beta strands 1 and 2 is rate-limiting), Markov state analysis of trajectories shows that alternate
paths are visited by a fraction of the proteins - the secondary structure of a conformation does not fully
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determine its place in the folding pathway. The principle of Figure 1.1 applies here, too: at higher resolution,
9 ensembles of states play a role, but upon strong coarse graining, just two ensembles connected by a single
path account for the majority of population flux.
Molecular dynamics force fields have also been coarse grained directly [31]. Although folding can now
be simulated at the all-atom level, coarse-grained force fields or force fields modified by Go¯ potentials
(where a bias towards the known native state is built-in) can still be very useful in conducting low-resolution
exploration over longer time scales [32]. Off-pathway or rare ensembles revealed may provide target ensembles
for more costly full-atom simulation. Even as all-atom computation speeds up, there are always larger and
slower-folding proteins around the corner.
1.2.2 Atomic simulations of protein folding
The promise of simulations for the study of both the native structure and folding dynamics of proteins and
peptides has been recognized from the beginning of fast folding studies [33]. Up until very recently, limits
on computational power ruled out simulation of real-time folding dynamics of even the smallest proteins
(see section 1.3 for recent advances). Simplifying the protein-solvent system can reduce the computational
cost of simulations. For example, distance cutoffs can be applied to electrostatic interactions and atomic
solvent resolution can be exchanged for implicit solvent representations that treat the solvent as an embedding
dielectric [34,35]. More sophisticated techniques take advantage of parallelization to run multiple simulations
at once to sample a greater range of conformations. The innovations of these techniques lie in different
approaches to utilizing multiple simulations.
Either due to the roughness of the free energy landscape, or errors in force field parameters that deepen
non-native free energy minima relative to the native state, protein folding simulations often get trapped in
non-native states [34, 36, 37]. Replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD) seeks to break out of these
traps to better drive the simulation to the true native state. Many simulations (replicas) of the same protein
are run simultaneously at a range of temperatures. At regular time intervals the momenta between two
neighboring temperature replicas may be exchanged. The momenta are normalized by the initial and final
temperature so that the average kinetic energy remains 3/2 kBT per atom after exchange, but the momenta
of individual atoms may change. This change can give the system the kick it needs to find the native state.
Indeed, replica exchange simulations sample wider regions in conformational space and have lower average
potential energy than conventional simulations at low temperatures [36,38]. Proteins are less likely to settle
into traps in high temperature simulations, so replica exchange and conventional simulations are more similar
to one another at higher temperatures.
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Markov state modeling (MSM), already mentioned in 1.2.1, also employs parallel simulations. In MSMs,
many short simulations are conducted simultaneously under identical conditions (except for the starting
conformations of the protein, which are drawn from a weighted equilibrium ensemble). An MSM is con-
structed by analyzing the transitions that occur, by chance, during the short simulations. Conformations
which quickly exchange over low barriers are grouped together into mesostates (moderate coarse graining)
or macrostates (more coarse graining). Conversion between meso- or macrostates takes place more slowly
than intra-state conversion: as shown in Figure 1.1, entropy favors random exploration of microstates within
a single macrostate over discovery of the few microstates that allow exiting to another macrostate. Meso-
or macrostates are metastable. The kinetic clustering of MSMs allows the reconstruction of possible in-
termediate structures in the folding pathway, as well as the structural distribution within such meta-stable
states [39,40]. Difficulties in constructing MSMs that can guide experimentalists lie in constructing appropri-
ately weighted macrostates and in piecing trajectories together to calculate transition probabilities between
macrostates [39]. Of course the resulting networks of states are limited by the accuracy of the molecular
dynamics structural sampling from which they emerge, so MSMs are affected by force field errors just like
conventional simulations.
Rapid increases in computational power and increased parallelization have led to the feasibility of con-
ducting full solvent, all-atom simulations that can resolve dynamics on timescales of a millisecond or longer.
These simulations are especially good at highlighting force field errors and force fields must be carefully opti-
mized to avoid long-lived traps or unphysical native states [34,41]. The difficulty of eliminating these states
highlights an important feature of the protein free energy surface: several structurally distinct states lie at
low free energy, separated only by a few RT units of free energy; even small computational inaccuracies may
switch the native ground state with an excited misfolded state, creating a false native state. For example,
the free energy surface of WW domain calculated using CHARMM22 with CMAP corrections has a helical
ground state while the actual native beta sheet structure lies at higher energy. It is likely that the true free
energy surface of WW domain does have a low-lying helical state, in addition to the true beta sheet ground
state [34]. Such alternative states of fast folding proteins have been observed experimentally by tuning the
free energy surface via alteration of solvent conditions or selective mutation of protein sequence [42].
A recent paper compared experimental and simulated folding of 12 fast folding proteins using long,
single trajectories. In most cases, the simulated trajectories agreed well with folding mechanisms proposed
experimentally. In a few cases, the simulated trajectories can act to shed light on controversies that cannot
be resolved via experiments due to the limited detail presented by experimental data [5]. These simulations
will be discussed in more detail in Section 1.3.
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1.2.3 Thermodynamic experimental characterization
The desire to study fast folding processes in detail has led to the development of time resolved techniques
fast enough to observe even sub-microsecond dynamics. Despite these technological innovations, it remains
important to study fast folding proteins using steady-state, thermodynamic methods. The results of such
studies provide boundary conditions by characterizing the most stable states of a protein. Many of these
methods belong to the general biophysical toolbox: circular dichroism (CD), intrinsic fluorescence, infrared
(IR) absorption, NMR chemical shifts, and differential scanning calorimetry probe different experimental
reaction coordinates as a protein is stressed by heating through its melting transition [43], pressurizing it
to unfold [44], or exposing it to increasing concentrations of denaturant [45]. Thermodynamic information
allows the calculation of denaturation midpoints and provides information about the unfolding process.
The shape of the thermodynamic denaturation curves is related to the cooperativity of the protein
folding transition, while comparison between different spectroscopic probes can give information about the
number of stable intermediates [46, 47]. Interpreting thermodynamic denaturation curves requires careful
consideration of all possible sources of signal change under stress. For example, many proteins exhibit a
non-zero signal baseline at low and/or high stress conditions - far from the folding-unfolding transition.
Baselines can arise from two causes. First, the reaction coordinate being probed (e.g. fluorescence lifetime)
may have an intrinsic dependence on the stress applied (e.g. temperature). Such a baseline has nothing to
do with the folding process and can be subtracted without affecting the data interpretation. Alternatively,
the native or other ensembles may structurally shift when a stress is applied (Figure 1.2). In this case, the
signal is shifting because the stress has modulated the protein’s energy landscape, moving the low energy
basins to new locations in conformational space. In this context, it is important to note that strict two-state
folding should have no native or denatured state baselines: the native and denatured wells stay fixed in
conformational space while population moves between them. When baseline shifts are small we can still
talk about a two-state transition. When they become very large, non-cooperative processes significantly
participate in the folding thermodynamics and must be accounted for in the analysis of thermodynamic or
kinetic data. In extreme cases, only a single native or denatured well may exist, and the protein no longer
unfolds through population transfer between distinct states [6]. This is called downhill folding in free energy
because there is no free energy barrier to folding (or unfolding) when the environment is changed to favor
the native or denatured state: the protein only moves downhill in free energy to reach the new low energy
state (see Sections 1.3 and 1.4 for further discussion of downhill folding). The first identification of downhill
folding all the way to the native state was made by observing probe-dependent thermodynamics with large
baselines [46].
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Figure 1.2: Baseline interpretation in thermodynamic measurements of protein folding. (A)
Schematic denaturation curves characteristic of distinct folding mechanisms. The inset shows the free energy
landscape under low (green) and high (red) stress. An ideal two state folder (left) does not have a folded
or unfolded baseline and the location of the folded and unfolded basins does not move significantly between
the stress conditions. (center) Significant folded and unfolded baselines indicate the prescence of stable
intermediates in the folding process. Intermediates arise because the folding landscape shifts significantly
under stress. (right) As the baselines get steeper, it becomes difficult to distinguish the transition from
folded to unfolded. In the most extreme cases, this corresponds to a single-well landscape and unfolding
proceeds not over a barrier, but by following the movement of the well. (B) Schematic single molecule
distributions at the denaturation midpoint for the scenarios in (A). As the protein deviates from two-state
folding, the unfolded and folded peaks broaden and begin to overlap. The peak at low FRET efficiency
arises from singly-labeled molecules and do not report on the protein’s conformational distribution.
In addition, different structure sensitive probes like CD or IR absorption can also shed light on the
dynamics of folding. Robust folders may permit the incorporation of fluorescent amino acids (tryptophan)
or fluorescent dyes (for FRET or triplet-triplet energy transfer) to provide new measurable reaction coor-
dinates. Particularly when barriers are low, as is likely for small fast folders, different probes may switch
at different stresses (e.g. have different melting temperatures during thermal denaturation), hinting as to
which secondary structures melt first, or what residual or emergent structure is present in the denatured
state [48].
In addition to experiments that drive the system out of equilibrium, single-molecule studies of equilibrium
fluctuations provide thermodynamic information. These studies must be done near the thermodynamic
denaturation midpoint, so that both the folded and unfolded ensembles are sampled by the molecules. A large
body of work exists applying single-molecule techniques to probe equilibrium ensembles or to study slower
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protein dynamics using surface immobilization or laminar flow techniques [49–52]. A more complete review
of these techniques and their results can be found in a recent review by Schuler and Eaton [53]. Particularly
common are studies on FRET-labeled proteins, which reveal structural distributions as a function of the
FRET efficiency E = A/(A + D), where A is the acceptor fluorescence and D the donor fluorescence. For
true two-state folders, such analysis should reveal completely non-overlapping peaks at low (unfolded) and
high (folded) FRET efficiency, whereas proteins with low or absent barriers will produce FRET distributions
that are non-zero at all values of E (see Figure 1.2).
1.2.4 Sub-millisecond relaxation methods
Relaxation methods to study fast folding proteins have borrowed liberally from techniques developed in the
50s through 70s to study chemical reactions in real time [54]. They are based on the application of a sudden
small perturbation (in temperature or pH, for example) to study the recovery of equilibrium. After the







where ∆α(t) is the distance from the old equilibrium and τ is an experimentally determined relaxation time.
∆α(0) and ∆α(∞) are known; they are, respectively, 0, by definition, and the equilibrium value of ∆α at
the final experimental condition. The system therefore evolves as
∆α(t) = ∆α∞(1− e−t/τ ).
One of the most fruitful relaxation methods for studying fast folding proteins has been laser induced
temperature jumps. In this class of experiments, IR laser light is focused onto a sample, heating the water
in the solution on picosecond to nanosecond time-scale [55–57]. Fluorescence (either lifetimes or intensities)
from intrinsic or extrinsic fluorophores can be monitored using a probe laser during the time before and
after the jump [55,56]. Other probes, such as IR absorption, may also be used to track relaxation after the
jump [20, 57, 58]. The deviation of kinetics from the single exponential described above is a sign that even
the coarse grained description of the energy landscape must include more than just the native and denatured
states. Downhill folders (discussed above) increasingly deviate from single-exponential kinetics as protein
stability increases this is another experimental signature used to identify downhill folders (see Figures 1.5,
1.4, A.1, discussed in section 1.3) [59, 60]. Most temperature jump experiments monitor unfolding as the
protein is jumped across its melting temperature. For a two-state folder the measured relaxation rate (1/τ)
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is the sum of the folding and unfolding rates at the final temperature. Some experiments have investigated
refolding from the cold-denatured state; in this case, an upward temperature jump favors refolding and the
final state is more folded than the initial state [56,61].
High pressure is a denaturant, but was implemented only in steady-state or millisecond resolution ex-
periments until recently. Large downward pressure jumps are a recent addition to the stable of sub-ms
relaxation methods. Such jumps monitor protein folding, rather than unfolding. One study of pressure in-
duced re-folding showed faster folding kinetics than were found with temperature jumps [62]. One suggested
explanation for the discrepancy is that there is greater residual secondary structure in the pressure denatured
state than in the temperature induced denatured state. The role of the denatured state in enabling fast
folding is one of the major questions addressed by studies of fast folding proteins (see below).
While both temperature and pressure jumps change the thermodynamic environment of the protein,
other methods change the chemical environment. Photoinduced pH jumps use the application of a laser
pulse to induce proton transfer to or from a small molecule included in the reaction buffer. The proton
transfer kinetics are extremely fast; the time resolution of a few nanoseconds is determined by shape of the
pump laser pulse [63, 64]. As might be expected, pH jumps have been applied primarily to heme binding
proteins (e.g. myoglobin and cytochrome C), where the pH change profoundly affects ligand binding affinity,
and therefore the stability of the native state. Photochemically driven carbon monoxide desorption can
also switch folded and denatured states of heme proteins rapidly [65, 66]. Similarly, in certain cases, laser
excitation can induce chemical changes in the protein itself, which favor or disfavor folding [61,67,68].
Though relaxation experiments offer powerful insight into folding mechanisms, their analysis has come
under scrutiny because a kinetic signature such as non-exponential relaxation is consistent with more than
one kind of folding. For example, non-exponential kinetics may be associated with downhill folding or
with barrier limited folding over multiple barriers [69–72]. Thus, experiments investigating downhill folding
have relied on trends of how kinetics tune smoothly from fast non-exponential to slower single-exponential
relaxation when stress is added (higher temperature, or unfavorable mutations as in Figure 1.4), presumably
because stress destabilizes the native state and increases the refolding activation barrier [72–75].
1.2.5 Sub-millisecond mixing experiments
Mixing experiments conducted with stopped flow are still one of the most common tools for measuring
biomolecular dynamics. Conventional stopped flow instruments have millisecond dead times (mixing times),
making them too slow for the study of fast folders whose kinetics are complete in less than a millisecond.
Some mixer designs take advantage of mixing-initiated turbulence to create small domains within which
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mixing is extremely rapid. These instruments usually achieve ≈ 50 µs time resolution [76,77].
The most common sub-millisecond mixing experiments use laminar flow of two solutions to achieve rapid
mixing through diffusion across the solution interface [78–80]. Laminar flow mixers can achieve mixing
times as fast as 10 µs, limited by diffusion through the interface. Mixing experiments are often used to study
protein re-folding after denaturation and have shed light on the initial collapse of unfolded chains [79,81,82]
and even the folding pathway of the fastest folders [83].
1.2.6 Sub-millisecond single-molecule experiments
Single-molecule techniques have only recently been applied to fast folding proteins. The main difficulty is the
limited photon flux out of a single molecule. Fluorophores have nanosecond lifetimes, limiting the number
of excitation-emission cycles in each sampling period. In addition, collection efficiency is well below 100 %,
cutting the number of photons further. The photon collection rate has to be comparable to the kinetics of
interest so that the reaction may be properly sampled.
Much effort in the last few years has been directed toward enabling the observation of time-resolved
single-molecule folding events. In 2004, Rhoades, et al. studied FRET labeled CspTm (a fast folding cold
shock protein, see section A.4) at its denaturant midpoint and observed single-molecule transitions between
the folded and unfolded states. They could not resolve the actual transition steps, even at time resolutions
down to 100 µs [84].
This difficulty of resolving the actual folding event highlights the distinction between the “activated
time” and the “molecular time” (Figure 1.3). The activated time is related to the dwell time of molecules in
one or the other state before making a rapid transition between states. As the dwell time ta increases, the
activated relaxation time τa gets slower. The activated rate dependence on free energy and temperature is
described by the Arhennius rate law discussed in the introduction, although a viscosity- and temperature-
dependent prefactor has to be utilized [85]. The activated time (or rate) is also measured by ensemble
experiments like the ones described in section 1.2.4 or 1.2.5. The molecular time is the actual time for
a protein to switch between two states after already being activated, and is related to the “transit time”
across the transition state for a two-state folder (Figure 1.3). The molecular rate was observed in 2003 in
fast relaxation experiments [86], where it precedes the activated rate portion of the relaxation. Its measured
(1-2 µs)−1 value explains why it is so hard to observe by single-molecule experiments. Figure 1.3 highlights
how single-molecule trajectories and ensemble kinetic traces can be analyzed to yield similar information
about the activated and molecular phases of a folding transition.
Single-molecule experiments can observe the actual transit time - if they can be made fast enough to
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Figure 1.3: Kinetics from single molecule traces. (clockwise from top left) (A) A free energy landscape
of WW domain (adapted from [5] calculated from a (B) simulated single molecule folding trajectory. (C)
The simulated folding trace can be calculated from the auto-correlation function of the single molecule
trajectory. (D) For comparison, the relaxation trace obtained from temperature jump from 65 to 71 °C.
Both the simulated and experimental folding trajectories exhibit biphasic kinetics, where the fast time scale
(≈ 1 µs) corresponds to the molecular timescale of contact formation (panels 2-4 adapted from [87]
catch molecules reacting instead of just waiting to react. Conventional fluorescence microscopy techniques,
in which donor and acceptor fluorescence is recorded on a CCD camera with a finite integration time, are
not fast enough to resolve the transit between states. Chung and co-workers developed a technique to record
single photons from both the donor and acceptor. They use the correlated donor and acceptor photon
trajectories to reconstruct the FRET efficiency with 350 ps resolution [88, 89]. They were able to resolve
the transition path of a FRET labeled WW domain variant in the presence of denaturant and glycerol (see
discussion below) and place an upper limit on the transition path transit time in the slower folder GB1.
Though the folding rates of these proteins differ by a factor of ∼ 10,000, the transit time of GB1 is less than
five times slower than that of WW domain [90]. This is consistent with the notion that molecular diffusion,
not a highly activated process, controls the transit time. Molecular phases were previously observed in
ensemble relaxation experiments (see WW domain, α3D, and λ repressor, below). The advantage of single-
molecule experiments is that this transition can be seen as a rare event even when the barrier is high. In an
ensemble experiment, an extraordinary signal-to-noise ratio would be required to see the minuscule molecular
phase over the huge amplitude of the activated phase when the barrier is large, as for the slow folder GB1.
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Thus the single-molecule experiment converts a signal-to-noise problem into a waiting time problem.
1.3 The proteins
It has been only about 20 years since computational and experimental methods were developed to allow direct
observation of fast (sub-millisecond) folding processes. During the subsequent technological and theoretical
development, fast folders have yielded insights into the most fleeting processes that occur during protein
folding. In this section, we review two of the most studied fast folders and highlight the major discoveries
and their application to our understanding of protein folding in general (additional proteins are discussed in
Appendix A). WW domain (Section 1.3.1) and λ repressor (Section 1.3.2) are the model proteins studied in
Chapter 2. A figure for each protein highlights its structure (along with important mutations described in
the text) and one or two important experimental results. These results are also referred to in Section 1.4.
Since many of the results discussed here were obtained by changing thermodynamic parameters such as
temperature and pressure, the reported free energy differences and barrier heights are often not available at
standard temperature and pressure (25 °C, 1 atm). Thus, for consistency, we use the general symbols ∆G
and ∆G‡, instead of their corrected counterparts ∆G◦ and ∆G‡◦, to report the experimentally determined
values. When possible, we report the conditions under which the free energies are calculated.
1.3.1 WW domain
The WW domain comprises a family of ∼ 40 residue proteins which fold into a three stranded anti-parallel
sheet structure [91]. They get their name from two highly conserved tryptophans that lay 20 to 22 residues
apart (see Figure 1.4). WW domain motifs are found as modules in many proteins. Loop 1 is an unusually
long functional loop involved in binding proline-rich peptides during signaling, and WW domain is the
smallest independently functional protein binding domain. The WW domain was the first fast beta sheet
folder to be studied [91]. WW domains vary widely in both thermodynamic stability and folding speed [92].
Native WW domain sequences fold faster than 100 µs and engineered mutants can fold as fast as 3.5 µs [93].
WW domains have been especially fruitful for folding studies due to the robustness of the WW domain fold:
almost every residue can be mutated without disrupting the fold, allowing experimentalists to investigate
the role of each residue in the folding pathway. The predominant folding pathway of Pin1 WW domain
proceeds through formation of strand 1-loop 1-strand 2 [30], with computational and experimental evidence
for an alternative path through loop 2 [92,94].
In a series of papers, Gruebele, Kelly, and co-workers studied the folding pathway of WW domains via
mutations analyzed by NMR structural studies, thermodynamic stability, φ-value analysis, and temperature
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Figure 1.4: WW domain. (A) The native Pin1 WW domain (gray, PDB 1PIN) has a long loop between
beta sheets 1 and 2. A stabilized mutant ( [95], magenta, PDB 2F21) exhibits faster folding kinetics but
reduced binding activity, both due to its shortened loop. (B) A plot of activated folding time vs. melting
temperature for 35 WW domain mutants highlights the correlation between stability and folding speed. The
fastest folding speeds approach the molecular speed limit (adapted from [96]).
jump spectroscopy [30, 97]. These studies were extended to examine the sometimes competing demands of
protein folding and function: modification of the first loop in the commonly used Fip35 mutant significantly
speeds up WW loop formation, but almost completely eliminates binding action [95]. Thus redesign of
functional sites in proteins (shortening binding loops, replacing charged or polar residues in active sites by
hydrophobic residues) emerged as a design criterion for faster folding.
WW domain folding has been tuned by both mutation and environmental perturbation. Crane, et al.
showed that the native content of the Pin1 WW domain transition state is highly dependent on temperature
[91], while Nguyen and coworkers showed that FBP WW domain folding could be tuned from an apparent
two- to a three-state mechanism using both sequence mutations and temperature [92]. This variability as a
function of sequence and solvent conditions indicates that folding barriers are small on the biological scale.
Indeed, Liu, et al. have observed the characteristic appearance of a fast molecular phase after temperature
jump when Fip35 WW domain is stabilized by mutations [87] (see Figure 1.4). The molecular phase originates
from a significant population of molecules that are found in the transition state, not the native well, after
temperature jump. These molecules promptly move downhill to the unfolded state and, since they dont
need to escape the native well for unfolding to proceed, the reaction is very fast - on the order of τm ≈
1 µs. Molecules that remain in the native well after temperature jump unfold through normal, activated
kinetics giving rise to the fast (molecular) and slow (activated) phases. As predicted [15,60,73], the observed
amplitude of the molecular phase increases the more the protein is stabilized. A slight slow-down of the
molecular phase at higher temperature, in contrast with the expected speed-up due to lower solvent viscosity,
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was attributed to stronger non-native transient contacts caused by the stronger hydrophobic effect at higher
temperature. Recent single-molecule studies of FBP WW domain have estimated that the transition path
transit time has an upper limit of 10 µs [90], very close to the molecular rate km for diffusing out of the
transition region measured by T-jump relaxation [59].
The experiments have driven a large number of recent simulation studies, which in turn have helped
interpret the experiments [5, 29, 34, 98, 99]. All atom single trajectory simulations have yielded the WW
domain native state, after some necessary adjustment to the force fields. Simulations of FBP WW domains
indicated heterogeneous folding. Hidden Markov analysis of short trajectories also revealed a more complex
network of interconverting mesostates (coarse graining level between micro- and macro-states), including
ones forming either loop 1 or loop 2 first, the latter being a minority path, in agreement with experiment. A
single-trajectory explicit solvent simulation that sampled many folding/unfolding events determined a 2 RT
barrier under conditions where the native state is favored by 2.5 RT [5], in good agreement with temperature
jump experiments that showed the molecular phase of downhill folding [87]. Simulations have also suggested
mutations to accelerate WW domain folding, resulting in the development of GTT WW domain – the fastest
folding β-sheet folder [37]. This result shows that simulations are becoming capable of making mechanistic
predictions, in addition to reaching the native fold and yielding reasonable rate coefficients.
1.3.2 λ repressor fragment
The N-terminal segment of the bacteriophage λ CI transcription repressor is the largest of the proteins
that reach the speed limit at a few microseconds, and thus fold downhill or nearly downhill. Lambda
repressor fragment has been the focus of fast folding studies because of its high stability and tolerance for
mutations [100]. The domain studied by Sauer and coworkers had ≈ 100 residues. This was whittled down
to an 80 residue five helix bundle (λ6−85) by Oas and coworkers, and shown to have similar structure as
the full N-terminal domain (see Figure 1.5) [101]. It was finally whittled down to a 58 residue two helix
bundle by Prigozhin and co-workers [102]. Remarkably, the 80 and 58 residue versions both have mutants
with stabilities exceeding 60 °C and folding relaxation times below 20 µs.
Dynamic NMR experiments initially showed that native λ6−85 folds in approximately 250 µs with no
detectable intermediates [103]. A more stable variant, G46/48A (created via two stabilizing glycine to
alanine mutations in helix 3), folds approximately 10 times faster, showing that the wild type helix 3 was
not optimized for fast folding or stability [104]. The native glycine residues provide flexibility during DNA
binding, their mutation again highlights the competition between function and folding seen for WW domain
and other examples. The NMR studies were able to map the native-like contacts of the barrier-limited
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Figure 1.5: λ repressor. (A) NMR lineshapes at 1.35 M (black) and 2 M (orange) Urea. The folded
peak amplitude decreases with increasing Urea concentration (data adapted from [101]). (B) The relative
amplitude of the molecular phase (Am/Aa) decreases as the activated rate approaches km (data adapted
from [60]): when the barrier decreases toward downhill folding upon protein stabilization, the activated
populated becomes sizable and reacts promptly upon temperature jump. (C) Free energy landscape of λ
repressor, calculated from molecular dynamics simulations. Note the extremely low barrier between the
folded and unfolded states (data adapted from [5]), in agreement with the experimental measurement [60].
Inset shows the structure of λ6−85 (PDB 3KZ3 [75])
transition state and to track how mutations affect the content of the transition state [104]. A fluorescent
mutant of G46/48A was studied via stopped flow and temperature jump [59,105].
Laser temperature jumps detected by fluorescence or infrared spectroscopy revealed a number of inter-
esting features of the folding kinetics (Fig. 15). Proteins with relaxation times >20 µs showed only a single
exponential phase [60], but proteins with relaxation times <20 µs showed a new 1 µs fast phase [59], whose
amplitude increased with folding speed [60], until the two phases become indistinguishable at the highest
folding speed [48]. When the protein folds entirely downhill, only the fast rate km is observed. The λHA
mutant of lambda repressor approaches this limit with a relaxation time of only 2.3 µs, very fast for such a
large protein.
Other signatures of downhill folding were also observed for some mutants: infrared and fluorescence
probes produce different observed rates, but only when the protein was stabilized [106]. By using a fast
microfluidic mixer, Lapidus and coworkers were able to observe λ6−85 refolding under conditions more
strongly favoring the native state than is possible by upward T-jumps, bringing near downhill-folding mutants
into the full downhill limit [83]. For one mutant, probe dependence was also observed in thermodynamic
measurements, showing that the protein behaves like a downhill folder even near its melting point [48].
λ6−85’s fast folding has made it a target of theoretical efforts to discern the molecular steps of its
folding mechanism. A recent explicit solvent single trajectory simulation has calculated multiple folding and
unfolding events. The barrier along a 1D native contact reaction coordinate is 1.5 RT [5], in agreement
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with that reported from experiment [59]. Other simulations have made experimentally verifiable predictions
about off-pathway traps: even in downhill folders not all non-native interactions can be avoided [40]. T-jump
experiments have shown that such traps exist for some mutants, in particular the most stable mutants [107].
This may seem counterintuitive, but previous measurements also showed that the most stable λ6−85 mutants
are the most aggregation prone. The mystery is resolved by realizing that fast barrierless downhill folding
also means faster barrierless uphill unfolding, meaning such proteins explore partially folded states more
frequently. Such states could be more prone to forming non-native contacts (traps) or aggregating. Finally,
a recent experimental and computational study suggests that pressure-denatured λ6−85 populates a helix-
rich non-native state that is different than the unfolded state reached via temperature denaturation [108].
Pressure-jump refolding experiments showed a large 1.4 ms refolding phase, which is much slower than the 60
µs phase principally observed in temperature jump experiments of the same mutant [107]. It was postulated
that the slow refolding is due to the high helical content of the native state, once again highlighting the
influence of the denatured state on folding kinetics.
1.4 What has been learned: Fast folding concepts
1.4.1 Population and free energy: from paths to landscapes
There is a long-standing argument in the literature about whether proteins fold on a single main pathway,
or on many pathways. The answer we have learned from studying fast folders is that the population of a
specific protein under specific solvent conditions generally follows a predominant pathway, but that multiple
pathways of low free energy exist on the free energy landscape, allowing the same fold to form by quite
different mechanisms.
We know that many low-lying pathways exist both from experiments and simulations discussed in section
1.3 (see Appendix A for additional protein discussions). In a few cases, simulations and experiments have
detected multiple pathways that are highly populated simultaneously, such as for protein NTL9, whose beta
sheets can assemble in different order [5]. In other cases, such as λ6−85 and WW domain, the protein can
fold through completely different mechanisms (downhill, two-state, three state) upon mutation or changes
in solvent condition [42, 60, 74, 75, 92]. These perturbations are only a few kJ/mole, so the new paths must
already lie at a low free energy before the perturbation is applied. A problem nagging current force fields
is also indicative of multiple low energy paths: folding mechanisms simulated by molecular dynamics often
differ from experiment, even when the final structure and folding times are nearly correct. The “cup half
empty” view of this result is that force fields need further refinement before they can correctly predict folding
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mechanism. The “cup half full” view is that structure is much more robust than mechanism: simulations
reveal pathways that lie just a little higher in free energy in the real protein, but end up lower in the force
field implementation.
It is very likely that these alternative paths confer functional advantages on proteins, that they make
folding more robust, and that they facilitate the evolution of new function and structure. The functional
advantage arises because switching among conformations, required by function, is facilitated by easily ac-
cessible alternative structures. Most proteins have marginally stable native states (just 10s of kJ/mole) or
even stable disordered states to achieve the required flexibility for binding or catalysis. Improving stability
and folding speed by protein engineering can lead to overly rigid native states without function [75]. The
speeding up of λ6−85 provides one example of this phenomenon the glycine to alanine mutations in helix 3
stabilize the helix and speed folding, but reduce the flexibility needed for DNA binding [104]. The robust-
ness advantage arises because low-lying paths provide folding alternatives to the lowest free energy pathway
that carries the majority of the population. These alternative paths can take over from the original lowest
free energy path when the sequence is mutated or when environmental conditions change. Conversely, such
low-lying paths could be evolutionary remnants of an alternative structure from which the modern protein
structure evolved. Indeed, on rare occasions a protein can switch between two alternative native states. For
example, human lymphotactin folds into two different structures with different functions depending on the
temperature [109].
If there are multiple low energy paths, why does a single pathway dominate the folding of most proteins
under specific conditions? The answer lies in the sensitivity of population to energy, given by the Boltzmann
factor
(Population a)/(Population b) ∼ exp(−∆Gab/RT ).
Two paths a and b that differ only by 3 RT in free energy already differ by a factor of e3 ≈ 20 in population.
Only the lower free energy path is seen. Thus it is very unlikely that parallel folding mechanisms are
seen often (they are indeed rare), but it is very likely that fast-folding proteins have mechanisms sensitive
to mutation or solvent environment (this has been observed many times over in section 1.3). The same
sensitivity of population to free energy can have grave functional consequences: for example, Tay syndrome
(a skin disorder associated with mental impairment) results from a 0.7 RT change in a helicase binding free
energy [110].
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1.4.2 The utility of proteins near the “speed limit”
Fast folding has attracted a lot of interest because experiments can be compared directly with simulations.
Starting with the Duan and Kollman simulation of villin headpiece in 1999 [33] (see section A.4), simulations
have reached the microsecond and longer time scale on which proteins fold. Experiments point to the 0.1
to 10 µs time scale as the minimum where biological units of protein secondary and tertiary structure are
assembled, making these simulations valuable for understanding general processes of structure formation
employed by slower folding proteins. While further advances in computational power and force field quality
will allow the simulation of millisecond and slower folders, in the meantime there is still much to learn from
fast folders.
Just a few years ago, a simulation by Freddolino et al. using the CHARMM22 force field folded the FiP35
WW domain in a 10 µs trajectory with explicit solvent. The folded state was a two helix bundle, not the
native β sheet structure [34]. Subsequent analysis showed that the helix bundle was the lowest energy state
for this force field – the simulation had found the native state, it just was not the real-world native state.
The actual native state was raised to higher free energy in this force field because the slightly non-linear
hydrogen bonds of the sheet were not properly represented [111]. In newer versions of the force field, this
problem has been fixed and WW domain folds properly [5, 99]. Indeed, even mechanistic predictions made
by newer versions have been experimentally verified [93]. It is now becoming possible to train force fields on
multiple α\β fast folders and tweak them to come closer to experimental structures, rates, and stabilities.
Objective measures of quality indicate that the force fields are improving; for example, the same force field
can now be used to fold very different structures [112]. Despite this progress, there is still much room for
improvement. Melting temperatures of proteins in silico are usually far too high and force fields are effective
potentials valid only over a narrow temperature and pressure range. These discrepancies interfere with direct
comparison of simulation and experiment, as experiments often employ temperature or pressure variation to
reach denatured ensembles. In addition, current simulation water models are not necessarily accurate for the
water molecules hydrating the protein because they are parameterized to reproduce bulk water properties.
We know, however, that solvation water has properties quite different from bulk water [113], even to distances
of nanometers from the protein surface [114]; improving solvation water models will improve the ability of
force fields to accurately identify the true melting temperature of proteins.
Now that simulations can fold/unfold fast folders multiple times, it may become possible to more accu-
rately simulate experimental probes. The increased richness of data (e.g. multiple orthogonal probes) and
sophisticated analysis (e.g. Markov modeling combined with longer trajectories) will provide a more quanti-
tative understanding of the folding process by putting stronger experimental constraints on simulations and
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requiring more than one reaction coordinate to describe the folding process.
Though protein folding is often modeled as a one-dimensional process, its multi-dimensional nature is one
of the reasons why the problem has been so difficult to solve (Figure 1.6). Highly cooperative processes, like
phase transitions, involve billions of microscopic degrees of freedom, but their cooperativity allows all of these
to be reduced to a single order parameter. The material phase transitions between gas, liquid, and solid,
for example, are well represented by simply tracking the density of the system as a whole. Small molecule
reactions exist at the opposite end of the spectrum: though there is no significant cooperativity, there is also
usually only one relevant coordinate which is able to capture most of the dynamics of the reaction. Small
proteins are in-between: multiple interactions can cooperate for structure formation, producing a folding
process that is sometimes like a mesoscopic version of a phase transition (two-state folding) and sometimes
not (downhill folding). Most proteins require several reaction coordinates to describe the process in sufficient
detail, making this problem harder than either the small molecule reaction or phase transition problem.
Perhaps this is why small molecule reactions were initially understood in the 1930s, phase transitions in the
1960s, whereas folding is yielding only now to a quantitative understanding. Even less coarse-grained MSM
models (section 1.2) reveal multiple mesostates in small proteins [29,39,40].
Figure 1.6: System size dependence of dynamical complexity. The number of reaction coordinates
required to capture 90% of the system dynamics increases non-monotonically with system size. For small
systems, the dynamics are usually well captured by the change in 1 reaction coordinate. For large systems,
system dynamics can be described by employing a single system order parameter. Intermediate system sizes,
where proteins lie, fall in the middle, and generally require more than one reaction coordinate to capture
non-cooperative system evolution.
Finally, further studies of fast folding natural protein domains will help to clarify the interplay of folding,
function, and stability. Clearly folding is necessary to produce function - a random polypeptide chain
cannot reliably respond in the complicated environment of the cell, it must fold at least upon crowding or
binding, if not in isolation. However, there is evidence that fast folding and function are at least sometimes
at odds. For example, the fastest two-state and downhill folding mutants of WW domain have lost that
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domain’s ability to bind phosphorylated target peptides. Mutations to speed up folding shortened the
long binding loop (see Figure 1.4), reducing the conformational entropy of the unfolded state and speeding
up the search time for the transition state (recall that the formation of this loop is the first step in the
dominant folding pathway, see above). Alternatively, stabilizing mutations necessarily reduce the flexibility
of the native state - while this might seem beneficial, for binding domains like λ6−85 this increased rigidity
may interfere with the protein’s ability to find and bind its substrate [104]. Lastly, in some cases we saw
that mutations and environmental modulation leave final structure intact even when the folding mechanism
changes [75]. These observations all highlight the robustness of the folded state and support the widely held
impression that protein folding and function have evolved to be robust. On the other hand, this extreme
redundancy undermines the nave intuition that there is an approximate one-to-one correspondence between
a polypeptides sequence, structure, and function. The irregular relationship between these characteristics
highlights the complexity of how these related, though still clearly separate, features of polypeptide chains
co-evolve to create a population of functional proteins.
1.4.3 Two-state and downhill folding
One of the nice features of small fast folders is that their folding mechanisms are simple in the following
sense: Often only two states are populated, and sometimes the initial and final state are not even separated
by a barrier >>1 RT. The latter scenario, “downhill folding” was first proposed by Wolynes and coworkers
based on a simple statistical mechanical model for folding, which posits that contact enthalpy increases
monotonically with configurational entropy, giving rise to a folding funnel [115]. However, “downhill folding”
does not refer to the decrease of contact enthalpy when a protein moves down in the funnel. Rather, downhill
folding in free energy occurs when the decreasing enthalpy overpowers the decreasing entropy so that even
the free energy G=H-TS decreases monotonically from unfolded to folded state (see Figure 1.7). Folding
downhill in free energy was one of the most unexpected predictions of statistical mechanical folding models.
Although natural protein domains that fold downhill are still rare [116, 117], many fast folders can be
stabilized so that some fraction of the population folds without barrier crossing. Stabilization tilts the double
well free energy towards a single well free energy by Hammond’s postulate: if the free energy of the folded
protein is lowered, the free energy of the transition state is also lowered (albeit by a lesser amount). It may
not be obvious at first glance why thermodynamic stabilization should have any effect on the amplitude of
the downhill folding phase (but see Figures 1.2 and 1.3). Recall that for λ6−85 the molecular phase emerged
as the activated relaxation time dropped below 20 µs. The faster activated time indicates that the barrier
between the native well and the transition state has decreased. As the barrier gets lower, it becomes more
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Figure 1.7: Folding in enthalpy and free energy. (left) Two proteins unfold in enthalpy (Hc) and
entropy (Sc) phase space. Enthalpy is reduced as both proteins fold, but for one (red) the entropy decreases
before the enthalpy begins to go down. For the other (blue) enthalpy and entropy decrease together. (right)
These differences are reflected in the free energy landscapes of the two proteins. While ∆GF−U is similar
for both proteins, only the red encounters an activation barrier to folding (∆G†), caused by the initial drop
in entropy without a compensating drop in enthalpy.
likely for molecules to find themselves resting on the barrier, poised to fold or unfold without waiting to
hop over barrier [48, 60, 118]. The larger Boltzmann factor discussed in section 1.4.1 is responsible for the
larger barrier-top population. Increasing the size of the barrier-top population increases the size the downhill
folding phase (or molecular phase). A similar phenomenon is implicated in the emergent molecular phase of
CspA after large temperature jumps [119].
Proteins may also be engineered so that they switch from two-state towards downhill folding even at the
denaturation midpoint [48]. And of course, it has been observed in a few natural proteins, such as BBL
(see Appendix A) and gpW [116, 117]. In that case, a lower barrier occurs even without further biasing of
the protein towards the native state. Instead of switching from a double well free energy near the melting
temperature to a single well at low temperature, the free energy surface can be represented by a single well
under all conditions.
Aside from putting a lower limit on the molecular speed limit, the observation of downhill folding phases
along with activated phases (as is the case for most incipient downhill folders created by mutation) allows
direct measurement of ∆Ga because the molecular rate fixes the ambiguous prefactor in the Arrhenius rate
equation (see section 1.1). In this case, the Arrhenius equation at a temperature T for which km and ka can
be measured becomes [59]:
ka = kmexp(−∆Ga/RT )
which can be rearranged to find that
∆Ga = RT ln(km/ka).
Two-state folding and downhill folding are surely not the most common folding mechanisms. Most
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proteins are larger than the model systems discussed in section 1.3. They contain multiple domains that
fold independently on different time scales, or fold through metastable intermediates, or dwell in traps with
non-native enthalpic contacts. However, small two-state and downhill folders fold very rapidly, and thus are
the first proteins to be compared with molecular dynamics simulations. In addition, it seems likely that these
more complicated folding behaviors are built up from the mechanisms (both productive and unproductive)
observed in the study of fast folders. As computers become faster and our understanding of protein folding
improves, it will become possible to study misfolding, metastable intermediates, and other complications of
the folding process in simulations and experiments on appropriately modified fast folders. Directed studies
of off-pathway protein dynamics will provide extra insight into consequences of misfolding and may shed
light on the most dangerous conditions from the perspective of achieving successful folding. Avoiding these
conditions provides evolutionary pressure on the development of folded states and folding pathways.
1.4.4 Folding and binding
Traditional pictures of proteins in the cell in do not incorporate the dynamism that studies of fast folders
and other proteins have revealed. The textbook picture of protein binding, for example, postulates that two
relatively rigid protein structures find each other like a lock and key (hence the “lock and key” mechanism
that preceded more recent conformational selection and induced fit models). Such static models of protein
function ignore evidence that protein structure and function are perturbed by the most general features
of the cellular environment [120–122]. This environmental responsiveness is a consequence of the minimal
stability of protein native states, and next generation models of binding incorporate this flexibility to drive,
not inhibit folding.
Wolynes and co-workers have developed a theoretical treatment of “fly-casting,” a mechanism through
which the formation of active multi-protein complexes induces folding in one or more component proteins
[123,124]. The fly-casting mechanism postulates that an unfolded protein can better form a binding interface
with its partner because its increased conformational flexibility makes it easier to find favorable interface
interactions. Theoretical treatments of complex formation show that an unfolded binding target increases
the overall cooperativity of binding. Increased cooperativity may serve to increase the efficiency of complex
formation: highly cooperative processes will tend towards completion more regularly than broad binding
transitions. Fly-casting is not likely to induce global folding of multi-domain proteins, but rather folding
of their signaling recognition modules: binding enhancement is greatest when the interface domain and the
barrier to folding are small. Small, fast folding proteins generally share these characteristics, giving rise
to the suggestion that some fast folders may bind in vivo substrates in a partially unfolded state, quickly
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folding when the binding interface or target sequence is found. This hypothesis is bolstered by the large
fraction of natural multi-module proteins that have fast-folding DNA binding domains (e.g. λ repressor),
where such fly-casting is most studied and thought to be most helpful.
One emerging area of research into the interplay of protein binding and folding is the study of Intrinsically
Disordered Proteins (IDPs) in the cellular environment. Despite their name, evidence is mounting that many
IDPs are, in fact, well structured in the cell. The “switch” from disordered to folded is facilitated by binding:
either to each other (alpha-synuclein is now thought to be a tetramer in vivo [125]) or to a ligand [80,126,127].
It is possible that structured IDPs in vivo are an extreme example of the more general fly-casting mechanism
favoring coupled protein binding and folding. This possibility has interesting implications for the folding
mechanism of IDPs in vivo. We saw above that putative fly-casting targets share many characteristics with
fast folding domains. If IDPs are, in fact, extreme fly-casting targets, then this might suggest that, in the
right environment, IDP domains fold quickly. This is in stark contrast to what we observe in vitro, which
is that IDPs never fold or at least fold very slowly. As techniques for studying IDPs are developed both in
vitro and in vivo, researchers will be able to directly investigate the mechanism of folding and its relationship
with binding.
The interplay between folding and binding has been suggested as a source of evolutionary pressure towards
downhill folders. We have seen that reaching the global downhill folding limit with fast two-state proteins
requires careful coordination of sequence mutations and environmental conditions [48]. Slow ribosomal
folding of these proteins certainly does not provide any evolutionary pressure towards downhill folding. To
find such folding in naturally occurring domains like BBL and gpW suggests a high degree of selective
pressure favoring this specialized folding mechanism [47].
But what role could downhill folding have to play in the molecular processes of the cell? We can look
to in vitro experiments to guide our intuition. Studies of WW domain, λ repressor, and other fast folders
have shown that downhill folding is exquisitely sensitive to environmental conditions: sequences that are
downhill folders at one temperature or pH may not be at another [60,74,119]. A corollary of this sensitivity
is that the low-energy ensemble of downhill folders is extremely responsive to environmental changes. Mun˜oz
and co-workers have proposed that this environmental responsiveness may be used by the cell to respond
to changes in cellular conditions, modulating ligand binding or complex formation via the conformational
state of downhill folding domains [117, 128]. Instead of acting like digital switches (bound or unbound),
the continuously variable structure of single well downhill folders would act like a rheostat with variable
folding-binding affinity (see Figure A.1). Since the equilibrium ensemble of a downhill folder is continuously
adjustable by environmental conditions, the environmental changes needed to alter binding affinity may be
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much smaller than those required to move a two-state folder from one well to another [117]. This may be a
mechanism by which the cell can sensitively respond to small changes in its environment.
1.5 New tools for studying fast folders
A remaining area of controversy in the study of protein folding in general, and fast folders in particular, is
the character of the unfolded state and its influence on folding. Studies of the Cold Shock Protein (Csp, see
Appendix A) showed that the denatured state detected by stopped flow measurements is significantly more
compact than would be expected for an extended chain and forms quickly, before the onset of the main folding
phase [129]. Further studies by both stopped flow and FRET showed that this collapsed state contains up to
20% of the native β sheet content, but maintained non-native backbone configurations [130–133]. Similarly,
a compact, highly structured state in the folding of the fast folder Engrailed Homeodomain [134] has been
described alternatively as a denatured conformation [135], an intermediate [136–138], or as evidence for a
downhill folding phase [128]. Rapidly formed, compact unfolded states, often with some non-native structure,
are also found in other fast folders [139]. Indeed, simulations started in extended states generally collapse
very rapidly to more compact forms that can facilitate or hinder the folding process. Residual unfolded
state structure in general contributes significantly to folding rate and mechanism [82]. In some cases it
can be difficult to distinguish residual unfolded state structure from folding intermediates, highlighting the
difficulties of interpreting even detailed experimental data.
Traditional chemical denaturants like guanidinium (Gu) and Urea have been an invaluable tool for the
study of fast folding proteins (and protein folding in general) because they make it possible to access unfolded
states that are normally high energy under easily achievable experimental conditions. In particular, denatu-
rants are necessary for the study of protein folding under gentle pertubations, such as pressure [93,108,140].
Traditional denaturants, however, are spectroscopically active in regions of interest for CD, UV absorbance,
and FTIR spectroscopy. The problem is exacerbated by the fact that traditional chaotropic denaturants like
Guanidinium HCl (GuHCl) and Urea are effective at extremely high concentrations of 1-6 M, compared to
protein concentrations in the micro- to milli- molar range. Aside from spectroscopic absorbance, these high
concentrations alter solvent properties like viscosity [141] and pH [142], whose accurate characterization are
essential for interpretation of the fast, diffusion limited processes described here, especially in the highly
dynamic denatured state.
More generally, conventional denaturants are useful for making denatured states more easily accessible,
but they rarely make them easier to study. As discussed in Section 1.3 and elsewhere [143], it has been difficult
to study the denatured state without the possibility of significant perturbation [143, 144], which makes it
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difficult to resolve the controversies described above. A denaturant that allows the more detailed study of
the denatured state itself [145], and of early structure formation that often takes place in a burst phase [146],
could help resolve these controversies and open up a new aspect of the protein folding process to enhanced
scrutiny. In Chapter 2, we describe a candidate denaturant that, with further study, could fulfill these roles.
n-dodecylguanidinium acetate, or dodine, is chemically a combination between the traditional denaturant
guanidinium and detergent sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS). Likewise, its effect on protein structure and
stability combines the effect of these two denaturant families and could open the door for new investigations
of the folding process.
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Chapter 2
Dodine as a protein denaturant: the best
of two worlds?
2.1 Introduction1
In vitro studies of protein folding and stability employ a range of techniques to unfold proteins. Chemical
denaturants are often used in concert with thermal denaturation to enable the unfolding of thermally stable
proteins [144], to mitigate the aggregation of unfolded states [147], or to bias proteins towards unfolding in
single molecule studies [52,83,84]
Current research into the folding mechanism of fast folding proteins is an area of particular interest
because the small size and fast kinetics of these proteins allow direct comparison with molecular dynamics
simulations. These fast folders are often surprisingly stable for their size, and demand chemical denaturants
in concert with other perturbations to reach the unfolded state.
In addition, residual structure in the unfolded state is of particular interest because it can have a great
influence on folding kinetics, in particular for fast folders whose denatured state is connected to the native
state by a small barrier readily crossed by thermal fluctuations. Such studies would also benefit from new
chemical denaturants that allow access to a range of unfolded state structures following the cooperative main
unfolding transition.
Despite their great utility, the widely employed nitrogen-based chaotropes urea and guanidinium chloride
impose some limits on the experimenters flexibility. They are cooperative “all-or-nothing” agents [148], lim-
iting the tunability of residual unfolded state protein structure [147]. They absorb strongly in the ultraviolet
at useful concentrations (>1 M), limiting circular dichroism to short sample paths and high protein con-
centrations. Their strong infrared absorption also hampers other secondary structure-detection techniques,
such as amide I band spectroscopy.
Detergents such as sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) are alternative agents for chemical denaturation. In
contrast to the chaotropes urea and guanidinium, detergents denature proteins very gradually starting at
millimolar detergent concentrations. At these low concentrations detergents are transparent below 200
1This chapter reprinted with permission from Hannah Gelman, Tatyana Perlova, and Martin Gruebele. Dodine as a protein
denaturant: the best of two worlds? The Journal of Physical Chemistry B, 117, 13090-13097, 2013. Copyright 2013 American
Chemical Society. H. Gelman and T. Perlova contributed equally.
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nm, making them compatible with protein circular dichroism [149]. Despite this advantage, detergents
are rarely used in globular protein folding studies because unfolding by detergents is often incomplete and
uncooperative [149,150]. Instead, they are used in gel electrophoresis to unfold proteins and impart a uniform
distribution of negative charge [151].
In this paper we combine the worlds of small nitrogen-based chaotropes and detergents. Our goal is to
obtain a denaturant that combines the useful properties of both families of compounds: a denaturant that
(1) induces a cooperative transition at millimolar denaturant concentrations instead of molar concentrations;
(2) that lowers substantially the thermal unfolding transition temperature; (3) that allows tunability of the
denatured state residual structure once past the cooperative transition; and (4) that is transparent in the
ultraviolet and infrared amide I’ regions at its working concentration.
Modifications of the basic guanidinium hydrochloride salts [152, 153] and of the basic alkyl chain deter-
gents [154] were tested long ago for enhanced denaturant effectiveness. Walker and co-workers showed in
1983 that adding a long alkyl tail to the nitrogen-based chaotrope biguanide creates a powerful denaturant
that unfolds the large protein penicillinase at a concentration less than 1.5 mM, but the compound was
never used by other groups or applied to smaller proteins [153].
We apply an n-alkyl derivative of guanidinium to two small proteins, lambda repressor fragment (λ6−85)
and WW domain (Figure 2.1). These proteins are of current interest in fast folding studies because their
folding kinetics can be compared directly with molecular dynamics simulations [5, 155, 156]. Some of their
mutants are thermally very stable, demanding the use of chemical denaturants in experimental studies of
the unfolding transition or the unfolded state [93, 108]. We use n-dodecylguanidinium acetate (dodine), a
readily available commercial fungicide, for our protein denaturation experiments. We also synthesize and
test Walker’s DebiGuHCl. We show that millimolar dodine induces cooperative unfolding of the helix
bundle λ6−85, substantially lowers the protein’s melting temperature, and allows tuning of residual unfolded
state structure after the cooperative transition is complete. However, dodine is less effective on the small
β-sheet WW domain. We demonstrate that dodine yields better quality circular dichroism spectra than
guanidinium down to 200 nm and that it is more transparent than guanidinium in the amide I’ infrared
spectrum at their respective working concentrations. We also show that DebiGuHCl is likely to have similar
properties as dodine for small proteins.
The family of n-alkyl guanidinium derivatives promises to be a useful tool for the study of small, rapidly
folding proteins as it maintains a cooperative melting transition, allows tuning of the denatured ensemble,
and is more transparent than conventional denaturants in the far UV and amide I spectral regions.
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2.2 Methods
Temperature- and denaturant-unfolding studies of the Tyr22Trp/Gln33Tyr/Gly46,48Ala mutant of λ6−85
[74] and of the Fip35 WW-domain [87] were conducted using commercially available guanidinium chloride
and n-dodecylguanidinium acetate (dodine) (both Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). Protein conformation
upon thermal and chemical denaturation was monitored by circular dichroism (sensitive to overall secondary
structure) and tryptophan fluorescence. The latter is most sensitive to a tertiary structure interaction
between Tryptophan 22 in helix 1 and tyrosine 33 in helix 2 of λ6−85 [74]. Guanidinium titrations were
performed in phosphate buffer (see below). Dodine titrations were performed in aqueous solution because
the solubility of the commercially available acetate salt is low in phosphate buffer, but reaches approximately
5 mM in water. 100-200 mM dodine acetate was pre-dissolved in small amounts of ethanol and then diluted
down to experimental concentrations.
2.2.1 Protein expression and purification
Both λ6−85 and WW domain were expressed in BL-21 CodonPlus DE-3 RIPL cells (Agilent Technologies,
Santa Clara, CA) according to published protocols [87,102]. Cells were grown at 37 °C in LB broth (Fisher
Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) in the presence of 100 mg/L of Ampicillin (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) to an
OD−600 of 0.6 to 1, and induced overnight with 1 mM isopropyl β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) (Inalco,
Milano, Italy) at 25 °C. Cells were harvested by centrifugation at 5,000 rpm for 20 minutes and resuspended
in lysis buffer. Cells were lysed via sonication and the soluble fraction was isolated by centrifugation at 10,000
rpm for 20 minutes. Each protein was isolated by affinity chromatography (see below). Affinity tags were
removed by Thrombin cleavage, according to the manufacturer’s protocol (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA).
Thrombin and protein were separated either by isolating biotinylated thrombin on a streptavidin agarose
column (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA) or via size exclusion filtration. Cleaved proteins were lyophilized
overnight and stored at -80 °C until re-suspension. For measurements, proteins were dissolved into 20 mM
phosphate buffer, pH = 7.0-7.5 or into sterile MilliQ water (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA).
λ6−85 was expressed from a pET-15b (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA) vector encoding an N-terminal
hexahistidine tag and a thrombin recognition sequence. The lysis buffer was 150 mM NaCl, 50 mM Na2HPO4,
10 mM imidazole (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO); pH 8.0. Protein was isolated using a nickel charged Ni-
NTA column according to the manufacturers protocol (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA).
The gene for Fip35 WW-domain was cloned with an N-terminal glutathione S-transferase (GST) tag
(sequence the same as in the pGEX vectors, GE Healthcare Biosciences, Pittsburgh, PA) and thrombin
recognition sequence into the pDream vector (Genscript, Piscataway, NJ). Cells were lysed in buffer con-
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taining 10 mM Na2HPO4, pH 7.0 and cell extract was purified on a glutathione-agarose column according
to the manufacturers protocol (Genscript, Piscataway, NJ).
2.2.2 Spectroscopic probes of denaturation
Circular dichroism was measured using a Jasco spectrometer with Peltier temperature control (Jasco Inc,
Easton, MD). Unless otherwise noted, all spectra were recorded from 250 to 200 nm at a scan rate of 50
nm/min with 1 nm resolution. Presented spectra are an average of 5-10 accumulations. Chemical denaturant
titrations were conducted at room temperature (20-25 °C). Measurements of λ6−85 were done using a 1 mm
path length cuvette and WW-domain measurements were done in a 1 cm cuvette. Due to the high absorbance
of guanidinium and the small circular dichroism signal of WW domain, the guanidinium melt of WW domain
was done at 25 µM protein in a 2 mm path length cuvette. We have seen no concentration dependence in the
WW domain melts with guanidinium for concentrations ranging from 10-100 µM (data not shown). Unless
otherwise noted, protein concentrations in other experiments were approximately 10 µM.
Tryptophan fluorescence measurements were taken on a Cary Eclipse spectrophotometer (Agilent Tech-
nologies, Santa Clara, CA) equipped with Peltier temperature control. The excitation wavelength was 280
nm and emission spectra were collected from 290-450 nm. Samples were measured in 140 µL or 400 µL
cuvettes and, unless otherwise noted, at 10 µM concentration.
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra of guanidium and dodine were taken using a Nicolet Magna
IR spectrometer (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA). 15 µL of sample (dissolved in 99% deuterium oxide to
avoid the strong absorption of water in the amide I’ region) was placed between calcium fluoride windows
and spectra were taken from 4000-600 cm−1.
2.2.3 Data analysis
Data was analyzed using Matlab (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA) and Igor Pro (Wavemetrics Inc, Lake
Oswego, OR). Circular dichroism spectra were analyzed by the evolution of the circular dichroism signal
at representative wavelengths (222 nm for λ6−85, 227 nm for WW-domain) under thermal or chemical
denaturation. A scattering baseline was subtracted (CD at 245 nm, where the far-UV CD signal due to
secondary structure approached zero for proteins in water or phosphate buffer).
λ6−85 tryptophan fluorescence was analyzed by tracking the shift in emission peak wavelength as a
function of temperature or denaturant concentration. The peak wavelength was located by fitting the
emission intensity I as a function of wavelength λ from 310-380 nm to a Gaussian function, where the center
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wavelength λ0 represents the fitted peak wavelength:
I(λ) = y0 +Aexp(−(λ− λ0)2/2σ2) (2.1)
WW-domain tryptophan fluorescence does not undergo a significant wavelength shift during protein denat-
uration. Consistent with previously published methods [87, 93], WW unfolding was analyzed by tracking
the decrease in fluorescence intensity during denaturation. All spectra were normalized by the maximum
intensity observed during the melt and the relative peak intensity is reported as the normalized intensity.
Melting temperatures (Tm) and denaturation midpoints (Cm) were calculated using a two-state ther-
modynamic fit. Native and denatured state baselines were assumed to be linear in the perturbing variable
(either temperature or concentration) so that the signal could be modeled as
Si = mi(X −Xm) + bi (2.2)
where i denotes either native or denatured. The total signal is then modeled as
S(X) = (SNKeq + SD)/(1 +Keq) (2.3)
where
Keq = exp(−∆G/kBT ) and ∆G ≈ δg1(X −Xm) (2.4)
and fits to this equation allow us to extract a midpoint value (Xm) for the perturbation of interest. Models
with more floating parameters (e.g. a heat capacity model for unfolding) did not provide Xm values with
smaller uncertainties.
2.3 Synthesis of n-decylbiguanidinium chloride
DebiGu HCl was synthesized following the procedure described by Mitchinson, et al [153]. To synthesize
n-decylammonium chloride, 10 mL of ether (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was added to 10 mL of n-
decylamine (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) in a well-stirred round bottom flask. Then 30 ml of 2M HCl
in ether (Fisher, Pittsburgh, PA) was slowly added to the flask with a syringe. The white solid was filtered
off and dried under vacuum. The yield was 8.7 g. The chemical identity of the product was confirmed by
ESI mass spectrometry. n-decylammonium chloride (2 g) was then ground in a mortar with dicyandiamide
(0.84 g) (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and heated up to 150 °C under nitrogen in a round bottom sealed
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flask on a silicon oil bath. The resulting melt was poured into chilled acetone and stirred for about 30 min.
The cooled mix was poured into ether, filtered and dried under vacuum. The procedure yielded 1.14 g of
wax-like material. According to ESI mass spectrometry the main components of the resulting mix were
the desired n-decylbiguanide hydrochloride and impurities of n-decylguanidinium chloride and unreacted
n-decylammonium chloride. Denaturation efficacy of this product was tested without further purification,
starting with a ca. 0.5 M stock solution in 20 mM K2PO4, pH 7.0.
2.4 Results
We compared the effect of dodine, which has a long alkyl chain connected to the guanidinium group, to
the effect of the standard denaturant guanidinium chloride on protein stability. Unfolding was detected by
circular dichroism (sensitive to secondary structure) and fluorescence (sensitive to tertiary structure near the
tryptophan probe). Denaturant-induced unfolding was also combined with thermal unfolding. We chose two
structurally very different small proteins, the five helix bundle λ6−85, and the triple stranded β-sheet WW
domain (Figure 2.1), allowing us to assess the effect of protein secondary structure on dodine’s effectiveness
as a denaturant. The Tyr22Trp/Gln33Tyr /Gly46,48Ala mutant of λ6−85 exhibits high thermal stability
(Tm ≈ 70 °C) and has been shown to fold downhill under favorable solvent conditions [48, 59, 107]. The
Fip35 variant of WW domain used here is a small (34 residue) β hairpin that also exhibits high stability
(Tm ≈ 78 °C) and incipient downhill folding [74,87]. Like λ6−85, WW domain is extensively used as a model
protein for both experimental and computational folding studies [93].
2.4.1 Critical micelle concentration of dodine
Although dodine, with its guanidinium headgroup, is not a conventional detergent like SDS, we are interested
in its denaturation properties under conditions resembling ordinary chaotropes, in the absence of micelle
formation. The critical micelle concentration (CMC) of dodine was measured by the pyrene titration method
[157], and is 8.7 ± 1.9 mM (see Figure B.1). In all subsequent experiments, we kept the working range of
dodine concentrations substantially below the CMC.
2.4.2 Dodine vs. guanidine cooperative unfolding transitions
Initial experiments determined the cooperative denaturation midpoints (Cm) of λ6−85 in guanidinium and
dodine. We used fluorescence to monitor the shift in the peak emission wavelength as a function of denaturant
concentration (Figure 2.2). The measured guanidinium Cm is 2.7 M, while the dodine Cm ranges from 1.7 2.4
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Figure 2.1: Structures of dodine, λ6−85 and WW domain. (A) Structure of dodine (here: neutral
form instead of acetate salt). (B) Ribbon structure of the λ6−85 mutant Tyr22Trp/Gln33Tyr/Gly46,48Ala
based on the X-ray crystal structure 3KZ3 [75]. (C) Ribbon structure of Fip35 WW domain, based on the
NMR structure [74]. Highlighted in orange is the Trp residue monitored in fluorescence experiments.
mM, depending on protein concentration. We observe that denaturation by guanidinium results in a larger
peak shift (331 to 356 nm) than denaturation by dodine (330 to 340 nm). Denaturation by titration with
either compound is reversible (see Appendix B for discussion of reversibility). The concentration dependence
of the dodine Cm is characteristic of detergent denaturation [149,158], an indication that both components
of the dodine compound (the guanidinium head group and the alkyl chain) contribute to the cooperative
unfolding transition. This is further supported by the observation that the cooperative transition in the
dodine denaturation curve lies at more than 1000-fold lower concentration than for guanidinium without an
alkyl chain attached.
Corresponding titrations detected by circular dichroism show denaturation midpoints at 3 M guanidinium
and 1.6 mM dodine (data not shown). At the midpoint, the ellipticity in dodine decreases by only 10%,
compared to 75% in guanidinium (in 1 mM dodine and 2.5 M guanidinium, the decreases are 9% and 58%,
respectively). Thus dodine fulfills the first requirement we enumerated in the introduction: titration with
dodine results in a cooperative λ6−85 unfolding transition at concentrations ∼1000 times lower than those
required for guanidinium induced unfolding. However, loss of secondary structure immediately after the
transition is much more complete in guanidinium than in dodine.
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Figure 2.2: Isothermal denaturation of λ6−85. Fluorescence denaturation curves of λ6−85 measured in
guanidinium (A) and dodine (B). Insets show the emission spectra at 0 M denaturant and at the maxi-
mum denaturant concentration. (A) The concentration midpoint (Cm) in guanidinium is 2.7 M. The total
peak shift in the emission spectra is 25 nm. (B) demonstrates that denaturation via dodine is protein
concentration-dependent. The inset shows that the initial and final spectra at 5 µM (red) and 30 µM (blue)
protein overlap. Total peak shift for all concentrations is 10 nm. Data in (A) from [107]
2.4.3 Millimolar dodine substantially lowers the λ6−85 melting temperature
We are particularly interested in how the hybrid denaturant assists thermal denaturation of small proteins.
To compare dodine with guanidinium, we performed melts of λ6−85 in three chemical environments - in
aqueous solution without denaturant, in the presence of 2.5 M guanidinium and in the presence of 0.5-1.65
mM dodine. The process of denaturation was monitored by fluorescence and circular dichroism spectroscopy
(Figure 2.3). Melting temperatures Tm in the different chemical environments are summarized in Table 2.1.
Figure 2.3A highlights an interesting property of dodine-assisted thermal denaturation. At low dodine
concentrations (<1-1.5 mM), dodine reduces Tm by up to 10 °C, and the transition remains cooperative (with
reduced slope at the midpoint). At higher dodine concentrations (>1.5-2 mM), the thermal denaturation
curve has two distinct phases: a smaller cooperative transition is followed by a more gradual transition
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Figure 2.3: Thermal denaturation of λ6−85. λ6−85 thermal denaturation monitored without denaturant
(blue), in 2.5 M guanidinium, and in dodine. Circles, squares and triangles represent experimental points;
solid lines are thermodynamic fits to the data. Denaturation midpoints resulting from the fits Tm are shown
in Table 1. (A) Peak wavelength as a function of temperature monitored by fluorescence. 0.5 mM to 1.65 mM
traces show how the effect of dodine on thermal stability changes as the concentration of dodine is increased.
(B) Controls: mM concentrations of guanidinium or SDS, or combinations thereof, do not produce a lower
temperature cooperative transition like dodine. No denaturant (blue) and 2.5 M GuHCl (green) traces are
presented for comparison (C) Mean residue ellipticity at 222 nm versus temperature monitored by circular
dichroism spectroscopy
resembling ’linear’ detergent behavior. At intermediate dodine concentrations, the relative amplitude of the
cooperative and linear phases, as well as Tm, also depend on the protein concentration (Figure B.3). This is
to be expected based on the protein concentration dependence discussed above for dodine-only denaturation
(Figure 2.2).
Dodine satisfies the second criterion outlined in the introduction. The fluorescence data (Figure 2.3A)
show that the cooperative part of the thermal unfolding transition of λ6−85 is lowered by about 35 °C in the
presence of 1.65 mM dodine. In contrast, 2.5 M guanidinium is required to achieve similar destabilization of
λ6−85. In 1.65 mM dodine the protein reaches a less extensively denatured state right after the cooperative
transition, which continues to lose structure gradually to approach full denaturation by 95 °C. Thus residual
structure of the unfolded protein can be tuned over a wide range with the right choice of protein and dodine
concentrations. This third criterion mentioned in the introduction is potentially a very useful feature for
protein refolding studies. Refolding kinetics are known to depend on residual unfolded state structure [159],
which could be systematically tuned with dodine.
Control experiments (Figure 2.3B) show that 1 mM SDS alone, or in combination with 1 mM guanidinium,
produced no significant unfolding of tertiary structure over the entire temperature range, nor did 1 mM
guanidinium alone shift the thermal denaturation midpoint Tm. Although it has been reported that low
concentrations of SDS can induce cooperative conformational transitions [149, 159], this data shows that
the effect of dodine is fundamentally different from the effect of its two constituent parts at the same
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Tm (°C) 72 ± 2 38 ± 2 (2.5 M) 37 ± 2 (1.65 M)
δg1 (J/mol K) 600 ± 50 560 ± 30 780 ± 360
λ CD
Tm 71 ± 2 42 ± 2 (2.5 M) –
δg1 (J/mol K) 810 ± 90 530 ± 90 –
WW fluor
Tm (°C) 74 ± 2 54 ± 2 (2.5 M) 69 ± 2 (1 mM)
δg1 (J/mol K) 400 ± 30 290 ± 120 520 ± 50
WW CD
Tm (°C) 75 ± 3 63 ± 6 (2.0 M) 70 ± 2 (1 mM)
δg1 (J/mol K) 380 ± 80 260 ± 100 420 ± 40
Table 2.1: Melting temperature of λ and WW Domain with Guanidinium and Dodine
concentration.
CD data (Figure 2.3C) show only a gradual loss of secondary structure and no cooperative transition in
dodine. As with the fluorescence data, the protein eventually approaches full loss of secondary structure at
high temperature. Dodine’s smaller effect on secondary structure stability in a thermal melt is consistent
with its smaller effect on secondary structure in isothermal titrations. Section 2.5 goes over the mechanistic
implications of the fluorescence/CD difference and cooperative/linear unfolding phases observed when dodine
is used as a protein denaturant.
2.4.4 Dodine is transparent in the ultraviolet and infrared amide I’ regions at its working
concentration
One of the disadvantages of guanidinium is its high absorbance in the ultraviolet region at its working
concentration, making it impossible to measure high quality circular dichroism spectra at short wavelengths
(Figure 2.4A). In contrast, dodine at its working concentration allows the collection of smooth circular
dichroism spectra down to 200 nm (Figure 2.4B).
This advantage is due to the lower working concentration of dodine, not lower absorbance in absolute
terms. Measurements of dodine and guanidinium absorbance were conducted in spectroscopic grade ethanol
(Acros Organics) to allow measurement of dodine at higher concentrations than are soluble in water. These
measurements showed that dodine and guanidinum have similar absorbance spectral shapes, but the ab-
sorption coefficient of dodine is approximately ten times higher on a molar basis than for guanidinium. The
1000 times smaller dodine concentration needed for denaturation experiments more than compensates for
its higher molar absorption coefficient (absorption spectra in aqueous solution at 1 M GuHCl, 1 mM dodine
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Figure 2.4: Transparency of dodine allows higher quality CD and FTIR measurements. Circular
dichroism spectra of λ6−85 undergoing thermal denaturation in the presence of (A) 2.5 M guanidinium
(green) and (B) 1.65 mM dodine (red). The inset in panel (B) compares aqueous ultraviolet absorption
of dodine (1 mM) and GuHCl (1 M). (C) Infrared spectra near the amide I’ region of GuHCl (1 M) and
dodine (10 mM and 1 mM acetate salt). At their working concentrations (1000x lower for dodine), the ratio
of maximum absorption for dodine:GuHCl is 1:50.
in the inset of Figure 2.4B).
Figure 2.4C compares the infrared spectrum of dodine acetate and GuHCl. 1 mM dodine, close to the
actual working concentration used in our experiments, does not absorb enough in the amide I’ region to
provide a reliable signal (red trace), but we can infer from the 10 mM results (blue trace) that its peak
absorbance between 1400 and 1700 cm−1 will be about 50 times less than that of 1 M GuHCl. Due to its
low working concentration, dodine has a marked advantage in infrared monitoring of protein denaturation,
in addition to its advantage in the ultraviolet below 250 nm. Dodine’s transparency in the amide I’ region
could be of interest for pressure denaturation experiments, where infrared spectroscopy is often the only
option for secondary structure determination because strain on cell windows distorts the circular dichroism
signal.
2.4.5 <2 mM dodine only slightly destabilizes WW domain
Despite their similar thermal stabilities, FiP35 WW domain is much more resistant to chemical denaturation
than λ6−85: unfolding is incomplete even in 5.5 M guanidinium when assessed by circular dichroism or
fluorescence. No signs of denaturation are observed at room temperature at dodine concentrations up to 2
mM (data not shown).
However, dodine does have an effect on the thermal denaturation of WW domain. We examined it
without denaturant, in 2 M guanidinium, and in 1 mM dodine by both fluorescence and circular dichroism
(Figure 2.5). We tracked the change in fluorescence intensity, measured relative to the maximum intensity
observed throughout the melt [87, 93] (WW undergoes only a very small wavelength shift, so monitoring
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Figure 2.5: Thermal denaturation of WW domain. Fluorescence (A) and circular dichroism melts (B)
of WW domain in the absence of denaturant (solid blue squares), in 2 M Guanidinium (green circles), and in
1 mM dodine (red triangles). 2 M guanidinium has an effect on WW domain (∆Tm ≈ −20 °C) comparable
to its effect on λ6−85 in Figure 2.3, whereas dodine has a significantly smaller effect (∆Tm ≈ −5 °C), but
increases cooperativity more (δg1 in Table 1).
intensity changes is more reliable). To monitor unfolding by circular dichroism, we tracked the circular
dichroism signal at 227 nm [87]. The addition of 2 M guanidinium lowers the melting temperature Tm by ≈
20 °C. 1 mM dodine lowers Tm only by ≈ 5 °C, in contrast to the large (≈ 25 °C) destabilization observed
for λ6−85 in 1.65 mM dodine (Figure 2.3). In addition, we observe that the WW domain transition in dodine
does not exhibit the gradual unfolding tail seen in the λ6−85 melts. Quite the opposite, the WW domain
transition is most cooperative in dodine (δg1 in Table 2.1 is largest in dodine), whereas guanidium melts of
WW domain show a broad and gradual transition monitored by both circular dichroism and fluorescence.
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2.4.6 DebiGuHCl is likely to have similar properties as dodine
DebiGu is the hybrid denaturant previously investigated by Walker and coworkers in the context of a large,
slow folding protein [153]. We prepared DebiGuHCl (with some impurities) as described in Methods. Figure
2.6 compares fluorescence-detected melts of λ6−85 in the presence of 2 M guanidinium, 1 mM dodine, and
5 mM DebiGu. The denaturation midpoint Tm ≈ 54 °C in 5 mM DebiGu is roughly equivalent to 2 M
guanidinium. Like the dodine denaturation curves, the post-transition baseline in the presence of DebiGu
has an upward slope. In this case, however, the peak wavelength shift is much more pronounced, even when
compared to the shift in pure buffer or with guanidinium. This significant shift in tryptophan fluorescence
may be due to interactions between the biguanine headgroup and the exposed tryptophan indole ring that
alter the indole groups emission spectrum. Additionally, DebiGu has higher ultraviolet absorption than
dodine (data not shown); this may be due to the biguanine headgroup.
Figure 2.6: λ6−85 thermal denaturation monitored by fluorescence spectroscopy in the presence of 2 M
guanidinium (green), 1 mM dodine (red), and 5 mM DebiGu (purple). Circles, squares and triangles represent
experimental points; solid lines are thermodynamic fits to the data. Denaturation midpoints resulting from
the fits to Equation 1.3 are shown. Inset shows the chemical structure of DebiGu (compare to the dodine
structure in Figure 2.1a).
In contrast to dodine (acetate salt), we had no solubility problems with DebiGuHCl in phosphate buffer
up to 0.5 M denaturant concentration. We believe that the counterion mixture is responsible, in which case




Our results demonstrate that dodine can be used as a hybrid denaturant for some small, fast folding proteins.
By linking together a guanidine headgroup and an alkyl tail, it combines useful properties of small chaotropes
and long-chain surfactants. Dodine preserves the cooperative transition of the small chaotropes, but at
1000x smaller concentration. The cooperative transition produces a less extensively denatured state, whose
residual secondary and tertiary structure can be tuned with temperature. In the presence of dodine, raising
the temperature past the cooperative transition temperature continues to gradually reduce residual structure
in the unfolded state.
2.5.1 Dodine likely destabilizes tertiary structure first.
Taken together, the circular dichroism and fluorescence data suggest that dodine acts by destabilizing ter-
tiary structure first, leaving secondary structure open to further perturbation after the cooperative transition
is complete. Tertiary structure sensitive fluorescence monitored during isothermal titrations shows a coop-
erative transition accounting for ∼ 1/3 of the guanidinium titration peak shift, while secondary structure
sensitive circular dichroism measurements show only 10% loss of signal over the same range of dodine con-
centrations (compared with 78% loss of signal for guanidinium). This mechanism also helps explain features
of the dodine assisted thermal melts of λ6−85. Fluorescence melts show a destabilized transition accounting
for ∼ 1/3 of the guanidinium assisted melt peak shift, while circular dichroism melts show a gradual loss of
secondary structure. The linear unfolded state baseline apparent in both dodine and DebiGu fluorescence
melts are consistent with gradual loss of residual secondary and tertiary structure as the temperature is
increased beyond the cooperative melting transition.
Interestingly, Otzen and Oliveberg found that much higher concentrations of SDS than the working con-
centration of dodine (>200 mM) similarly disrupt tertiary structure while leaving some secondary structure
intact [160]. They attribute this mechanism to the types of micelles formed at high SDS concentrations. In
this work we are using concentrations of dodine well below its critical micelle concentration (see Supplemen-
tary Information). However, Otzen and Oliveberg suggest that the detergent micelles act as denaturants
in the solution, rather than binding to well defined sites on the protein [161]. Perhaps the addition of a
denaturant headgroup in dodine allows this mechanism to become active at sub-micellar concentrations.
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2.5.2 Experimentalists need a transparent denaturant.
Dodine is of particular interest when tuning of secondary structure, e.g. by temperature or pressure denat-
uration, is desired. Its smaller absorption coefficient in the 200-250 nm range at the working concentration
leads to cleaner circular dichroism spectra of proteins. Based on Figure 2.4C, the same is likely true for
amide I’ band infrared spectra. It may be that dodine is the only viable denaturant for secondary structure
sensitive pressure denaturation experiments (i.e. via FTIR) because even GuDCl strongly obscures the amide
I’ band of proteins at the working concentrations (>1 M) required to achieve the onset of denaturation.
Dodine’s effectiveness is protein-dependent. Dodine behaves very differently for two proteins with funda-
mentally different structure, the five helix bundle λ6−85, and the triple stranded β-sheet Fip35 WW domain.
Its effectiveness in assisting WW domain thermal denaturation is about 4-5 times less than for λ6−85. In
addition, dodine increases the cooperativity of WW domain unfolding relative to aqueous solution or GuHCl
solution, whereas it produces the aforementioned gradual loss of denatured state structure in λ6−85. This
could be an indication that dodine interacts more site-specifically with the backbone or sidechains of WW
domain. A possible reason could be different exposure of protein-protein H-bonds in helical vs. sheet sec-
ondary structure. Detergents are also significantly more effective at unfolding α helices than β sheets [150].
Thus, dodine’s dependence on secondary structure is likely due to the detergent character of the long alkyl
tail connected to the guanidine group. The dependence of dodine Cm on protein concentration is also consis-
tent with its detergent character [149,158], as sub-micellar detergents are thought to bind to limited numbers
of sites on each protein, thereby limiting their effectiveness at concentrations below or near the Kd of the
detergent-binding site interaction.
Despite the similarities between dodine and detergent interactions with proteins, however, there are
significant differences. As we have seen, 1 mM SDS does not destabilize the cooperative unfolding of λ6−85,
but rather makes unfolding extremely gradual. This makes SDS less useful than dodine for temperature- or
pressure-jump experiments, which depend on perturbing a system across a cooperative transition to produce
a large signal change.
2.5.3 n-alkyl guanidinium derivitives are likely to share similar properities.
Compounds of related structure, such as DebiGu, are likely to have similar properties as dodine. Walker
and co-workers tested propyl- and hexyl- biguanide HCl as well as DebiGu and found that the effectiveness
of the denaturant on penicillinase increased with the alkyl chain length [152]. An advantage noted for the
synthesized DebiGu chloride over the commercial dodine acetate is the improved solubility in aqueous salt
buffers of the former. We propose that this difference is due to a salting-out effect of acetate on dodine by
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promotion of micelle formation. Indeed, concentrations above 3 mM dodine in water, or temperatures below
35 °C (see Figure 2.5B, red data points) produce scattering in the solution due to turbidity. Such an effect
is not observed in the DebiGu chloride salt up to 500 mM concentration, or in alcohol solutions of dodine,
suggesting chloride as the most innocuous counterion for future studies.
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Chapter 3
Probing protein folding in vivo
3.1 Introduction1
The last twenty years have witnessed an explosion of advances in cellular imaging technology. The develop-
ment of fluorescent proteins for labeling in situ and of transfection systems for using exogenous chromophores
has allowed scientists to label biomolecules and organelles for observation in the living cell [162–164]. Pre-
viously internal cell structures only could be imaged using electron microscopy or antibody labeling, both
of which require the use of fixed cells [165]. Development of live cell optical imaging has allowed the reap-
propriation of in vitro techniques like fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) and fluorescence recovery
after photobleaching (FRAP) for the study of biomolecules inside cells. Among many other processes, sci-
entists have been able to study protein diffusion, cellular partitioning, and biochemical reactions by simply
recording the actions of a cell as it goes about its business [166–169].
Despite these major advances, cellular imaging experiments have room to grow, even within the limi-
tations of current technology. While super-resolution techniques like PALM/stochastic optical reconstruc-
tion microscopy (STORM) and STED microscopy have pushed the spatial resolution of imaging [170–174],
nanosecond to millisecond time resolution has received less attention. Aside from diffusion studies, most
time-resolved studies of biomolecules in the cell have focused on the actions of biomolecules and organelles
on the cellular time scale of minutes to days - partitioning during cellular division, or RNA expression
changes [175], for example. This time scale is orders of magnitude longer than the fastest processes studied
with in vitro experiments, which frequently focus on the reactions and motions of specific biomolecules.
Recent super-resolution imaging of live cells has reached a time resolution below 1 s - this is fast enough to
monitor some biomolecular interactions, but too slow to see many interactions studied in vitro and much
slower than most physiologically relevant conformational changes [172]. These faster, molecular scale pro-
cesses are the building blocks from which processes on the cellular time scale emerge. Any true understanding
of cellular dynamics will have to integrate the biomolecule-systems biology interface. In addition, tempo-
1This chapter partially adapted from Hannah Gelman, Max Platkov, and Martin Gruebele. Rapid perturbation of free
energy landscapes: from in vitro to in vivo. Chemistry: A European Journal, 18(21), 6420-6427, 2012. Reproduced with
permission. Figure 1 created by Sharlene Denos and Taras Pogorelov, Figure 4 created by M. Platkov.
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ral processes are more amenable to environmental variations than is spatial organization. Kinetics can be
weakly perturbed (e.g. changes in rate coefficients of a metabolic network by heating), whereas structure is
often insensitive to perturbation until a phase transition is reached and drastic changes occur (e.g. unfolding
by heating). Thus rapid time-resolved perturbations of biomolecules inside cells are a rich but still largely
untapped source of information about the cell [176].
3.2 What we have learned in vitro
Much that will be relevant to the study of biomolecules interacting dynamically in vivo has been learned
over the past 60 or so years from in vitro studies. Structural and thermodynamic studies came first,
establishing the utility of simple models [177], crystallography, NMR, electron microscopy and chemical
equilibria to biomolecules. The important lesson from this work was twofold. First of all, the structure
of large biomolecules is dynamic. This was clear from B-factors in high resolution X-ray crystal structures
[178, 179], even more so from NMR studies [180], and most recently from energy transfer (FRET) studies
of large complexes up to the ribosome [181, 182]. Secondly, as discussed in Chapter 1, the structure of
biomolecules is marginally stable. The stabilities of proteins, RNAs, and their complexes are measured
in 10s of kJ/mole, not 100s kJ/mole like chemical bonds. Some proteins are even intrinsically disordered,
and in vitro studies show that they are prone to conformational switching [183]. Marginal stability means
flexibility, which in turn is important for function (substrate diffusion, conformational selection upon binding,
etc). Extremely stable proteins can also be extremely rigid [96], one of the reasons thermophilic proteins fail
to function at room temperature [184]. Thus, dynamic structure and marginal stability go hand in hand.
Early biomolecular kinetics experiments focused on slow events not generically required for folding or
dynamics of proteins (e.g. disulfide formation [185], proline isomerization [186]). In the meantime, rapid
perturbation technology was progressing rapidly. In the 1920s, Gaviola introduced phase-sensitive modula-
tion techniques. A perturbing waveform is applied to the sample over extended periods of time. The sample
response is attenuated and phase shifted if the driving waveform oscillates too rapidly for the sample to
respond. Until recently, phase-sensitive modulation was mainly used to measure biomolecule fluorescence
lifetimes [187]. At the opposite end of the rapid perturbation spectrum, Manfred Eigen developed fast relax-
ation methods in the 1950s [54]: an instantaneous jump perturbs the sample just once, and then a fast probe
technique monitors the system as it settles back into equilibrium. Nowadays, such experiments are done
by temperature- [188], pressure- [189], pH- [190], or other jumps. Stopped-flow methods work by mixing
liquids in the millisecond range [191], while continuous flows can reach microseconds [80, 83, 192]. Laser
T-jumps [193] and now even pressure jumps [62] can reach the sub-microsecond range. Laser pump-probe
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techniques [194] based on Eigen’s idea can go down to picoseconds or faster [195].
Nucleic acids were not the early birds in structural and stability studies, they were however at the
forefront of rapid perturbation experiments. Laser temperature jump experiments showed that RNA is
capable of extremely fast relaxation (in the microsecond range) [196]. Later on protein kinetics progressed
from the millisecond time scale of stopped flow experiments [191] to temperature jumps that allowed the
observation of submillisecond [197] and sub-microsecond [198] refolding events from cold denatured states
of proteins, as discussed in Chapter 1.
Like the folding reactions discussed in Chapter 1, RNA and protein landscapes for interaction with self and
with other biomolecules are smooth, so that relatively weak perturbations (a few kBT ) can have a significant
effect on pathways, allowing a high degree of fine tuning. Such tuning can be accomplished genotypically
(evolution, engineered mutations = phi value analysis [199]) or phenotypically (the systems biology network
of interactions in cells, tissues and whole organisms). The latter can give rise to quite slow processes,
which emerge from underlying fast solvent [200] and biomolecular dynamics. A better understanding of the
fast, foundational processes underlying cellular function will enable better targeted interventions to address
cellular disorders.
3.3 From in vitro to in vivo
In vitro studies uncovered chemical features of proteins and other biomolecules that enhance their usefulness
as drivers of biological activity as well as their evolvability. Clearly, the next step was to study biomolecules
in their native environment both to confirm the applicability of in vitro studies and to address the possibility
that some aspects of biomolecular reactions are optimized for the cellular environment. These studies are
particularly important because the cell environment is tremendously different from the typical in vitro
solution: the packing fraction in cells is ∼ 300 mg/mL, while typical concentrations in vitro are ∼ 1 mg/mL
(see Figure 3.1). In this environment, electrostatic interactions are not fully screened and hydrodynamics
can play a role. Simple macromolecular crowding destabilizes the disordered state of folded molecules and,
in some biomolecules, may even stabilize an alternate folded state [121,201].
Early work simulated the cellular environment via the addition of artificial crowders like polyethylene
glycol (PEG) or Ficoll [202–204]. While crowders increase refolding rates and the efficacy of protein-protein
interactions, they can also increase protein aggregation and decrease the refolding efficiency [205,206]. These
mixed results could not provide unequivocal support for the hypothesis that the cellular environment had
evolved to be optimized for biomolecule foldability and function, and indicated the need for closer approxi-
mations of the cell. Recent in vitro experiments are enhanced by models predicting protein structures and
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Figure 3.1: Protein-protein crowding. (A) Folded and (B) unfolded protein λ6−85 (ca 9 kDa mass)
in a crowding matrix of thermophilic protein SubL ca 15% by volume. The configurations accessible to
the unfolded protein are much more restricted by the crowding matrix than those of the folded protein,
increasing the unfolded proteins free energy.
interactions in environments filled with generic crowders or simplified biomolecules [121,207]. The concert of
experiment and theory reveals that even sub-cellular packing fractions strongly perturb the proteins free en-
ergy landscape, favoring alternate folded conformations, changing folding and stability, and even enhancing
enzymatic activity [121,208].
The difficulty of achieving cell-like conditions with artificial crowders has pushed the development of
methods that allow biophysical characterization of proteins while they remain in the cell. One strategy is to
investigate proteins immediately after extraction, hoping that the complexes and structures recovered directly
from the lysate accurately represent the systems state in the living cell. These advances include pulse-labeling
methods in vivo, followed by destructive analysis in vitro [209–212]. More complicated processes are studied
by a combination of in vivo measurements, in vitro reconstitutions, and destructive cell assays [213,214].
3.4 Rapidly perturbing the energy landscape in vivo
The next step toward understanding the action of biomolecules in their natural environment is the combina-
tion of the advanced imaging and labeling techniques described above with the fast biophysical perturbation
approaches originally developed for in vitro studies. Early steps, in fact, have already been taken. Mayer
and co-workers developed a fluorescent reporter whose brightness in the cell could be correlated to the ther-
modynamic stability of its associated protein as found in vitro [215]. In related work, the Clark lab has
developed methods to adjust the rate of ribosomal synthesis of GFP to study the impact of cotranslational
folding on protein structure [216,217]. In a major advance, Ignatova and Gierasch used a FlAsH fluorescent
reporter to monitor the conformation of cellular retinoic acid binding protein I (CRABP I) in vivo during
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the course of a urea denaturation titration. They found, somewhat surprisingly, that the protein was less
stable to chemical denaturants in the cell than in solution. They exercise caution in interpreting their data,
noting that their fluorescent probe may report on local, as opposed to global, structure and that all cellular
contents are affected by the denaturant, which may affect their ability to stabilize folding [218].
The cellular studies reviewed above have all measured bulk properties of biomolecules under steady state
conditions. In order to move towards the biomolecule-systems interface in vivo, molecules must be subjected
to the same rapid perturbations in the cell as they have been in solution. Even when absolute populations
are hard to quantify directly, signal changes upon rapid perturbation are relatively easy to measure. Such
experiments will open up a world of information about the molecular distributions in the cell and the tools
used by the cell to modulate biomolecule stability (especially IDPs) and biomolecular interactions.
The two techniques described earlier, phase-sensitive detection and relaxation, take advantage of the
small energy scales involved in biological processes to drive the system out of equilibrium. Both techniques
depend on the application of a small perturbation to a system initially in equilibrium, eliciting a time-
dependent response ∆α(t) from the system (fluorescence, for example). For a single barrier crossing with







In the relaxation experiment, one applies a step-function shaped perturbation (often temperature or
concentration). The initial and final values of ∆α(t) (0 and ∆α∞) are known from equilibrium measurements.
For a simple, two-state system, the time evolution of ∆α(t) is given by Equation 3.2
∆α(t) = ∆α∞(1− exp(−t/τ)) (3.2)
Figure 3.2 shows the results of a typical relaxation experiment. The folding of the enzyme phosphoglycerate
kinase (PGK) is monitored in U2OS cells by temperature jump. The jump is applied with a shaped, mid-IR
(2200 nm) pulse and PGK was mutated to unfold at 38 °C (while remaining active at room temperature)
so that the unfolding transition would be accessible in vivo. PGK was labeled with green (AcGFP1) and
red (mCherry) FRET fluorophores at the N and C termini. The relative quantum yields of AcGFP1 and
mCherry change with temperature, resulting in an instantaneous step in the ratio of donor/acceptor (D/A)
intensity immediately after the jump. As the protein unfolds, the termini get farther apart, FRET efficiency
decreases, and D/A rises. Thus a jump across the protein’s melting temperature yields an exponential
phase in D/A, while a jump below the melting temperature shows only the instantaneous response. FRET,
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therefore, can be used as a monitor of the population in the unfolded state and fitting the shape of the
FRET trace during a temperature jump can give the time constant of the folding reaction [219].
Figure 3.2: Relaxation kinetics in cells. Temperature trace (bottom) and protein response (top) in a live
cell temperature jump experiment. When the temperature jumps to above the protein melting temperature
(red trace, T0 = 39 °C), the relaxation towards equilibrium can be visualized by the increase of the normalized
donor/acceptor (D/A) fluorescence ratio (D/A = A(t)/D(t) − A(t0)/D(t0)). When the jump starts at a
low temperature where no unfolding occurs (blue trace, T0 = 21 °C), no relaxation is seen. The size of
the instantaneous response (due to temperature dependent quantum yield of the FRET chromophores)
is approximately the same in both cases, demonstrating that not much dynamics is missed in the jump
across the unfolding transition. The temperature in the bottom trace was determined directly in the cell
by exciting mCherry with a yellow LED and calibrating the temperature dependent quantum yield against
thermocouple-measured temperatures. The image inset shows the cell that was studied; the scale bar is 5
µm.
Our group has done considerable work studying PGK’s relaxation after upward and downward tem-
perature jumps. Recent work has compared the folding of PGK-FRET when localized in different cellular
compartments (see Figure 3.3). In this research, we found faster kinetics in the nucleus when compared with
the cytoplasm and endoplasmic reticulum. We also found increased stability in the nucleus and organelle-
specific folding mechanisms [220]. Earlier work found that local diffusive motion of PGK required for folding
probes a viscosity only marginally larger than in vitro. It also appears that the cytoplasm is an ideal environ-
ment for aggregation-free refolding: reversibility is much higher (>95%) in U2OS cells than in environments
crowded by Ficoll or in aqueous solution [121,221].
The mathematical treatment of phase-sensitive modulation is similar to the treatment of relaxation
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Figure 3.3: Subcellular variation in protein folding Temperature response of nucleus (red, A) and
endoplasmic reticulum (blue, B) targeted PGK-FRET. The normalized D/A is shown after a temperature
jump near the melting temperature. The nuclear folding response is faster, but the average distance be-
tween the donor and acceptor labels does not increase as much upon unfolding. Images A (nucleus) and B
(endoplasmic reticulum) show the two cells studied; the scale bar is 5 µm [220].
experiments. In a phase detection experiment, a periodic perturbation is applied to the system at a frequency
ω. When the period of the perturbation is greater than the characteristic reaction time t, the reaction tracks
the perturbation. When the frequency of perturbation is increased so that its period is less than τ , the
reaction lags behind the perturbation. In this case, the equation that governs the system’s deviation from
equilibrium is given by Equation 3.3:
∆α(t) = ∆α∞ cos(ωt+ δ)/(1 + ωτ). (3.3)
The amplitude of the response is damped by a factor of 1 + ωδ and phase shifted by a constant δ. The
phase shift can be related to ω and τ , so measuring δ at a known ω allows the determination of the time
constant τ .
Phase detection was first used in cells to study DNA hybridzation. Schoen et al. transfected HeLa cells
with FRET labeled dsDNA and initiated melting and re-annealing with the application of a oscillating IR
signal that increases the temperature ∼ 2.5 K. They compared annealing kinetics in vivo and in vitro, across
cellular compartments, and between 12 and 16 base sequences optimized to reduce interaction with cellular
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proteins. They found striking differences in rates across cellular compartments, in vivo and in vitro, and
between the 12-mer and 16-mer. They found that the variations in folding rate could not be explained by
crowding effects or without considering substrate specific DNA-protein interaction [222]. Though it had been
hypothesized many times that kinetics in the cell would be strongly perturbed by cellular proteins [223],
this paper provided the first system which showed that non-specific interactions could not account for the
system’s behavior in vivo.
Figure 3.4: Phase detection in vitro. In vitro donor (green) and acceptor (red) label fluorescence from
PGK-FRET driven by a 1 Hz temperature modulation around the melting temperature of the protein. The
21°phase lag of green donor fluorescence with respect to the temperature perturbation (black) indicates that
the folding relaxation time is approached by the driving waveform. As with the temperature jump in Figure
3.2, the temperature in the black trace was determined by exciting mCherry with a yellow LED.
An example of phase-detected protein folding is shown in Figure 3.4 for the same green/red labeled PGK
as in Figure 3.2. A 1 Hz, ± 2.5 °C temperature modulation is applied. The green and red signals oscillate
from two conributions: 0°relative phase (due to the instantaneous response of the labels quantum yields,
which decrease with increasing temperature) and 180°relative phase (due to FRET changes upon folding and
unfolding). The FRET components phase-shift with respect to the rapid temperature perturbation when
the latter becomes faster than the folding time constant (ca. 2 s [219]). The phase shift may be different for
the green and red signals because each results from two factors: the driving frequency relative to the rate
coefficient and the fraction of the amplitude which is kinetic signal versus quantum yield background.
We note that similar information about population distributions can be garnered from techniques like fluo-
rescence correlation spectroscopy and single molecule studies, which can directly observe the sub-populations
co-existing in a system [224–226]. Fast single molecule studies are difficult to carry out in living cells due to
the small signal and the need for low cellular concentrations of the target of interest, but researchers have
successfully studied the kinetics of gene expression and mRNA production, among other processes, with
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single molecule precision in E. coli and S. cerevisiae [175,227–229].
3.5 Summary and Outlook
The techniques of rapid modulation and relaxation in living cells are opening up an exciting new avenue of
research. We can study systems that are too complex to fully replicate in vitro at the present time, and
compare them with the results from partial reconstructions to see which ingredients are the most critical.
Targeted in vitro studies thus become a testing ground for hypotheses based on fast dynamics imaged in vivo.
Chapter 4 of this thesis will discuss the development, calibration, and use of the Fast Relaxation Imaging
(FReI) instrument - a modified epi-fluorescence microscope that our lab has developed to enable the study
of temperature dependent processes in the cell [219,230,231]. Chapters 5 and 6 will discuss efforts to address
two sides of a fundamental question in cellular biophysics: how does the cell exert influence or control on
the biochemical and biophysical processes underlying its function? We examine two possible mechanisms for
cellular influence. In Chapter 4, we attempt to quantify the natural extent of cellular variation by studying
the variation in protein folding kinetics across a population of E. coli. In Chapter 5, we characterize how a
canonical part of the cell’s protein homeostasis machinery – the Hsp70 chaperone system – recognizes and
binds unfolding protein targets.
3.5.1 Characterizing the extent of natural variation
Both single-molecule [224] and cellular [175,228] studies have established that population variation - between
molecules or organisms - can be obscured by bulk measurements of behavior. In some cases, the variation is
truly representative sampling of a dominant behavior, and the average is a good representation of the process
under investigation. In others, the average obscures important, but rare, outlier behavior or represents a
rarely observed average of two different states [232]. Studies of cellular variation have moved on from
establishing its existence and on to determining its impact on outcomes [233] or to uncovering its molecular
basis [228,234].
Like many others, we have found that cellular protein folding is much more variable than protein folding
observed in vitro. Dhar et al found that PGK-FRET folding times vary by a factor of by approximately
a factor of 1.5 (τobs = 4.1 ± 1.2 s) between U2OS cells, while the in vitro uncertainty is less than 10 % of
the observed rate (2.1 ± .11 s) [121]. At least some of this heterogeneity can be attributed to variation in
the cellular environment – PGK-FRET folding stability and kinetics are altered by targeting to different
subcellular organelles [220] and are modulated by the cell’s progression through replication and division [235].
Guzman et al found that a similarly FRET-labeled lyme-disease associated protein VlsE-FRET not only
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Figure 3.5: Environmental modulation of protein folding landscapes (A) Environmental variation
can result in slight changes to the relative stabilities of the folded and unfolded state without moving their
location in conformational space. (B) The environment can also change the lowest-lying folded and unfolded
states, compared to in vitro or other cellular contexts. (C) Different cells or different regions of the same
cell may exhibit either or both effects on protein structure and stability.
exhibited significant cell-to-cell variation in protein folding stability and mechanism, but also possible signs
of two populations of cells - one high stability and fast folding, the other less stable and slower. In Figure
3.5 we see two possible mechanisms by which variations in the cellular environment could affect folding.
In one, the conformations of the folded and unfolded wells stay fixed in reaction space and their relative
stabilities are modulated by the factors discussed in Section 3.3. If folding is probed in multiple cells or
multiple locations in a cell, it might give rise to a broad distribution like that observed in [121] where
the average value is a good, if incomplete, representation of the behavior. The other mechanism not only
affects the relative stability of the folded and unfolded wells, but may also move their location in reaction
space - an extreme example of this are the IDPs discussed in Chapter 1 that are unstructured in vitro but
folded in the cell. Of course, this mechanism may be modulated by cellular variation, giving rise to a broad
distribution with a different characteristic stability and folding time. Finally, the two mechanisms may be
combined across cells or cellular compartments (see Figure 3.5C), and if a broad sampling is done across
cells or cellular regions, two different folding mechanism may be observed.
Distinguishing multiple folding populations from broad distributions is difficult and requires good statis-
tics. It is difficult to obtain data from large numbers of eukaryotic cells due to their large size, so in Chapter
5 I describe the development of a folding probe appropriate for use in the smaller and simpler E. coli, which
can serve as a platform for studying population-level variation of folding kinetics.
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3.5.2 Chaperone-mediated protein folding
A particularly apt application of the temperature jumps discussed above is the study of heat shock proteins:
they are thought to protect the cell from aggregation and misfolding by binding hydrophobic residues ex-
posed upon stress-induced unfolding [236,237]. Heat shock proteins are so pervasively embedded in cellular
processes that the “minimal experimental models” continue to get more and more complicated [238–240].
Despite significant progress towards understanding the conformational dynamics and inter-domain in-
teractions of the hsp70 family of proteins [241–243], less is understood about hsp70’s core functionality of
binding exposed hydrophobic residues implicated in protein misfolding and aggregation [240,244,245]. Since
the initial efforts to understand hsp70 binding to small peptides, relatively few studies have examined bind-
ing to the more realistic partially unfolded protein substrates [246–248]. More recent studies have tried to
elucidate physical properties that make unfolded proteins chaperone-amenable substrates under misfolding
or aggregation conditions [249–251]. A consensus understanding of hsp70-substrate interactions remains
elusive [252].
In Chapter 6, I describe the development of a platform for studying heat shock proteins in their na-
tive environment by labeling human Hsp70 with mCherry and labeling destabilized mutants of PGK with
AcGFP1. Here I concentrate mostly on the observation of binding thermodynamics, future work will look
at the kinetics of the substrate binding kinetics starting with this simple system and building up to include
other co-chaperones (e.g. Hsp40) both in vitro and in vivo.
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Development of FReI for the observation
of complicated cellular dynamics
4.1 Introduction
The FReI instrument has been described in detail elsewhere [219,253]. Here I review additional calibrations
and modifications designed to increase reliability and robustness.
4.2 Detection of biomolecular dynamics in living cells
4.2.1 FReI instrument
The FReI microscope is an epifluorescence microscope modified to allow detection of temperature induced
changes in biomolecule configurations via FRET (see Figure 4.1). Two interacting regions are labeled with
complimentary fluorophores whose emission and absorbance spectra overlap to make them capable of Fo¨rster
Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) – in the current configuration, we use a green donor (AcGFP1) and a
red acceptor (mCherry or ReAsh, see Chapters 5 and 6) – to allow detection of relative distance between
tags (see below).
We modulate biomolecule conformation - either folding or binding - by changing the temperature. We
are able to take slow equilibrium measurements using a simple resistive heating assembly attached above
the sample chamber. Steady-state heating currents supplied by a programmable power supply (BK Precsion
9130) are sent through two 3 Ω resistors and supplemented by 2-12 seconds of high-current heating to
reduce heating time. Currents are roughly calibrated to heat from 25 °C to 50 °C. Real time temperature
is reported by a thermocouple placed above the sample chamber and read in by an NI-TC01 thermocouple
reader. A proportional-integral-derivitive (PID) temperature controller has recently been implemented (by
Dr. Max Platkov [235,254]) in Labview to dynamically adjust the supplied current label for more stable and
reproducible temperature control.
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Figure 4.1: FReI experiment scheme (A) Cells transfected with double-labeled protein are illuminated
by a blue LED while being heated by resistors (for thermodynamics) or a shaped 2200 nm IR laser pulse
(for kinetics). Red and green fluorescence are collected by the objective and split using a 585 nm longpass
dichroic mirror. Red and green fluorescence signals are both focused onto a CMOS camera and collected
simultaneously. (B) Protein unfolding caused by a rise in temperature is coupled to an increase in an
average distance between the two tags. Equilibrium D/A ratios collected at a range of temperatures across
the protein melting temperature can be combined and analyzed to create a thermodynamic melting curve.
Similarly, changes in relative donor and acceptor fluorescence after a temperature jump are analyzed to
obtain information about folding kinetics (see Figure 3.2.)
4.2.2 Detection pathway and calibration
Simultaneous detection of donor and acceptor fluorescence in our instrument is essential for the collection of
rapid (<100 ms) kinetic data and allows us to avoid implementing complicated optical component switching
mechanisms [255]. Using the same dichroic mirror to split the donor and acceptor channels and to collect
directly excited acceptor fluorescence allows us to use acceptor fluorescence as a conformation-independent
probe of component concentrations, bleed through characteristics and, in the case of mCherry, jump-induced
temperature changes [256] (see Figure 4.1). Any change in the channel splitting dichroic angle will change the
bleed through characteristics between channels and will require recalibration of bleed through characteristics
[256].
Calibration of the dichroic angle can be done roughly by ensuring that light reflected from the dichroic
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is at a 45°angle to the incident light. In some circumstances, a more careful measurement of the spectral
characteristics of the reflected and transmitted light may be needed. In this case, a portable fiber coupled
spectrophotometer (Ocean Optics) can be set up to measure the spectra in each channel. The light in each
channel can be directed out of the imaging pathway using an extra mirror and focused onto the collection
fiber. An attenuating filter may be required. Changing the angle of the dichroic angle will affect both the
cutoff wavelength between the channels and the sharpness of the cutoff (see Figure 4.2). For our imaging
purposes, optimizing the sharpness of the cutoff is generally more important than achieving a specific cutoff
wavelength.
Figure 4.2: 585 nm dichroic splitting. Changing the 585 nm dichroic splitting mirror angle changes
wavelength cutoff between the red and green camera channels. Three example angles are shown here, green
channel spectra (dotted lines) and red channel spectra (solid lines) are measured separately. The nominal
cuttoff wavelength of 585 nm is highlighted with a solid line.
4.2.3 FRET detection of conformational changes
FRET is the non-radiative transfer of energy from the excited state of the donor to an acceptor excited
state. Given an excited donor, the rate of energy transfer can be calculated given the emission spectra of the
donor (FD(ν)) , the extinction coefficient of the acceptor (A(ν)) and the distance between the molecules
(RDA) (see Equation 4.1)






where A is the product of system-related constants, J is known as the overlap integral and roughly gives
the fraction of the donor emission transferred to the acceptor (in the numerator) to the total fluorescence
without the acceptor (the denominator) [187, 257]. The sharp dependence of FRET efficiency on the fluo-
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rophore separation RDA is what makes it an appropriate probe of processes on the molecular scale. R0, the
fluorophore separation distance at which the energy transfer efficiency is 50 %, is 3-6 nm for standard pairs
of fluorophores in the visible range – resulting in a 4-5 fold FRET efficiency change over the 2-3 nm distance
changes relevant for global protein structural changes or coarse changes in protein-protein distances (add
cites). Similar spectroscopic processes like quenching [187] and Protein Induced Fluorescence Enhance-
ment [258] similarly monitor relative distances, but on length scales (<1 nm and 3 nm, respectively) more
appropriate for monitoring local changes of biomolecule conformation. Additionally, FRET is advantageous
for live cell studies because it monitors a change in relative signals, not a simple signal change. Imaging
a cell over an extended period of time and through temperature changes can introduce artifacts in single
fluorophore imaging due to bleaching, quantum yield dependence, and cell shape changes. A changing FRET
signal is less susceptible to these artifacts and imaging both the Donor channel (green fluorescence under
blue excitation) and the FRET channel (red fluorescence under blue excitation) as we do here (see below)
allows more accurate determination of FRET efficiency changes than single channel imaging of only donor
or FRET fluorescence [255].
The filter sets and imaging dichroic are currently optimized for detecting GFP-mCherry FRET, but are
flexible enough to be used with similar fluorophores. Additional filter sets are installed to allow experiments
with UV excited fluorophores, an mTFP donor, or the intermediate citrine. Table 4.1 summarizes the
currently available filter sets and commonly modified components. Table 4.1 also lists the appropriate LEDs
for use with each filter set and the primary imaging channel if the 585 nm imaging dirchroic is in place.
4.3 Temperature jump shaping and calibration
The temperature jump is applied using a shaped 2200 nm laser pulse and is detected by monitoring the
quantum yield change in a purified mCherry sample. The mCherry quantum yield change is 2.1 % per
degree temperature change; standard applied jumps are 4 – 6 °C. To increase reproducibility of the jump
shape, 6 µm green fluorescent polystyrene beads (Phosphorex, Inc) are added to the in vitro solution. The
beads are carboxyl modified and stick to the glass coverslip, allowing the user to consistently focus on the
coverslip. This procedure has the additional benefit of shaping the jump to depth at which cells adhered to
the glass coverslips are found, increasing the reliability of shaping the jump in vitro and using it to detect
kinetics in living cells. The jump can also be confirmed by testing the intensity response of a cell expressing
mCherry and excited by an amber LED.
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Filter set Item numbers Wavelengths LED Imaging channels
UV
AT350/50x 325 – 375 nm
M365L2 greenT400lp 400 nm
ET460/50m 435 – 485 nm
mTFP
ET445/30x 430 – 460 nm
M455L2
Direct: green
T470lpxr 470 nm FRET: red
E480lp 480 nm
GFP
ET470/40x 450 – 490 nm
M470L2
Direct: green
T495LP 495 nm FRET: red
502ALP (Omega) 502 nm
mCitrine
ET500/20x 490 – 510 nm
M505L2 greenT515LP 515 nm
ET520LP 520 nm
mCherry
ET572/35x 552 – 594 nm
M590L2 redT585LP 585 nm
ET630/75m 592 – 667 nm
Table 4.1: Imaging optics summary. Filters are listed in order of excitation filter, dichroic, emission
filter and item numbers given are for Chroma Technologies unless otherwise noted. If only one wavelength
is listed the filter is a longpass filter, and the listed wavelength is the shortest cutoff for transmission. All
LEDs listed are Thorlabs mounted high powered LEDS.
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4.3.1 Spatial localization of the jump
The laser pulse is focused by 30 cm focusing lens (Thorlabs C036TME-D) to an approximately 500 µm
diameter spot size. Figure 4.3 shows a schematic of the laser geometry. The laser spot position relative to
the field of view is controlled with a 3-axis micrometer. The x− and y− micrometer axes control the x− y
position of the spot. The z− axis micrometer moves the lens up and down and, as expected, controls spot
focusing and, by extension, the size of the heating region (see Figure 4.3, Figure 4.4). This size defines the
spatial area within which the jump size varies by <1 °C, which lies within the sample-to-sample variation
of the jump size. This jump profile covers ≈ 20% of the 40x magnification field of view and ≈ 40% of the
63x magnification field of view. Changing the lens z− position does not change the general shape or aspect
ratio of the heating spot, but does change its intensity.
Figure 4.3: Detailed view of laser heating path. The heating laser is first reflected toward the sample
by a mirror (A). Irises are placed between laser, the mirror, the pass through hole, and the lens (B) to
ensure that the laser is reflected at 45°. The focusing lens angle relative to the beam is adjusting using
the kinematic mount angle adjustment. The focusing lens is mounted on a 3 axis translation stage. (C) is
parallel to the long side of the slide, and adjusts the spot location in y when imaged on the camera (see
Figure 4.4). (D) is parallel to the short side of the slide and moves the spot location in x on the camera.
(E) is oriented vertically and moves the lens up and down.
Figure 4.4 shows how the size and shape of the laser spot can be adjusted by changing the distance
from the focusing lens to the sample or by adjusting the angle at which the laser beam passes through the
lens. We find that a more focused spot does not provide a large enough area of even illumination to allow
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temperature jumps on spatially extended objects such as cells, while a more diffuse spot is prone to drift and
inconsistent results. The profile shown in Figure 4.4A is appropriate for sample heating. Tools for tracking
jump location have been integrated into the Labview Control Code and written in Matlab to allow accurate
mapping of the temperature change throughout the field of view throughout the jump.
Figure 4.4: Jump alignment. (A) and (B) Heating profile at 40x magnification of the laser diode kept
at lens angle 1 and lens angle 2, respectively. The lens height (height 1 in graphs) is not changed. Blue
represents greater heating. (C) and (D) Heating profile through the center of the heating profile along Y
and X, respectively. Blue and black traces show the profiles in A and B, respectively. Cyan traces show the
profile at lens angle 1 at a lower lens height (height 2). The profile in A (lens angle 1, height 1) is appropriate
for achieving even and reproducible temperature jumps.
Alternatively, the spot size may also be determined mechanically. Briefly, a power meter is place below
the imaging stage and a knife edge (can simply be a straight cut card) is placed on the stage perpendicular
to one of the stage movement axes. The card is moved out of the way to measure the full laser power and is
then moved across the laser beam using the stage controls until the laser is fully blocked by the card. If the
stage controls have been calibrated so that the correspondence between rotation and linear distance moved
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is known, this procedure gives a plot of integrated intensity vs. distance. The derivative of this curve gives
the beam profile and can be fit to a Gaussian to give an approximate beam size. Switching the orientation
of the knife edge and moving on the other stage axis will measure the profile of the beam in the second
dimension (see Figure 4.5).
Figure 4.5: Manual measurement of IR beam profile. (A) IR laser power as a function of stage
movement across the spot. A knife edge is used to block the beam. Beam profile is fit to an integrated
gaussian (an error function), giving a gaussian beam width of ≈ 440 µm. (B) Derivative of the data in (A).
Can be fit to a gaussian beam shape, giving a beam width of ≈ 480 µm, consistent with the fit in (A). Both
values are consistent with the beam shapes detected by mCherry intensity loss (see Figure 4.4).
4.3.2 Procedure for placing the heating spot
Note: Take extra precautions when adjusting the jump location. Use liquid crystal paper (Edmund Optics)
to roughly visualize the path before starting and always wear laser safety goggles appropriate for 2200 nm,
especially when adjusting the translation stage position. Warn other lab users before beginning alignment.
Visualization should never be attempted by looking for intensity changes through the eyepiece.
 Visualize the existing spot at 40x by running IR align in Phantom Main or taking a “findcenter” video
and visualizing the intensity change during a 1 second jump of constant laser intensity.
 Use the translation stage to move the spot to the center of the field of view, if needed.
 Change to 10x magnification
 Use the angle adjustment knobs (see Figure 4.3B) to adjust the spot shape so that the aspect ratio
in x:y approaches 1. Depending on the z position of the lens, one knob or the other may be more
effective at adjusting the shape.
 Adjust the z position of the lens to adjust the focus so that an approximately 100 x 100 µm2 spot is
evently heated
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 Roughly re-center the spot using the translation state x and y controls
 Change to 40x or 63x magnification and re-center the spot and check the profile.
4.3.3 Troubleshooting jump shaping
A step shaped temperature pulse is achieved by initially overshooting the equilibrium laser power, and
gradually ramping down the power [219, 253]. Laser power is controlled by sending series of voltage pulses
to the laser diode controller (Thorlabs LDC-340) via Labview control of a National Instruments 6221 board
analog output (National Instruments) routed through a custom electronics breakout box. Pulse generation
is accomplished through custom written code that allows voltage control at time resolutions faster than 1
ms [254]. To achieve a 4 °C temperature jump with <100 ms resolution, the voltage pulse is shaped with a 10
ms time resolution. Jumps with temporal resolution of <10 ms have been achieved using 1 ms voltage pulse
resolution. The specific shape of the voltage pulse will vary based on small differences in the experimental
configuration. Generally, however, <25 % of the excess laser power (the power above the equilibrium level
needed to achieve a step shaped temperature change) remains after the first 200 ms of the jump pulse (see
Figure 4.6 and Table 4.2).
The most difficult aspect of jump shaping is achieving the initial “turn” – the first 100-200 ms where
both the temperature and the applied power change most dramatically. Despite its short time, this part of
the jump is the most essential to a jump that can be used to accurately measure kinetics. Small deviations
in the turn regions are difficult to distinguish from early kinetics and can cause the appearance of multi-state
kinetics. This is also the most sensitive part of the jump, and the one most likely to need re-calibration
at regular intervals. The most common problem during the turn is spiking - this indicates that the initial
power (the first 10-30 ms) is too high for the equilibrium temperature reached by the rest of the jump. This
can be solved in two ways. If the equilibrium jump power is appropriate (i.e. the final jump size is 4-6 °C),
then the user should lower the initial power and adjust until the turn matches the final equilibrium power.
Alternatively, if the equilibrium power is too low (i.e. the final jump size is too small), the user should first
adjust the first 10-50 ms of power to get an initial turn at the power level required. Then the rest of the
jump can be adjusted to create a smooth voltage profile decaying to the appropriate equilibrium value. I
have found that a smooth step shaped jump requires a smooth voltage profile - sudden jumps in voltage or
even non-continuous changes in slope cause jump deviations. Once the jump is smoothed, small bumps or
deviations from constant temperature can be addressed by fitting a partial segment of the voltage pulse to
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Figure 4.6: Voltage pulse and intensity trace. Voltage pulse (A) and intensity change (B). Inset shows
the corresponding temperature change calculated from the 2.1 %/°C quantum yield temperature dependence.
The turn region (magenta), the middle region (cyan) and the long time region (grey) are addressed in Table
4.2. The black region may be fitted with the mid region or the long time region, depending on the specific
jump being shaped.
a double exponential as shown in Equation 4.2:
V (t)t0−tf = y0 +A1exp(−t/τ1) +A2exp(−t/τ2) (4.2)
The characteristic decay times τ1 and τ2 can be adjusted to speed up or slow down the voltage power decay.
The length of the jump that is well described by two exponentials is longer later in the jump.
Table 4.2 describes common jump problems and initial steps for correcting them.
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Problem Signature Solution Model
Cooling at long
times





linear intensity decrease increase rate of laser volt-
age decrease
linear
Overheating spike at short times (<100
ms)
decrease initial voltage or






Underheating too many points in
jump/finite decay of
mCherry fluorescence
increase initial voltage or






Table 4.2: Troubleshooting jump shaping
4.4 Sample preparation
Samples are prepared as described in Chapter 5 (E. coli) and Appendix E (U2OS cells). Imaging chambers
are created by placing a 120 µm thick spacer (Grace BioLabs) on a standard microscope slide. The spacer
has a 20 mm diameter circular opening, creating a 37.8 µl volume sample chamber. Sample is pipetted into
the opening created by the spacer, and a 22x22 mm No. 1.5 coverslip is placed carefully on top. To avoid
bubble formation, 120 µl of sample is added to the chamber and excess wiped away gently using a kimwipe.
Good adhesion between the coverslip and spacer is ensured by pressing gently and evenly around the edges
of the spacer (where the tape and coverslip are in contact) and wiping up excess imaging buffer as it is
pushed out. Pressing too hard on the spacer can force excess solution out and will require a jump calibrated
for the smaller volume.
For in vitro experiments, where preserving sample may be an issue, smaller volume spacers (13 mm
diameter opening, ∼ 50 µl sample added) are also available and have been used successfully. Heat dissipation
in the smaller volume differs from that in the larger spacer, so a separate jump must be shaped.
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Chapter 5
Population variation of protein folding
landscapes
5.1 Introduction1
One challenge of studying biological processes in situ - in cells or in organisms - is the lack of environmental
control. Many biological studies are conducted in vitro under carefully designed experimental conditions.
The cellular environment introduces many additional complications. Easily modulated environmental vari-
ables in vitro like temperature [259–261] and pH [262,263] are both difficult to control and even to measure
in cells. As reviewed in Chapter 3, the crowded cellular environment also interacts with the system under
investigation and may alter its behavior.
In the last decade, biophysical techniques such as fluorescence microscopy [218,219], NMR spectroscopy
[264], and mass spectrometry [265] have been adapted to study protein folding in the cell. While the effect
of the cell on protein stability is inconsistent (see Chapter 3), cells consistently exhibit increased variation
in protein stability and folding kinetics [121,231]. The source of this variability cannot be determined from
existing experimental methods. As discussed in Chapter 3, one possibility is that heterogeneous cellular
environments – for example, slightly different crowding fraction from cell to cell or within a single cell –
result in variable relative stabilities of the folded and unfolded state. A more intriguing hypothesis suggests
that the same heterogeneous environments could move the location of the folded and unfolded states in
configuration space - resulting not only in variable stability, but also in variable conformations). Finally,
a single eukaryotic cell is large enough that both mechanisms could affect protein stability in a single cell.
Our lab has reported evidence suggestive of both the simple crowding [121, 221] and the active control
scenarios [220, 231, 235], but the difficulty of obtaining data on large numbers of eukaryotic cells has made
it impossible to make definitive statements about the cause of the cellular variation in protein folding.
To address this difficulty, we create and characterize a construct that allows us to observe protein folding
in many E. coli cells at once. The E. coli’s small size provides a twofold advantage. First, many cells can
be observed at once in the microscope field of view, making it possible to obtain high quality statistics
1This chapter includes work done in collaboration with Anna Jean Wirth and additional analysis is presented in: Anna Jean
Wirth. Protein folding in living cells and under pressure. Ph.D. thesis. University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Urbana,
IL. 2015.
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Figure 5.1: Population protein folding dynamics in E. coli (A) E. coli with the gene for GPGK*-tc are
grown, incubated with lysozyme to allow ReAsh labeling, and construct expression is induced with IPTG.
(B) Labeled cells are placed in an imaging chamber and subjected to temperature jump. (C) An entire field
of view containing many cells is imaged at once. Green and red fluorescence are separated byh a dichroic
mirror and the same cells are identified in each channel. (D) The pixels in each cell are averaged and can
be used to create a trace of protein dynamics after temperature jump in individual cells.
characterizing the variation in folding kinetics throughout the protein folding transition (see Figure 5.1).
Second, the small volume and relatively simple organization of E. coli cells make it easier to analyze each
cell as a single, homogeneous folding environment (though evidence is mounting that this simplification is
inaccurate even for simple, small organisms like E. coli [266]).
The construct we have developed, GFP-PGK*-tc (GPGK*-tc), like the PGK*-FRET previously used in
our lab to characterize protein folding and stability in eukaryotic cells, is designed to report on conformational
change via Fo¨rster Resonance Energy transfer (FRET) between fluorophores attached to the protein terminii.
GPGK*-tc, like PGK*-FRET, has a GFP donor(AcGFP1) on its N-terminus. To enhance expression in E.
Coli, the c-terminal acceptor is replaced by the 12-amino acid sequence FLNCCPGCCMEP developed to
specifically bind an arsenic modified Rhodamine (ReAsh), which acts as the acceptor once the construct is
labeled [162,165,267,268] (see Figure 5.2A). The core of the binding motif is the tetracysteine (tc) sequence -
CCPGCC - where each pair of cysteines makes a divalent covalent bond with a single arsenic. Incorporation
of the tc peptide allows in situ labeling because the unbound ReAsh is non-fluorescent - excess ReAsh can
be added to the sample and will be, ideally, “invisible” unless it binds to the tc motif. To use this construct
in cells we developed protocols to introduce the dye across the E. coli cell membrane and to check that the
tc tag was labeled specifically by the ReAsh.
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Figure 5.2: Developing ReAsh probes to monitor protein folding (A) Schematic depiction of ReAsh
bound to the tc peptide. In all constructs used here, the peptide is expressed at the C-terminus. (B)
Constructs used in this study.
To better characterize spectral properties of ReAsh we created two control constructs. The first, GFP-
tc, is a GFP linked to a C-terminal tc tag. The second is the tc peptide alone. GFP-tc allows us to
characterize how apparent energy transfer between GFP and ReAsh changes with temperature in the absence
of conformational changes. The tc tag allows us to characterize the intrinsic photophysical properties of the
tc-ReAsh complex under our experimental conditions.
We found that the GPGK*-tc construct is sensitive to PGK* conformation and can be used as a probe of
folding. Due to rapid photobleaching of ReAsh, we find that the GFP-tc combination is not compatible with
the kind of steady-state, time-lapse experiments common in fluorescence microscopy studies of biomolecular
dynamics. We also find that ReAsh can specifically label the tc construct in E. coli and that labeled GPGK*-
tc reports on unfolding in E. coli cells. In addition, both equilibrium and kinetic studies of GPGK*-tc folding
in E. coli suggest that GPGK*-tc aggregation competes with unfolding, especially at high temperatures and
after long induction times.
5.2 Materials and Methods
5.2.1 Protein purification
The GPGK*-tc and GFP-tc genes were cloned into the pDream vector by Genscript Corp. An N-terminal
FLAG and hexahistidine tag and a thrombin cleavage site were expressed with the protein and purfication
was carried out using Ni-NTA affinity as described in Chapter 2. The affinity tags were not removed with
Thrombin cleavage before further experiments. Fractions containing protein were dialyzed into PGK storage
buffer (20 mM Na2HPO4, pH 6.5). Proteins were filtered after dialysis and prepared for long-term storage
in 15% glycerol, flash frozen in liquid nitrogen, and kept at -80°C.
The ReAsh control peptide (tc peptide) was synthesized and purified by Genscript Corp. Lyophilized
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peptide was dissolved into water at a concentration of 1.4 mg/mL and stored at -20 °C, per manufacturer’s
instructions.
5.2.2 Protein labeling with ReAsh
Labeling of all constructs was conducted at 5x ReAsh excess: 5 µM protein and 25 µM ReAsh. Prior to
labeling, protein was incubated for 2 hours at room temperature in 1X BAL buffer (250 µM 2,3-dimercapto-
1-propanol, Invitrogen) supplemented with 7.5 mM tris-(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP) and 2.5 mM
EDTA, pH 7. Buffers were degassed by sonication prior to labeling.
Labeling was initiated by the addition of ReAsh to the reaction mixture and was monitored by fluorescence
intensity at 608 nm for 90 - 120 minutes after initiation. After labeling, excess ReAsh was removed by
filtration (Amicon) to a final dilution of >1000. Excess ReAsh was monitored via absorbance at 593 nm by
UV-Vis spectroscopy (Shimadzu) and labeling was confirmed by MALDI mass spectrometry.
5.2.3 Fluorescence spectroscopy of labeled protein
Fluorescence emission of all constructs was measured using a Cary Eclipse fluorescence spectrophotometer
(Agilent). FRET was monitored by exciting the sample at 475 nm and collecting fluorescence from 485 – 750
nm. Direct ReAsh excitation measurements were taken using 593 nm excitation and collecting fluorescence
from 600 – 750 nm. Spectra were monitored at temperatures from 15 °C – 60 °C. To ease comparison with in









Here, as the protein unfolds, the distance between the GFP donor and the ReAsh acceptor will increase, on
average, so the Effective D/A will also rise – reflecting a relative increase in green fluorescence and decrease
in red fluorescence.
All constructs were also monitored under direct ReAsh excitation. Here, we report the relative change
in integrated ReAsh intensity as a function of temperature. All temperature melts were analyzed to extract
thermodynamic stability as described in Chapter 2.
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5.2.4 Temperature jump microscopy of labeled protein
Analogous temperature melt experiments were conducted using the instrumentation described in Chapter 4
and described in detail elsewhere [219, 220]. All in vitro experiments are imaged at 60 fps. Here, we use 2
µM protein and conduct temperature melts under blue (470 nm) and amber (590 nm) excitation. At each
temperature, 1-2 seconds of data are collected at the equilibrium temperature and then a 5 °C temperature
jump is applied. The average ratio of green to red intensity during the first two seconds (after a linear
bleaching correction is applied) can be analyzed analogously to the fluorimeter data described above. The
change in green (blue excitation only) and red (blue and red excitation) is tracked for 6 seconds after the
temperature jump.
Under blue excitation the relative change in donor and acceptor fluorescence can be monitored as a
function of time. The scaling factor a is calculated at each temperature such that D− a(i)A = 0 at the end
of the temperature jump to create the DaA kinetic trace. D and A are the donor and acceptor intensities,
respectively, and a(i) is a scaling factor determined for each cell. The last second of the DaA trace is fit to
a line and this line is subtracted from the rest of the curve as a bleaching slope due to differential bleaching
between the channels. Due to the extremely high energy transfer efficiency of both the GPGK*-tc and the
GFP-tc construct, an additional bleaching phase is observed at the beginning of the jump (see discussion,
below), so the DaA trace is fit to a double exponential:
DaA(t) = y0 +A1exp(−t/τ1) +A2exp(−t/τ2)
where A2 and τ2 report on the folding phase and A1 and τ1 report on the faster phase (discussed in detail
in [94]).
The amplitude of the folding phase (Bfold(T ) = DaA(t = 6s)−DaA(t = 0s)) as a function of temperature
can be analyzed to extract thermodynamic parameters [269]:
Bfold(T ) =
−g(1)∆TTm




Keq = exp(−g(1)(T −∆T/2− Tm)/(R(T −∆T/2)))
and ∆T is the jump size, 5 °C, g(1) and Tm are as described in Chapter 2, and A0 and mA are temperature
dependent baseline fitting parameters.
Amber excitation experiments are analyzed analogously, except that the change in red intensity is tracked
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instead of the ratio D/A or DaA.
5.2.5 E. coli culturing
MG-1655 cells were a gift from Prof. Ido Golding. The gene for GPGK*-tc was cloned into the pPD 16 43
plasmid (a gift from Prof. Andrew Fire, Addgene plasmid #1433) by Genscript Corp. We use MG-1655
cells in place of the previously studied BL-21 [218] because their larger size makes them easier to image and
because they are more robust to long-term imaging. BL-21 cells cultured on an Agar pad and regularly
imaged grow without dividing over the course of 18 hours, while MG-1655 cells imaged under the same
conditions divide regularly (data not shown).
Cells were transformed following the protocol of [270]. To make stocks, single colonies were grown up in
2 mL LB with 1 µ/mL Ampicillin for 15 hours and stored at =80 °C in 15 % glycerol. Stocks are checked
regularly for inducible protein expression and ReAsh labeling.
Cells were grown for labeling following a protocol modified from [218]. A single cell culture was grown
for 5-6 hours in LB at 37 °C until turbid. Cells were diluted 1 to 100 and grown until an OD600 of .6-.7.
Cells were placed on ice and treated with 50 µg per mL lysozyme (Sigma) and incubated for 10 minutes.
Cells were rinsed twice by pelleting by centrifugation (10000 g for 10 minutes) and resuspended in LB with
1 µg/mL Ampicillin. Labeled cells were grown with 20 uM ReAsh until OD600 of 1 and then induced with
500 µM IPTG and grown for 12-13 hours at 25 °C. Prior to imaging cells were rinsed twice with ice cold
PBS (Corning) and resuspended at 4x dilution.
5.2.6 Spectroscopy of ReAsh labeled cells
Cells were diluted 8x for spectroscopic detection of labeling and unfolding. Specific labeling of the tetracys-
teine site was detected by excitation at 550 nm and emission monitored from 560 – 750 nm using a Cary
Eclipse fluorimeter (Varian). Thermodynamic stability was monitored by directly exciting GFP with 475
nm and FRET detected by emission from 485 nm to 750 nm. Spectra were obtained from 15 - 51 °C in 3 °C
increments.
5.2.7 Poly-l-lysine coverslip preparation
No. 1.5 glass coverslips were briefly flamed and cleaned. Coverslips were sonicated for 10 minutes in 1 M
KOH, rinsed in water, and then sonicated twice for 10 minutes in water. Cleaned coverslips were stored in
70 % ethanol and flamed before use.
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An imaging spacer was placed on a cleaned and flamed coverslip. 300 µL .1 % poly-l-lysine (Sigma) was
pipetted into the spacer and incubated for 10 minutes. Coverslips were gently rinsed with MilliQ water.
Coverslips were allowed to air dry and stored for up to 1 week.
5.2.8 E. Coli imaging
Labeled and rinsed cells are diluted 20- to 30- fold in ice cold PBS. 200 µL cells are pipetted into the poly-
l-lysine coated imaging chambers and incubated for 10 minutes. The coverslip is gently rinsed with PBS
3-4 times. Finally, 120 µL PBS is pipetted into the chamber and a slide is laid on top of the assembly to
complete the chamber.
Cells are imaged basically as described in Chapter 4 and as shown in Figure 5.1. All cell imaging is
conducted at 24 fps.
5.2.9 Image and data analysis
Automated image analysis and kinetic fitting was developed and conducted in Matlab (Mathworks) (see
Appendix C for code and detailed description). In each field of view cells were identified by creating a
binary image of the green channel using Otsu’s method [271]. Distinct objects were identified using built-in
Matlab connected components analysis functions. Due to small changes in focus during the temperature
jump, cell determination was performed on a frame taken after the temperature jump. Cells that were too
small (<5 pixels), too close to the edge of the region, or not found in both the red and green channel were
excluded from further analysis.
The average green and red intensity for each cell was extracted in each frame. To eliminate the effect of
systematic noise on kinetic traces, the smoothed (1 second binning) background intensity is subtracted from
the green channel traces. As for the in vitro traces, the scaling factor a was calculated for each cell such
that G−a(i)R = 0 at the end of the temperature jump and DaA as a function of time after the temperature
jump is calculated as described for the in vitro experiments. All DaA curves in a given field of view are
averaged and the last 2 seconds of the jump are fit to a line to account for bleaching or systematic changes
in DaA. This average bleaching slope is subtracted from all individual cell DaA traces. Each individual
DaA trace is then fit to a single exponential




Any fits to τ >3.5 seconds are excluded and reanalyzed as a line. Additionally, fits to τ <.5 seconds
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are attributed to spurious fitting to noise (see Section 5.3.6) and were also excluded from averaging or
further analysis. Cells from different trials are combined to build up histograms of A and τ at temperatures
throughout the GPGK*-tc melting transition in E. coli.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 PGK*-FRET in Ecoli
Figure 5.3: PGK*-FRET aggregates in E. coli. (A) E. coli expressing PGK*-FRET and imaged
under 470 nm excitation. Bright spots and uneven intensity are signs of aggregation. (B) Kinetics after
temperature jump on aggregated cell. Increasing red signal is a sign of aggregation.
Initially, we attempted to study protein folding in E. coli using the PGK*-FRET construct previously
characterized in vitro and in U2-OS cells. However, expression of significant amounts of PGK*-FRET in E.
coli (enough to allow imaging of fluorescent cells) resulted in visible aggregation. Cells exhibited extremely
high FRET - they appeared pink under 470 nm excitation - and protein was localized into punctuate spots at
cell poles, a signature of aggregation and inclusion body formation (see Figure 5.3A). Cells expressing PGK*-
FRET also showed kinetic signatures of aggregation: following temperature jumps near the predicted PGK-
FRET melting temperature (≈ 40 °C), green channel fluorescence increased while red channel fluorescence
decreased. This is a sign of increasing FRET efficiency, not decreasing as would be predicted if the protein
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were unfolding (see Figure 5.3B).
5.3.2 Labeling and characterization of GPGK*-tc in vitro
To avoid the expression problems encountered with PGK-FRET, we designed the construct GPGK*-tc,
where the C-terminal mCherry acceptor is replaced by a 12-amino acid sequence found to strongly and
specifically bind an arsenic modified Rhodamine – ReAsh.
Figure 5.4: Specific labeling and thermodynamics of GPGK*-tc invitro. (A) tc-tag containing
constructs GPGK*-tc (red) and GFP-tc (blue) show decreased green intensity (λ <585 nm) and increased
red intensity upon addition of ReAsh. Dashed black line shows initial emission spectra. Inset shows kinetics
of ReAsh binding to the tc tag, indicated by increase in fluorescence at 608 nm. Black circles show intensity
before addition and immediately after addition; red crosses show time resolved increase. (B) Under blue
excitation, only ReAsh labeled GPGK*-tc (red circles) shows sign of a thermodynamic transition from 15
– 60 °C. ReAsh labeled GFP-tc (blue triangles) and GFP (black crosses) show only a linear decrease in
effective D/A due to intrinsic temperature response of the fluorophores. (C) ReAsh fluorescence intensity
under direct 593 nm excitation is also sensitive to GPGK*-tc unfolding. ReAsh labeled GFP-tc and tc
(inset) do not show any change.
Before its application in cells, we tested the specific labeling of GPGK*-tc with ReAsh by labeling the
purified construct in vitro. We also tested non-specific labeling and fluorescence by the ReAsh by attempting
to label an identical construct (GPGK*) lacking the tc tag. The control constructs GFP-tc and the tc peptide
were also labeled.
We find that ReAsh specifically and efficiently labels the tc motif in vitro (see Figure 5.4A). Approxi-
mately 40 minutes after the addition of ReAsh to tc-motif containing constructs the fluoresence intensity at
608 nm (characteristic of ReAsh fluorescence) increased by greater than 400 fold while addition to constructs
without the tc motif resulted in almost no change in fluorescence at 608 nm. Energy transfer between GFP
and tc is extremely high - the GFP-tc construct has been shown to have energy transfer efficiency between
80 – 100 % [165] while here we observe >70 % GFP intensity reduction upon ReAsh labeling of GPGK*-tc.
Next, we tested whether the GPGK*-tc construct is sensitive to PGK conformation. Based on character-
ization of the similar constructs PGK*-FRET, GPGK*, and mPGK* (see Chapter 6, [221]) we expect the
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GPGK*-tc construct to unfold near 40 °C. We find that the FRET monitored transition (tracking the change
in energy transfer efficiency from GFP to ReAsh) and directly excited ReAsh intensity change are consistent
with a conformational transition at 42 °C (see Figure 5.4B-C). Neither the GFP-tc or the tc peptide show
significant changes near this melting temperature under 475 nm or 593 nm excitation (see Figure 5.4B-C
and Table 5.1).
5.3.3 Cross channel bleaching of GPGK*-tc
To measure the kinetics of GPGK*-tc unfolding we conduct experiments on purified protein using the
instrument described in Chapter 4. Normally it is also possible to extract thermodynamic behavior from
these experiments by analyzing average red and green channel intensities before the temperature jump.
Due to the high FRET efficiency of this construct and instability of the ReAsh [272], we observe significant,
differential bleaching in both the green and red channels (see Figure C.1). To test the effect of this bleaching,
we did a control experiment in which we took 12 successive videos on the same field of view (see Figure
5.5A). With no wait between each video, we find that the apparent D/A ratio changes by up to a factor
of 4. This effect is mitigated by lowering the excitation intensity and by increasing the wait time between
videos, but is still on the order of the expected change in D/A due to unfolding over the course of the entire
thermodynamic transition.
Figure 5.5: Effect of bleaching on apparent D/A (A) Change in D/A over repeated videos without
waiting in between. Under low excitation intensity, both GFP-tc (green triangles) and GPGK*-tc (pink
triangles) D/A increases by a factor of 2. Under high excitation intensity (open triangles), D/A increases
by four times. (B) Temperature melt of GPGK*-tc with moving between each video.
To mitigate the cumulative effect of bleaching on the measurement of equilibrium conformations, we
heated the sample through the measured melting temperature while moving the field of view between each
measurement (see Figure 5.5B). This method led to increased consistency between trials and better agree-
ment with thermodynamic parameters determined from fluorimeter melts than melts taken without moving
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Tm(C) 42 ± 1 41 ± 1 52 ± 10 41 ± 1 40 ± 2 41 ± 4
δg1
(J/molK)
910 ± 40 1190 ± 380 1440 ± 360 2030 ± 240 1040 ± 320 1090 ± 550
Table 5.1: Thermodynamic fitting parameters for GPGK*-tc melting measured by different experimental
methods. indicates that the values reported are the average of 2 trials and the reported uncertainty is the
experimental uncertainty. Otherwise the reported uncertainty reflects the fitting uncertainty.
5.3.4 In vitro folding kinetics of GPGK-*tc
To mitigate the effect of bleaching on the measurement of thermodynamic stability using the microscope,
we analyzed how the signal amplitude after the temperature jump varied with temperature. The signal
amplitude is correlated with the population change between the starting and ending temperatures of the
jump and is therefore largest when the temperature change across the jump crosses some portion of the
cooperative thermodynamic transition [269].
Analysis of post-jump amplitudes was consistent with thermodynamic melts of all constructs under both
blue and amber excitation (see Table 5.1). Large changes in DaA and ReAsh intensity are observed near
the GPGK*-tc thermodynamic melting temperature only for the GPGK*-tc construct - GFP-tc and tc
temperature jump amplitudes are small and show little or no temperature dependence (see Figure 5.6B,D).
5.3.5 Specific labeling of GPGK*-tc in E. coli
Specific ReAsh labeling of the tetracysteine site in MG-1655 cells expressing GPGK*-tc (MGGP-Re) was
tested with respect to two controls: MG-1655 cells expressing GPGK*-tc but not incubated with ReAsh
(MGGP) and MG-1655 cells not transformed with GPGK*-tc and incubated with ReAsh (MG-Re).
In cells, we conduct direct ReAsh excitation experiments under 550 nm. Due to cell scatter, ReAsh
emission at 608 nm is obscured under 593 nm excitation. In addition, 550 nm excitation allows us to observe
both the successful labeling peak at 608 nm and the signature of unsuccessful labeling at ≈ 570 nm. Under
direct ReAsh excitation at 550 nm, only MGGP-Re cells show a ReAsh fluorescence peak at 608 nm. MG-Re
cells show a nonspecific labeling peak at 570 nm while MGGP-tc cells exhibit no significant fluorescence in
the ReAsh region upon 550 nm or 475 nm excitation (see Figure 5.7A).
We also measure energy transfer from GFP to ReAsh under the three tested conditions. Cells expressing
GFP-tc – MGGP-Re and MGGP – have the GFP fluorescence peak at 505 nm under 475 nm excitation.
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Figure 5.6: GPGK*-tc unfolding kinetics in vitro. (A) DaA kinetics of GPGK*-tc (black) and GFP-tc
(blue) at 27 °C and 42 °C under blue excitation. Traces are offset from a starting value of 0 for clarity. (B)
DaA amplitudes as a function of temperature. (C) Kinetics of GPGK*-tc (black), GFP-tc (blue), tc (red)
under amber excitation at 42 °C. (D) Red intensity amplitudes as a function of temperature.
MGGP-Re cells also have a peak at 608 nm resulting from energy transfer from GFP to ReAsh, while
MGGP cells again show no significant signal in the ReAsh region. The MG-Re control does not show GFP
fluorescence, but again has a nonspecific ReAsh signal at 570 nm. We consistently find that MGGP-Re cells
with the 608 nm peak show cooperative unfolding thermodynamics (see below).
We observe two distinct signatures of unsuccessful labeling in MGGP-Re cells (data not shown). The
nonspecific labeling peak at 570 nm is sometimes observed in MGGP-Re cells; these cells do not show
cooperative unfolding. In other cases, MGGP-Re cells show neither GFP nor ReAsh fluorescence. Each of
these labeling problems can be observed prior to further experiments and these cells are not included in
further experiments of thermodynamic stability or kinetic unfolding.
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Figure 5.7: Specific labeling of MG-1655 cells expressing GPGK*-tc. (A) Only MG-1665 cells
expressing GPGK*-tc and incubated with ReAsh (magenta) show the canonical ReAsh fluorescence peak at
608 nm when excited with 550 nm light. Cells incubated without ReAsh (blue) or not expressing GPGK*-tc
(gray) show non-specific or no ReAsh signal. (B) Cells expressing GPGK*-tc (blue and magenta) show GFP
fluorescence when excited by 475 nm. Only MGGP-Re cells show evidence of energy transfer to ReAsh.
5.3.6 Bulk thermodynamic stability of GPGK*-tc in E. coli
Bulk E. coli thermodynamics were measured at 13 – 21 hours after induction. Cells imaged prior to 13 hours
are not bright enough for imaging. At 13 hours post-induction MGGP-Re cells consistently show cooperative
thermodynamics consistent with GPGK-Re melting at 40 – 45 °C. At later times (17 – 21 hours), cells show
less consistent and less cooperative folding thermodynamics (see Figure 5.8). Precise analysis of unfolding
curves is difficult because of steep and variable baselines at T >45 °C, highlighted by the much larger error
bars in the average trace at high temperatures. The steep decrease in D/A at high temperatures is correlated
with a sharp decrease in green fluorescence and is therefore not a true unfolded baseline. This decrease is
also seen in control MGGP-tc cells and may be due to unfolding or instability of GFP in the cells, though
we see no sign of GFP unfolding at these temperatures in vitro.
5.3.7 Cell finding and alignment
At each starting temperature 2-4 different fields of view are imaged and subjected to temperature jump. A
different set of fields of view are used at each temperature. Only cells within the jump region are analyzed
(see Chapter 4). After cell exclusion (see Methods), each coverslip usually results in ≈ 100 cells at each
temperature that can be analyzed for single cell kinetics. Outer perimeter pixels were also found for each cell
and analyzed to determine whether small errors in channel alignment result in loss of signal. No evidence
was found of systematic misalignment or of any significant signal (above background) in the perimeter pixels
(data not shown, see Figure 5.9 for object alignment and Figure C.3 for perimeter pixel finding).
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Figure 5.8: Bulk thermodynamics of GPGK-Re in E.coli. 13-14 hours after induction, MGGP-Re cells
consistently undergo a melting transition (magenta). MGGP-Re cells measured >17 hours after induction
show less consistent and attenuated melting (representative trace, gray). MGGP cells (representative trace,
blue) show only sharp drop off in D/A and green fluorescence at T >45 °C.
As explained in Methods, automated cell finding is conducted on the green channel image. Cells are found
in the red channel by ensuring that the corresponding pixels in the red channel (after careful channel cross-
correlation and alignment) are, on average brighter than the background plus half the standard deviation of
the background intensity. Cells that do not meet this threshold in the red channel are excluded from further
analysis and are usually <5% of the cells found in the green channel. This cell selection algorithm may
exclude cells that are expressing GPGK*-tc and are well labeled, but whose average FRET is well outside
the average distribution for a given field of view. Cells which are dim in the red channel may be dim due to
poor labeling (the rationale for excluding them from analysis) or due to significant unfolding leading to low
FRET. Conversely, some cells are visible in the red channel but too dim in the green channel to be selected
for further analysis. This proportionally high red signal may be due to excess labeling giving rise to spurious
signal (the rationale for excluding these cells from analysis) or to extremely high average energy transfer.
The effect of excluding these cells has not yet been analyzed.
5.3.8 Bulk kinetics of GPGK*-tc folding
The kinetics of each cell after temperature jump are analyzed and the DaA traces are averaged across all
cells at each temperature. The average traces are plotted in Figure 5.10A. We observe two major kinetic
phases. One is observed during temperature jumps from 27 °C to 31 °C, the other from 37 °C to 41 °C. The
phase at 31 °C is larger than expected, as it occurs right at the beginning of the thermodynamic unfolding
transition (see Figure 5.8). This phase is also observed in eukaryotic cells [94], so it is not an artifact of the
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Figure 5.9: Cell finding and alignment. (left) Green channel cells with perimeter pixels outlined in green.
(right) Red channel cells with same perimeter pixels outlined in red. Cells visible in green channel but not
outlined are excluded for being too small or for not appearing in the red channel. The large, middle cell
shows a slight offset between the two channels.
E. coli labeling or imaging protocols.
The transition at 41 °C is consistent with the bulk thermodynamics. Comparison of the kinetic amplitudes
in Figure 5.10B shows that the transition at 41 °C is sharper than that observed in vitro, consistent with
the sharper thermodynamics observed in bulk cells. Also consistent with in vitro results is the lack of a
clear pattern in the relationship between τobs and temperature. The extremely fast τ observed at a final
temperature of 37 °C may be a result of small amplitude fits to noise in the data.
5.3.9 Cell-to-cell variation of folding kinetics
Each average kinetic trace combines the kinetics observed after temperature jump of 50-100 cells whose
DaA traces could be fit to an exponential. We wished to analyze the range of individual behaviors that
contributed to this average.
Determining which cells to include in both the average trace and the individual cell analysis was extremely
important, as noisy distributions can be significantly affected by these choices. As described in Methods,
each kinetic trace was fitted to a bleaching trace for the last 2 seconds prior to fitting. Because of this, any
cell kinetics fit to τ >3.5 s were excluded and refit to a line. Additionally, an analysis of fitted amplitudes
and τs (see Appendix C) showed that a significant number of cells at all temperatures fit to kinetics with
small amplitudes (A <5) and fast times (τ <.5 s). It is likely that these fits are spurious fits to noise in
the data as they show no temperature dependence and the traces show no significant kinetics by eye. These
cells were also excluded from inclusion in the calculation of averages and from the histograms of fitting
parameters.
We begin by examining the cell-to-cell kinetics of cells at the two temperatures that exhibited the most
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Figure 5.10: Bulk kinetics of unfolding in MGGP-Re. (A) Average D-aA kinetic traces at each final
temperature. Solid lines are fits generated by finding the average fitting parameter results of individual
cells at each temperature. Traces are offset for clarity. (B) Average fitted amplitude as a function of
final temperature. Both kinetic phases are associated with increased amplitude. (C) Average fitted τ as a
function of final temperature.
significant unfolding kinetics - 31 °C and 41 °C. The average traces (see Figure 5.10) were relatively similar,
fitting to amplitudes of -5 and -7, respectively and τs of 2 s. Closer analysis of their individual kinetics
reveals significant differences in the roots of their average behavior. Significant numbers of cells at both
temperatures are fit to amplitudes between -15 and -5 (indicating unfolding, as expected). The distribution
of weights at 31 °C is unimodal with the peak at these small negative amplitudes. At 41 °C, however, the
distribution is closer to bimodal - more weight is left in the distribution at larger negative amplitudes and
a significant second peak is observed at positive amplitudes.
These signatures of diverse unfolding behavior are also evident in the amplitude distributions near the
peak unfolding temperatures (see Figure 5.12). Amplitudes at 28 °C and 34 °C are quite broad but peaked,
like that at 31 °C, near an amplitude of -10 – -15. In contrast, the distribution at 39 °C is broad but bimodal
- to the extent that the average trace seems to show no kinetics at all (see 5.10.) The distribution at 46 °C
is dominated by positive amplitude kinetics, centered near the second peak observed at 39 °C and 41 °C.
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Figure 5.11: Single cell kinetic variation. Spread of individual D−aA traces (left) and fitted amplitudes
(right) at 31 °(A) and 41 °C (B). Dotted lines show most extreme kinetics observed at each temperature
while colored traces are the average behavior )
5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Using GPGK*-tc as a probe of protein conformation
Despite initial excitement [162, 165], the use of tetracysteine tags for in situ labeling has been relatively
limited [273, 274] especially for the quantitative study of biomolecular dynamics in cells [218, 275]. Here
we describe difficulties caused by ReAsh’s spectroscopic properties which make it impossible to use as
a quantitative probe in the time-lapse experiments commonly used in fluorescence microscopy, perhaps
explaining its slow adoption.
We found that instead of using steady-state FRET efficiency ratios (D/A), we could monitor the ampli-
tude of the response to a perturbation (in this case a temperature jump) to report on equilibrium GPGK*-tc
conformation. This method - “thermodynamics from kinetics” - was developed to enable thermodynamic
characterization of systems with large, poorly characterized, or non-linear signal baselines [269]. Though
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Figure 5.12: Single cell folding amplitude distributions Amplitude distributions of all the cells con-
tributing to the average traces plotted in Figure 5.10.
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the GFP-ReAsh pair displays only a very small temperature dependent baseline (see Figure 5.4B), under
microscope illumination there is a significant and non-linear dependence of D/A on cumulative imaging
time (see Figure 5.5A). The shape of this baseline depends on almost any aspect of the experiment – illu-
mination intensity, time between videos, and total illumination time, for example – making it difficult to
accurately characterize and correct. The GPGK*-tc system, therefore, is an ideal target for thermodynam-
ics from kinetics and indeed we see that the thermodynamic parameters extracted from the kinetic analysis
are a better match to the bulk spectroscopically determined values (unaffected by bleaching) than values
determined from analysis of steady-state fluorescence (see Table 5.1 and Figure 5.6A-B).
These tools in hand, we developed GPGK*-tc as an alternative to the larger and more difficult to
express PGK*-FRET. As predicted, the recombinant tetracysteine tag incorporated into the gene can be
specifically labeled by the fluorophore ReAsh and energy transfer efficiency between the donor GFP and
the ReAsh is extremely efficient (≈ 75 % transfer efficiency). We find that the energy transfer efficiency
is sensitive to GPGK*-tc conformation - the melting temperature determined by fluorimeter monitored
temperature titration and by temperature dependent kinetic amplitudes is 40 ± 2 °C, consistent with the
thermodynamic stability of similar constructs (see Chapter 6). Used appropriately, GPGK*-tc can provide
a reliable alternative to fluorescent protein constructs for in situ labeling of protein constructs (see also [94]).
5.4.2 ReAsh as a probe of conformational change
Interestingly, we also find that directly excited ReAsh also reports on GPGK*-tc conformation by exhibiting
an increase in fluorescence intensity upon unfolding. The mechanism by which ReAsh responds to protein
conformation is not understood, but similar phenomena have been reported for other protein constructs
labeled via the tc construct. Ignatova and Gierasch report that FlAsh labeled CRAB-P is hyperfluorescent
when unfolded [218], similar to the increase in ReAsh fluorescence we observe here as GPGK*-tc unfolds. The
CRAB-P tetracysteine tag was incorporated into an existing helix, providing an easy explanation for how it
might be sensitive to conformational changes. In contrast, the GPGK*-tc tag is located at the C-terminus,
which, in PGK, is not involved in the core protein structure [219], making it more difficult to explain its
responsiveness to conformational changes. We know from control experiments with the GFP-tc and the tc
peptide alone (see Figure 5.4C) that conformational transitions in the tag structure itself cannot explain
the changes seen here. Luedtke et al and Lee et al observed the opposite relationship between structure
and FlAsh fluorescence - less structured monomers or assemblies were associated with lower fluorescence
intensity In these applications, however, the tetracysteine tag was split (between terminii or monomers) and
binding itself - not bound FlAsh quantum yield - was affected by the loss of structure [273,274].
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Using ReAsh as the primary probe has a number of advantages over monitoring changes in energy transfer
efficiency. First, bleaching or temperature dependent effects are easier to characterize because they have
only one component - the change in ReAsh intensity. Monitoring FRET introduces downstream effects on
donor fluorescence (and therefore D/A or DaA) which may be less predictable. Second, incorporation of a
12-amino acid sequence at a protein terminii may be less disruptive to protein structure or stability than
the addition of large fluorescent protein tags (see Chapter 6, [220, 276]) or even the incorporation of the
tetracysteine tag to the protein core [218]. Third, the very fact that ReAsh is independently responsive
to conformational change complicates the interpretation of the FRET data. In the case of GPGK*-tc, the
magnitude of ReAsh intensity decrease due to the change in FRET efficiency is approximately 2 to 3 times
greater than the intensity increase observed under direct excitation of ReAsh alone. In the case of GPGK*-
tc, the time scales of the primary FRET and directly excited processes are similar, so the processes seem to
be sensitive to the same conformational change (see [94] for an extended discussion of the timescales observed
here). For a multistate folder, there is no reason to expect that the ReAsh will independently monitor the
same transition as the end-to-end distance change monitored by FRET, complicating analysis (see Chapter
6 and [277] for additional discussion of the probe dependence of PGK* folding transitions).
5.4.3 Thermodynamics detected by MGGP-Re
The development of GPGK*-tc for the detection of in cell thermodynamics in E. coli was first tested in bulk.
We find that GPGK*-tc can be specifically labeled in cells and that its stability can be assessed. While
PGK*-FRET was found to be stabilized in eukaryotic cells relative to its in vitro stability, we see no sign
of stabilization in E. coli. Here we do not report precise bulk melting temperatures, but less than 15 hours
after induction GPGK*-tc melts in cells near 40 °C, while in vitro melting temperatures are near 42 °C. We
conducted preliminary experiments to assess the stability of GPGK*-tc in eukaryotic cells and estimate its
Tm to be approximately 43 °C, consistent with the slight stabilization of PGK*-FRET observed in eukaryotic
cells [94]. These preliminary results suggest that the cellular environment of E. coli does not exert the same
influence on PGK* stability as the eukaryotic cytoplasm. This finding may help explain why it has been so
difficult to find consensus about the effect of the cellular environment on protein stability and dynamics –
not only does the effect differ depending on the protein observed [122,231], but it also cannot be generalized
across different cellular contexts. We have already observed some results suggestive of this conclusion:
the extracellular protein VlsE-FRET is destabilized in the cytoplasm, perhaps because it has evolved for
function (and maybe stability) in the extracellular matrix [231], while small, but significant, differences in
PGK*-FRET stability were observed in different environments within the eukaryotic cell [220,235].
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In eukaryotic cells we find no correlation between time since transfection or protein concentration and the
observed protein dynamics [121,278]. In E. coli, however, we find that thermodynamic unfolding signatures
are attenuated or completely unobserved after >17 hours of induction (see Figure 5.8). At longer times
we also observe more visual signs of aggregation, such as the bright spotting observed in cells expressing
PGK*-FRET (data not shown). This suggests that GPGK*-tc, while more soluble than PGK*-FRET inside
E. coli cells, still aggregates if the concentration is high enough or if given enough time. Due to low signal it
was not possible to image cells less than 13 hours after induction, but bulk measurements could be conducted
to see if aggregation competes with folding at even shorter induction times as well.
5.4.4 Kinetic variation detected by MGGP-Re
At low temperatures, the average GPGK*-tc kinetics detected in cells behave largely as expected from the
bulk thermodynamics: small or non-existent kinetic amplitudes give way to significant unfolding kinetics
near 31 °C (see Figure 5.10), consistent with the onset of the thermodynamic transition (see Figure 5.8).
Above 31 °C, however, the amplitude decreases until 41 °C, where a significant unfolding signature is once
again observed.
Due to the extremely small size of each individual cell, single-cell traces are noisy and difficult to ana-
lyze. This difficulty notwithstanding, histograms of individual cell kinetics may provide insight into these
unexpected bulk kinetics (see Figure 5.12). The unimodal histograms early in the unfolding transition sug-
gest that the temperature jumps induce a single unfolding process that can be characterized in bulk and
by analyzing the single-cell distribution of amplitudes and unfolding times. The emergence of a bimodal
distribution at 39 °C could not have been predicted from the bulk kinetics, which appear to show no reaction
after the temperature jump. The second population of kinetics appears at positive amplitudes, meaning that
the red channel intensity is increasing with respect to the green channel. This signal is consistent with the
emergence of an aggregation process, not a second unfolding process.
The experiments reported here were all conducted by heating cells from room temperature through 42
°C and imaging multiple fields of view along the way – the entire experiment takes approximately 1.5-
2 hours. We observed from the bulk thermodynamics that these two hours might result in significant
aggregation and so it is impossible to tell whether the emergence of the second phase at high temperatures
is due to temperature-induced aggregation, time-induced aggregation, or a combination of the two. Future
experiments will focus on separating the time and temperature variables. For example, we will image cells
at a single temperature over a range of times- i.e. keeping the cells at 38 °C for 2 hours, and imaging them
at 5 minute intervals to separate out the effects of temperature and time on jump kinetics. Equivalent
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experiments can be done across the temperature range to build up a temperature-time phase diagram for
both kinetic transitions observed here.
5.5 Conclusion
We developed the GPGK*-tc construct to allow the measurement of single-cell kinetics in E. coli. The
strong energy transfer efficiency between GFP and ReAsh in the construct complicates its use as probe of
equilibrium protein conformation. We take advantage of the population change created by the application
of a rapid temperature jump to characterize thermodynamic folding parameters and find that values derived
from this method are in good agreement with values obtained from fluorescence spectroscopy. This allows
us to use GPGK*-tc as a probe of PGK* folding even in experiments where repeated imaging of the same
sample is unavoidable.
We use GPGK*-tc to characterize the energy landscape of unfolding in many E. coli cells at once. We
can detect cell-to-cell variation in protein folding and can reconstruct average behavior from distributions
of single-cell behaviors. Finally, amplitude distributions reveal the emergence of a bimodal distribution in
kinetics at high temperatures. Further experiments will clarify how temperature and time interact to alter
the energy landscape of folding in E. coli cells.
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Chapter 6
Hsp70-Substrate Binding in cells and in vitro
6.1 Introduction
The Hsp70 family of molecular chaperones is thought to protect the cell from protein aggregation and
misfolding by binding exposed hydrophobic residues to prevent unfavorable inter- or intra- molecular in-
teractions [244, 245, 252, 279]. Despite significant advances in the structural understanding of how hsp70
physically interacts with substrate proteins and modulates its substrate affinity [241, 242, 280–282], a co-
hesive understanding of how substrates are selected in the cellular environment and how hsp70 mediates
protein folding has been elusive [239, 247, 248, 252, 283]. We seek a better understanding of hsp70-substrate
interactions by studying the interaction under more realistic conditions: in the cell, with a substrate reaching
its naturally unfolded state due to temperature induced denaturation (see Figure 6.1)
Despite their name, few previous studies of the heat shock proteins’ interactions with substrates have
addressed how hsp70 binds substrates unfolded due to thermal denaturation. Most quantitative studies of
hsp70-substrate binding have examined binding to short peptide sequences [244, 245, 284] or to chemically
denatured protein substrates [248, 251, 285]. Studies of temperature-denatured substrate binding are com-
plicated by the observation of temperature-dependent hsp70 binding affinity [286], but have shown that
hsp70 binds unfolding substrates at their melting temperatures, below a small structural transition near 40
°C [246,287].
The hsp70 variant studied here is the human heat-inducible, cytoplasmic hsp72 (HSPA1A) (see Table
6.1) [276]. All hsp70s consist of a highly structured and conserved N-terminal nucleotide binding domain
and more flexible and variable C-terminal substrate binding domain [276, 284, 288, 289] (see Figure 6.1).
Substrate affinity is modulated by nucleotide binding state – in the absence of co-chaperones, affinity is low
in the presence of ATP and high in the apo- or ADP bound states and the ATPase rate is extremely slow
(k ≈ 1/5 min) ) [246, 290, 291]. In the presence of substrate or the co-chaperone hsp40, the ATPase rate -
and therefore overall substrate affinity - is increased [291, 292]. Despite significant substrate binding in the
absence of ATP, reactivation of the model substrates luciferase and β galactosidase (β-gal) is only observed
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Figure 6.1: FRET-based assay for studying hsp70-substrate interactions. (A) Structure of the
E. coli hsp70 homolog DnaK (PDB 2KHO), substrate binding residues are highlighted in orange. (B)
Schematic of FRET-based substrate binding detection. When hsp70-mCh binds an unfolding GFP-labeled
substrate, energy transfer efficiency will increase. (C) Schematic plots of the predicted relationship between
PGK (substrate) unfolding (left), hsp70 binding (center), and observed signal (right). A second mutant of
PGK is predicted to unfold, and be bound by hsp70, at higher temperatures (orange)
in the presence of, minimally, ATP and hsp40 [293].
Here, we describe the development of a FRET based assay designed to target the early stages of hsp70-
substrate interactions: when (and how) is hsp70 recruited to an unfolding or misfolding substrate? Instead
of using intramolecular FRET, as described in Chapters 3-5, we use a 2-protein system: hsp70 labeled with
mCherry (hsp70-mCh, the acceptor) and various mutants of PGK labeled with GFP (GPGK, the donor).
The GPGK mutants used here (described in detail in Table 6.2 [294]) are designed to unfold from 35-52 °C,
allowing us to observe how hsp70’s behavior is modulated by both substrate unfolding and temperature. We
also study how hsp70-mCh’s interactions with itself (through another fluorescent construct - hsp70-mTFP)
and GPGK in vitro are affected by temperature, to better understand the in cell data (see Table 6.3). A
list of the hsp variants used here are listed in Table 6.1.
We find that in cells hsp70-mCherry binding is sensitive to substrate melting, but that in vitro binding
under thermal denaturation is disrupted by conformational transitions in hsp70 itself. This suggests that
models of hsp70’s action built on in vitro experiments are insufficient to elucidate its behavior under heat
shock conditions in the cell.
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Name Gene code Description E. coli analog








PGK yPGK1 yeast phosphoglyc-
erate kinase [294]
E. coli phosphoglycerate kinase
Table 6.1: Proteins used in this study
6.2 Materials and Methods
6.2.1 Mammalian cell culture
U2OS cells (ATCC catalog number HTB-96) were cultured as described in Appendix D. 75 cm2 flasks of
cells were co-transfected with 1.2 µg GPGK plasmid and .8 µg hsp70-mCh plasmid using Lipofectamine
and split onto coverslips 3-4 hours after DNA addition. Control experiments were conducted in the same
manner, replacing target proteins with fluorescent proteins or stable GPGK mutants.
6.2.2 In cell thermodynamic measurements
Cells were imaged as described [253] and as summarized in Chapter 4 less than 14 hours after transfection.
Multiple cells may be imaged on the same coverslip and are individually analyzed for the presence of both
GFP (under 470 nm blue excitation) and mCherry (by direct excitation by a 590 nm amber LED). We
eliminate cells in all experiments that are extremely dim under blue excitation (average green intensity
<500/4095) or direct amber excitation (starting Green/Red intensity >10). This eliminates cells whose
signal is dominated by only one fluorophore.
To account for changes in cell shape throughout the course of the experiment, average cell intensity in
the red and green channel is calculated with respect to the largest observed cell area. Cells whose measured
area changes by greater 30 % at T <40 °C are eliminated from further analysis. We report here the change in
ratio of Green to Red channel intensity (D/A) as a function of temperature. D/A traces are fit as described
in Chapter 5 to find a characteristic binding temperature Tb.
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6.2.3 Protein expression and purification
All hsp70 mutant sequences were synthesized and inserted into the pDream vector by GenScript Corp. All
expressed proteins contain an N-terminal FLAG tag, hexahistidine tag, and thrombin cleavage site (see
Appendix D for sequence details). Protein expression and purification using the hexahistidine tag were
conducted basically as described in Chapter 2. Induction with IPTG was allowed to proceed for no more
than 12 hours at room temperature. Hsp70 fluorescent fusion proteins were found to be relatively unstable
to proteolysis, so 1 mM PMSF (Sigma) and cOmplete Mini EDTA-free Protease Inhibitor Tablets (Roche)
were added to cell slurry immediately after spin down. 1 mM PMSF was added again to the cell lysate after
sonication and to the supernatant after lysate spin down.
Hsp70 fluorescent fusion protein column binding was enhanced by the addition of 1 mM BME (Sigma)
to the cell lysate and to Imidazole (Sigma) wash buffers. The hsp70 fusions elute at low concentrations of
Imidazole (<100 mM), so extensive washing was conducted at 0-30 mM Imidazole to ensure that impurities
were removed from the sample as completely as possible. Purity was assessed by SDS-PAGE, MALDI mass
spectrometry, and UV-Vis spectroscopy (see Appendix D for complete discussion of hsp70 fusion protein
purification and characterization). Purified protein was dialyzed into TEN.1 (100 mM Tris HCl, .1 mM
EDTA, 100 mM NaCl, pH 6.9 with KOH) or K1 (25 mM HEPES, 50 mM KCl, pH 7.5 with KOH) storage
buffer.
Unlabeled PGK mutants were cloned into the pET-28b plasmid with an N-terminal hexahistidine tag
and thrombin cleavage site. Further mutations were made using the Strategene QuickChange mutagenesis
kit. Protein was expressed and purified using the hexahistidine tag as described in Chapter 2, except under
kanamycin antibiotic pressure. Purified protein was dialyzed into PGK storage buffer (20 mM Na2HPO4),
pH 6.5). Fluorescent fusions of PGK were expressed and purified in the same way but were cloned into the
pDream vector (GenScript). 2 mM BME was used in the first 8 hours of dialysis of PGK fluorescent fusion
proteins to prevent aggregation.
The Hdj1 sequence [238,295] was cloned into the pDream vector by Genscript Corp with an N-terminal
FLAG and hexahistidine tag and expressed basically as described in [296]. After expression and cell breaking
as described in Chapter 2, protein in the soluble fraction was precipitated by incubation with 40 % w/v
ammonium sulfate for 1 hour with stirring at 4 °C. The pellet was spun down for 30 minutes at 10,000 rpm
and redissolved in lysis buffer. The protein was purified on an Ni-NTA column in the presence of 1 mM
BME as described for Hsp70 purification and dialyzed extensively into TEN.1. The structure of Hdj1 was
confirmed by CD (see Figure D.1).
All proteins were filtered after dialysis and prepared for long-term storage in 15% glycerol, flash frozen
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in liquid nitrogen, and kept at -80 °C.
6.2.4 FRET spectroscopy of protein-protein interactions
Mixtures of Hsp70-mCh and GPGK mutants were heated from 20 °C to 65 °C and their interaction was
monitored by the change in energy transfer efficiency from the donor (GFP) to the acceptor (mCherry).
Experiments were conducted in a Cary Eclipse Fluorimeter (Varian). Samples were excited by 475 nm light
(excitation slit width 5 nm) and fluorescence was collected from 480-750 nm. Spectral analysis to extract
changes in FRET can be conducted in a number of ways. To ease comparison with in-cell data (see below),
we report an Effective D/A ratio, which compares the intensity of green fluorescence (λ <585 nm) to the








This ratio will decrease as FRET efficiency increases and is easily compared with the Red and Green
channel data obtained from live cell microscopy (see Chapter 5, Chapter 7).
In addition to the 2-state fits discussed in Chapters 2 and 5, we also fit the GPGK2 and GPGK3 in vitro
binding data to 3-state fits where the signal of each complex i is:
Si = Si0 + Sim(T − T0)
where T0 is an arbitrary temperature offset and Sim describes the temperature dependence of each state’s










As in Chapter 2, the temperature dependence of the free energy difference between states is approximated
as
∆Gij = Gj −Gi ≈ δgij(T − Tij)
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where i is the starting state and j is the ending state and Tij is the temeprature at which the two states
have equal free energies. This linear approximation of ∆Gij assumes that no direct conversion is allowed
between states 1 and 3.
Unless otherwise noted, binding assays were conducted in K1 buffer supplemented with 10 mM DTT
with .5 µM Hsp70-mCh and 2.5 µM GPGK in a quartz semi-micro cuvette volume 160 µL (Starna).
6.2.5 Spectroscopic characterization of protein structure
CD and fluorescence spectroscopy were conducted and analyzed as described in Chapter 2. In addition







Due to the complicated spectral shapes of PGK and hsp70, center of spectral mass is a better parameter of
spectral changes than the peak wavelength calculated in Chapter 2. Unless otherwise noted, thermodynamic
stability measurements were taken at 2 µM protein and in TEN.1 or UK (25 mM Tris, pH 7.5 with KOH,
5 mM MgCl2, 20 mM KCl, 1 mM EDTA) buffer . No differences in stability were noted between TEN.1
and UK measurements. Some thermodynamic stability measurements were obtained in K1 buffer (data
not shown). There is no difference in stability in K1, but hsp70 does seem to be less prone to aggregation
at T >65 °C in K1. High concentrations of HEPES interfere with far UV CD measurements, so stability
measurements are reported in the Tris buffers for consistency across measurement techniques.
CD measurements were obtained in a 2 mm cuvette. Fluorimeter measurements were obtained in a
quartz semi-micro cuvette (volume 160 µL) (Starna) except for measurements in the presence of ATP, which
were obtained in a 600 µL quartz cuvette (Agilent).
6.3 Results
6.3.1 Characterization of fluorescent mutants
Though C-terminal fusions of hsp70 have been used previously in in vivo assays of localization and heat shock
response [297], we wanted to ensure that the hsp70-mCh construct used here is active under conventional
assays of hsp70 activity. We found no signficant difference in ATPase activity or β-gal refolding between
native hsp70 and the hsp70-mCh used here (see Figure D.2). Strikingly, the addition of the mCherry tag does
not change the temperature of the hsp70 conformational transition(see Table 6.2) and hsp70 stabilization in
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41 ± 1 860 ± 180 52 ± 2 790 ± 380
PGKB Y122W, P204H 42 ± 1 1640 ± 570 48 ± 1 1430 ± 140
GPGK0 N-term GFP,
Y122W, P111T























36 ± 1 1820 ± 300 35 ± 1 940 ± 160
Hsp70 None 43 ± 1 2700 ± 1040 45  1220 
Hsp70 with
ATP 
None 50 ± 1 4100 ± 3080 N/A N/A
Hsp70-mCh C-term
mCherry





50 ± 1 3200 ± 1030 N/A N/A
Hsp70-mTFP C-term mTFP 45 ± 1 2300 ± 470 N/A N/A
1:1 Hsp70 with
PGKA
see above 41 ± 1 1170 ± 380 46 ± 2 1950 ± 1980
Table 6.2: Thermodynamic fitting parameters for PGK and Hsp72 mutants. All mutants have N-
terminal hexahistidine tags with thrombin cleavage sites. Fluorescent PGK mutants and all Hsp72 mutants
also have N-terminal FLAG tag. indicates that model parameters were not well characterized. ATP was
present in 100-fold excess
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Experiment Donor Acceptor Typical D/A
In vitro
Hsp70-Substrate binding GFP mCherry 34
Hsp70 aggregation mTFP mCherry 45
In vivo
Hsp70-Substrate binding GFP mCherry 2-14
Controls GFP mCherry 2-14
Table 6.3: FRET labels and typical D/A ratios.
the presence of ATP is also preserved [286,298,299]. The 6 °C stabilization of hsp70 observed here is slightly
smaller than that observed for other hsp70 variants.
We used previously characterized mutations in the PGK sequence [219, 294, 300] to generate a set of
fluorescently labeled PGK variants with a range of thermodynamic stabilities. We find that the fluorescent
tag typically destabilizes secondary structure (as measured by CD) by ≈ 8 °C, and has a slight (<2 °C)
destabilizing effect on tertiary structure stability, as measured by tryptophan fluorescence (see Table 6.2 for
a summary of PGK mutant stabilities). We see no sign of fluorescent protein unfolding in the temperature
range measured here (see Figure D.3) and also find that the thermodynamic stability of PGK mutants is
unaffected by the presence of ATP (data not shown).
We expressed and characterized a family of GPGK mutants with a range of stabilities, GPGK0 (most
stable) to GPGK3 (least stable), along with a smaller number of unlabeled and mCherry labeled PGK
mutants for comparison. Their melting temperatures as measured by CD and fluorescence are reported in
Table 6.2. The GPGK mutants range in stability from ≈ 39 °C to 53 °C and therefore allow us to monitor
hsp70-mCherry - substrate interactions above and below typical heat shock temperatures (≈ 41 °C). Unlike
hsp70, the tryptophan and CD detected melting temperatures are significantly different in GPGK. We find
that the CD detected melting is most sensitive to mutation and best correlated with hsp70-mCherry binding
(see Section 6.3.3). Many of the GPGK mutants differ by the addition or subtraction of spectroscopically
active tryptophans [294] and this inconsistency in the tryptophan probes likely affects the sensitivity of
the tryptophan fluorescence to a consistent conformational transition. Therefore, stability comparisons
throughout the rest of the chapter will be in reference to the CD detected melting temperature.
In addition to the hsp70-mCh, we also use a blue-labeled hsp70-mTFP as a donor molecule to study the
temperature dependence of hsp70-hsp70 interactions. We find that the starting D/A ratio in vitro depends
on the initial concentration ratios of the donor and acceptor and the specific donor used, Table 6.3 lists
the fluorophore combinations used and these typical starting values. We see no sign that the starting ratio
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reflects nascent binding of hsp70-mCh to GPGK - the starting ratio when hsp70-mCh is replaced by mCherry
(see Figure 6.3) is almost identical. The starting D/A values in cells are considerably lower than the starting
values in vitro. A number of factors contribute to this difference. First, channel bleed through and camera
noise place an upper limit of 15-20 on the D/A value observed on the microscope - cells expressing GFP
labeled constructs only will display red channel intensities of ≈ 5 % of the green channel intensity. Solutions
of 2.5 µM GPGK and .5 µM hsp70-mCh (the standard concentration used in vitro) imaged on the microscope
have an observed D/A of 15, compared to the Effective D/A of 34 observed in spectroscopic measurements.
Secondly, the ratio of hsp70-mCh to GPGK is not well controlled in cells - plasmids are transfected at a ratio
of 1:3 hsp70-mCh to GPGK, but each cell expresses the proteins in a unique ratio. A five-fold change of the
hsp70-mTFP:mPGK ratio results in a 20 % change of starting D/A value in vitro, the ratio dependence is
likely stronger with the GFP-mCherry pair, due to the greater overlap of their excitation spectra. Finally,
the cell may non-specifically crowd the fluorophores together. The initial D/A of the PGK*-FRET construct
discussed in Chapters 3-5 imaged in U2OS cells is ≈ 50 % of the in vitro value.
6.3.2 Hsp70-mCh binds GPGK in cells upon GPGK unfolding
Cells expressing both GPGK and hsp70-mCh were imaged from ≈ 20 - 45 °C. Due to the separate transfection
of the two genes, the initial D/A varies from cell-to-cell. Cells expressing the low melting temperature
GPGK1 with hsp70-mCh show a decrease in D/A beginning near 35 °C. On average, the D/A ratio decreases
by 10 % from 35 to 42 °C. The average binding temperature is 37.5 °C, in good agreement with the measured
GPGK1 melting temperature in cells of 40 - 43 °C [219,220,235] (see Figure 6.2A). Cells expressing a more
stable mutant, GPGK0 (see Table 6.2), show a significantly smaller decrease in D/A, but do still exhibit
a change near 35 °C. Similar small changes in D/A near 35 °C are observed in controls where mCherry is
transfected in place of hsp70-mCh or GFP is transfected in place of GPGK and may be due to a small
temperature dependent interaction between the fluorescent tag or to the increased measurement density
between 35 °C and 45 °C, which may alter the relative bleaching behavior of the two fluorophores (see
Figure D.4).
As has been observed before [121, 231], there is cell-to-cell variation in the shape and temperature of
the thermodynamic transition (see Figure 6.2B-D). Due to the separate transfection of the two genes, we
observe starting D/A values ranging from 2 to 10. Strong binding traces are observed in the full range
of starting D/A values, though binding appears clearest in cells with starting ratios in the middle of this
range. This is not surprising, as the middle range of D/A traces are cells with enough hsp70-mCh that
a significant amount of GPGK1 in the cell can be bound, but not so much that binding is insensitive to
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Figure 6.2: Hsp70-mCh binding in cells. (A) Average thermodynamic traces of hsp70-mCh incubated
with destabilized GPGK1 (blue, 10 cells) and stable GPGK0 (orange, 6 cells). (B) Individual thermody-
namic traces cells transfected with hsp70-mCh and GPGK*. Each marker style indicates an independent
experiment (date and coverslip). Solid lines are best fits to the data extended to 45 °C or the last measured
point, whichever is lower. For clarity, the initial bleaching slope has been subtracted from each cell. (C) The
same traces shown in B, normalized to their starting D/A value. The average, baseline subtracted, trace
is overlaid in black. (D) False color images showing the merged red and green channels for an individual
cell shown in B (the solid diamond trace) at 23 °C and 45 °C. The right image shows the cell under direct
mCherry excitation at 23 °C.
GPGK1 unfolding. We limit our analysis here to cells imaged 13 hours after transfection - cells imaged at
longer times show attenuated binding (see Figure D.4), which we attribute to aggregation due to increased
protein concentration or to the longer incubation at 37 °C - near the GPGK1 unfolding transition and the
onset of binding. This conclusion is bolstered by our finding that transfection with more plasmid (2 µg of
GPGK* and 1.2 µg of hsp70-mCh for a 75 cm2 flask) or for longer incubation times (>17 hours) results in
cells that show no transition, extremely low (<1) initial D/A, and frequently exhibit bright spots indicative
of aggregation. It is possible that imaging at shorter times would result in even less aggregation, but cells
imaged at <12 hours are too dim to allow accurate measurement of thermodynamics (see Appendix D). Cells
transfected with GPGK1 alone do not show signs of aggregation under these conditions [278], so hsp70-mCh
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mediated interactions must play some role in the time dependence of the thermodynamics.
6.3.3 Hsp70-mCh substrate interaction is modulated by substrate melting and nucleotide
binding
Figure 6.3: FRET spectroscopy of hsp70-mCh complex formation in vitro. (A) Thermodynamic
traces of 1 µM hsp70-mCh incubated with 1 µM hsp70-mTFP in the absence (black circles) and presence
(grey triangles) of ATP. Lines are fits showing a transition at 46 °C without ATP and 54 °C with ATP. (B)
Thermodynamics of 2.5 µM GPGK mutants with .5 µM hsp70-mCh without ATP. The dotted line shows a
control of GPGK1 incubated with mCherry in place of hsp70-mCh. (C) Thermodynamics of 2.5 µGPGK
mutants with .5 µM hsp70-mCh in the presence of 2 mM ATP. In B and C fits for GPGK0, GPGK1 are
two state thermodynamic fits, fits to GPGK2, GPGK3 are 3 state thermodynamic fits. Arrows highlight
the temperature of the hsp70-mCh conformational transition with (grey) and without (black) ATP. (D)
Kinetics of GPGK1 with hsp70-mCh after the addition of water (dotted lines) or 2 mM ATP (solid lines)
at 4 °C (black) and 48 °C (grey). Traces are offset for clarity.
To better understand the substrate binding behavior observed in cells, we use purified proteins to study
the same interaction and similarly induce GPGK unfolding by increasing the temperature from 20 – 65 °C.
These experiments are summarized in Figure 6.3 and Table 6.4.
First, we examine the interaction between hsp70 molecules through the conformational transitions ob-
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Substrate Tb high (°C) δg1 high (J/mol K) Tb low (°C) δg1 low (J/mol K)
2 mM ATP
GPGK0 55 ± 1 3050 ± 150 - -
GPGK1 57 ± 2 920 ± 180 - -
GPGK2
55 ± 2 925 ± 250 - -
54 ± 1 2870 ± 380 41 ± 8 680 ± 240
GPGK3
53 ± 1 1680 ± 310 - -
54 ± 1 2360 ± 470 35 ± 15 6000 
54 ± 1 2280 ± 530 37 ± 2 1800 ± 1000
hsp70-mTFP
(1 µM:1 µM)
54 ± 1 2610 ± 550 - -
No ATP
GPGK0 52 ± 1 1850 ± 140 - -
GPGK1 48 ± 1 1700 ± 100 - -
GPGK2
46 ± 1 1150 ± 100 - -
# 47 ± 1 1460 ± 230 40 ± 2 510 ± 300
GPGK3
47 ± 1 1210 ± 180 - -
# 47 ± 1 1860 ± 130 38 ± 1 710 ± 110
hsp70-mTFP
(1 µM:1 µM)
46 ± 1 1900 ± 220 - -
Table 6.4: Fitting parameters for hsp70-mCh substrate binding. Fitting values for traces shown
in Figure 6.3. Both 2 and 3 state fit results are shown for GPGK2 and GPGK3 with and without ATP.
indicates that parameter was not well defined. The low and high temperature transitions were fit separately
for GPGK3 in the presence of ATP. # As explained in Methods, intermediate signal function fixed from
ATP fits.
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served with and without ATP by incubating hsp70-mCh with the complementary (blue-labeled) hsp70-mTFP
serving as the donor (Figure 6.3A). In agreement with previous reports [246], we find that hsp70-mCh self
aggregates at temperatures above the conformational transition with and without ATP, as indicated by a
drop in Effective D/A.
In Figure 6.3B-C we examine the interaction of hsp70-mCh with GPGK mutants across their melting
temperatures with and without ATP. Without ATP, D/A decreases by ≈ 25 % over the course of the melt.
The temperature of the decrease in D/A is roughly correlated with GPGK stability, though it consistently
takes place above the GPGK melting temperature, except in the case of GPGK0 (see Table 6.2 and 6.4).
A similar large transition is observed when hsp70-mCh and GPGK are incubated with 2 mM ATP. The
transition is above the melting temperatures of all GPGK mutants and does not appear to be sensitive to
substrate stability at all. In both cases, we attribute this transition to aggregation upon hsp70 unfolding.
The transition onset aligns exactly with the hsp70 conformational transition (highlighted with arrows on the
plots) and is in remarkable agreement with the hsp70 self-aggregation observed in Figure 6.3A. To confirm
that the higher temperature transition observed here is not the result of an ATP-induced reduction in binding
affinity, we added ATP to the complex formed at 48 °C without ATP. After 2 hours of incubation we do not
observe any sign of reversibility, confirming that the binding observed in the large D/A transition is hsp-70
unfolded mediated irreversible aggregation.
A second, smaller decrease in D/A is a more promising candidate to be the predicted binding of hsp70-
mCh to an unfolding substrate. In the presence of ATP, GPGK2 and GPGK3 are bound at 41 °C and 37
°C, respectively, in good agreement with their melting temperatures. Due its small size and convolution
with the aggregation transition, this smaller transition is quite difficult to characterize, especially without
ATP, where the lower baseline is completely absorbed by the aggregation. To mitigate this difficulty, the
signal function of the middle state (S2) is determined from the fits to the data with ATP and fixed for the
3 state fits without ATP. We find, however, that residuals of the 3-state fit are smaller than those for the
2-state fit (see Table D.1), even when the fit parameters are poorly characterized. In addition, 2 state fits
to the GPGK2 and GPGK3 traces are less cooperative (smaller δg1) than fits to the hsp70 self aggregation
trace, the GPGK0 trace, or the 3-state fit of the large transition. Therefore, accurate characterization of
the GPGK2 and GPGK3 interaction with hsp70-mCh requires the analysis of a second, lower temperature
binding transition before the hsp70-mCh conformational transition. We find that the first GPGK2 transition
is highly dependent on the hsp70-mCh to substrate ratio, but have not yet characterized this dependence
for GPGK3 (see Figure D.5).
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6.3.4 Hsp70 alters PGKA secondary structure unfolding
Figure 6.4: Interaction of unlabeled hsp70 and PGKA. (A) CD spectra at 20 °C of 2 µM PGKA (red),
2 µM hsp70 (blue), and 1 µM:1 µM hsp70:PGKA (purple). Average of PGK* and hsp70 spectra shown
in gray (B) Change in CD signal at 222 nm. Solid lines are two state thermodynamic fit. (C) Unfolding
monitored by tryptophan fluorescence. The mixture of hsp70 and PGKA (purple) shows no significant
deviation from the average of the individual traces (gray)
PGKA and hsp70 both undergo a structural transition as measured by tracking the change in MRE
at 222 nm (Table 6.2). When hsp70 and PGKA are mixed together in a 1:1 ratio at 20 °C, no significant
deviation from their average spectra is observed (Figure 6.4A). As the mixture is heated through the melting
temperature, we observe a structural transition at 46 °C, near the hsp70 structural transition, and no further
loss of structure is observed until much higher temperatures (≈ 65 °C) Both the transition temperature and
amplitude of this structural change indicate that PGKA’s loss of secondary structure due to heating is
mitigated by the presence of hsp70 (Figure 6.4B).
We also monitor the effect of hsp70 on PGKA’s stability using fluorescence spectroscopy. Both hsp70
and PGKA undergo a conformational transition at T <50 °C (see Table 6.2). The mixture of PGKA and




Our observation of hsp70-mCherry binding to GPGK1 as it unfolds in cells is the first observation of hsp70-
substrate binding in living cells. The average binding temperature of 37.5 °C is in good agreement with
the measured melting temperature of the similar PGK*-FRET measured in cells and with the predicted
39.5 °C melting temperature of GPGK1 in cells [278]. We therefore see no conclusive evidence, at least
in the case of GPGK1, that hsp70-mCherry accelerates unfolding from the native state. In contrast, in
vitro experiments [249,250,301] and theoretical modeling [302] have argued that hsp70 can act to accelerate
unfolding of not only aggregated assemblies but also misfolded monomers.
The binding of unfolding substrates may have significant downstream consequences in the cell aside
from preventing unfavorable interactions. The observed diffusion rate of unfolded GPGK1 in U2OS cells
is slower than predicted by a simple model that includes the effect of an increase in Stokes’ radius upon
unfolding [278]. One possible explanation for this slow-down is that unfolded proteins are bound by other
proteins in the cell, perhaps including chaperones like hsp70. Further investigation is needed to determine
if chaperone binding is responsible for the slow down in diffusion and what effect, if any, this slow down has
on transport-mediated processes in the cell.
Our efforts to understand the mechanism of hsp70 substrate binding and selection led us to study the
GPGK-hsp70-mCherry system in vitro. In the absence of ATP we observe a significant interaction between
the two proteins that is roughly correlated with substrate unfolding and this interaction is attenuated upon
ATP addition (see Figure 6.3B-C), in agreement with the simple model of hsp70 substrate affinity. However,
the binding temperatures observed here in the absence of ATP are 5-10 °C higher than the observed protein
melting temperatures (see Table 6.2), all lie above the measured hsp70-mCherry conformational transition,
and the complex is not disrupted by the addition of ATP or lowering the temperature to 4 °C, where
GPGK* should be able to refold (see Figure 6.3D). Finally, we observe that hsp70-mCherry and hsp70-
mTFP incubated together undergo an almost identical transition at the hsp70-mCherry melting temperature
in the presence or absence of ATP (see Figure 6.3A). We therefore conclude that the transition observed
between GPGK1-apo hsp70-mCh is not the onset of specific hsp70-substrate binding, but rather hsp70-
unfolding mediated “sticking” to unfolded protein. The temperature dependence of binding arises from the
fact that the unfolding of GPGK0-GPGK2 takes place in the same temperature range as the apo-hsp70-
mCherry transition and the nucelotide dependence is caused by ATP-induced stabilization of the hsp70
conformational transition.
In addition to the large transition observed both with and without ATP, we also observe an additional
small transition in D/A in the presence of ATP. This was unexpected as earlier experiments have used the
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addition of ATP to disrupt complex formation. This ATP-dependent transition, unlike the major change in
D/A, is responsive to substrate melting temperature, at least below the 50 °C conformational transition of
hsp70-mCh bound to ATP. It is difficult to put this transition in the context our established understanding
of hsp70-substrate binding because so little work has been done to study hsp70 binding to a protein in the
process of unfolding - most studies have examined binding to short peptides or fully chemically denaturated
proteins. Understanding the process of binding to a protein beginning to unfold, however, is critical to our
understanding of how hsp70 acts to protect the cell - very few cellular proteins are completely unfolded at
41 °C, where the heat shock response turns on.
Most studies of hsp70 substrate selection have monitored peptide binding of apo-hsp70. Our results
suggest that these studies may not provide a full or accurate picture of how hsp70 interacts with as selects
substrates in the cell. We find that apo hsp70-mCh does not bind GPGK conformations that are bound
both in cells and, at least weakly, in the presence of ATP. The GPGK-hsp70-mCh platform developed here
can be used both in vitro and in cells to develop a quantitative understanding of how hsp70 interacts with
substrates and, eventually, how this interaction affects protein folding to protect the cell.
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Appendix A
Additional protein descriptions for
Chapter 1: Protein folding in vitro and in
silico
A.1 BBL
BBL is an approximately 40 residue alpha-helical miniprotein, comprised of two short helices connected
by a long loop (see Figure A.1) [46, 303]. As BBL has no natural fluorophores, all folding experiments
have been done with signals generated from extrinsic fluorophores [46,52] or by mutating residues from the
original sequence [304, 305]. Structural studies of the folded state and its stability have been conducted
with NMR [306, 307]. T-jump experiments of a BBL tryptophan mutant show fast folding kinetics with a
single 10 µs phase [305]. While this would seem to indicate the existence of a two-state folding mechanism,
the interpretation of both thermodynamic and kinetic data of BBL folding has given rise to a significant
debate over whether BBL is an extremely fast two-state folder or an example of a natural protein exhibiting
single-well downhill folding. Calculations by Cho and Wolynes indicate that some mutants fold downhill,
while others still fold over a small barrier [156]. A recent explicit solvent long trajectory simulation of the
tryptophan-containing BBL mutant studied by Neuweiler et al. shows that when projected on a native
contact reaction coordinate, the free energy of folding has a single well with free energy roughness <1 kBT ,
consistent with a single-well downhill folder [5]. A recent study combined simulations and temperature
jumps to show that the temperature dependence of BBL unfolding is consistent with downhill, not barrier
limited, folding [72].
BBL is the most highly debated protein in the literature when it comes to downhill vs. fast two-state
folding. The discussion has been fruitful because it led to demands for more rigorous interpretation and
data to identify folding mechanisms. Mun˜oz and coworkers conducted the first study of BBL folding [46]
using a FRET labeled variant of BBL and found probe-dependent thermodynamic stabilities as a signature
of downhill folding. A similar study by Fersht and coworkers using a tryptophan labeled BBL, however,
reached the opposite conclusions: multiple mutants and multiple probes gave similar stabilities, leading to
the conclusion that BBL employs a conventional, albeit extremely fast, folding mechanism [304, 306]. The
discrepancy between these experiments has raised questions about how experimental conditions and data
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Figure A.1: (A) BBL folding monitored by MRE222 as a function of pH. The CD signal changes approxi-
mately linearly with stress, indicative of a single basin free energy minimum (adapted from [117]). (B) The
calculated free energy landscape of BBL from long, all atom trajectories. (C) Snapshot of a single molecule
folding trajectory (B, C adapted from [5].
interpretation can influence the classification of protein folders [156,304,308]. More recent studies have sought
to resolve the controversy by mapping the equilibrium ensemble of BBL, but once again direct comparison
is difficult because of the distinct methods of experiment and analysis that are employed [52, 156, 307, 309].
Currently the experimental, simulation [5], and theoretical evidence favors downhill folding of at least some
BBL sequences. Since BBL is a natural protein module, Mun˜oz and coworkers have raised the next question:
when could natural downhill folding confer an evolutionary advantage? One possibility is signaling, where
proteins acting as continuous rheostats rather than two-state “on-off” switches could help regulate cellular
processes [117]. The flycasting mechanism has been developed as a plausible way that binding can modulate
folding of otherwise unfolded proteins all the way to the downhill scenario [123].
A.2 Villin headpiece
The Villin headpiece is a 35-residue protein subdomain consisting of three short helices surrounding a
three-phenylalanine hydrophobic core (see Figure A.2) [310]. Unlike many small protein folders, villin folds
independently without the incorporation of disulfide bonds, ligand binding, or unnatural amino acids [311],
though such residues were eventually incorporated to study the effect of stabilization [310, 312]. Early
measurements of villin folding showed cooperative thermodynamics with a transition temperature of 342
K. Temperature jump measurements showed a 2 phase relaxation: the fast phase (70 ns) was attributed
to local motions near the tryptophan probe, while the slow phase (5 µs at 300K) corresponded to global
unfolding [313]. Extensive subsequent work with villin has touched on many of the major themes of protein
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folding research. The first folding experiments were conducted after the first microsecond simulation ever
performed [33], giving experimentalists clear theoretical predictions to test. While some simulations were
in agreement with experimentally determined folding times, the suggested mutations for faster folding did
not always result in significantly faster kinetics, calling into question how closely the simulated folding
trajectories agree with the real microscopic mechanism of folding [4, 314, 315]. Just because a simulation
folds a protein to the correct native structure does not mean it also captures the correct folding mechanism:
mechanism is more subtle than structure. Efforts to determine the dynamics of villin folding have extended
to the incorporation of novel probes to study local vs global unfolding [316], revealing early melting (Tm =
319 K) in helix 2 [317]. Finally, successful attempts at stabilization have brought villin closer to the folding
speed limit (kfold) = (730 ns)
−1) and lowered the activation barrier between the folded and unfolded states,
bringing villin near the downhill folding regime [312]. Full atom single trajectory simulations confirm a
barrier of ≈ 2 RT near Tm when projected onto a single reaction coordinate .
Figure A.2: Local and global unfolding can have individual spectroscopic signatures. Kinetic relaxation
trace of the K24,29Nle stablilized mutant after T-jump from 343 to 348 K (black line is a bi-exponential fit).
Arrhenius analysis of the slower phase yields a folding time of 730 ns at melting temperature (360 K). The
fast phase is well fit to decay time of 70 ns at all jump temperatures (data modified from [312]). The fast
and slow phases are attributed to local unfolding near the tryptophan probe and global protein unfolding,
respectively. Inset shows the structure of the 35 residue domain (PDB 1YRF). The highlighted residues
show the 3 phenylalanine hydrophobic core of F6, F10, and F17 [310].
A.3 NTL9
NTL91−39 is a 39 residue truncated N-terminal fragment of the ribosomal protein L9. Its structure is mixed
α/β, giving it a more complicated fold topology than many other small proteins (see Figure A.3) [318]. For
this reason one would expect it to fold somewhat slower, and be in the two-state limit. Temperature and
denaturant melts are consistent with two-state folding. The two-state folding mechanism is also supported
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by a V-shaped chevron plot from stopped-flow folding measurements at a succession of Urea and GuHCl
concentrations. A single mutation (K12M) significantly increases stability and speeds up folding from 1.5
ms to 700 µs [318], as probed by deuterium exchange NMR spectroscopy and stopped flow experiments in
GuHCl.
Interestingly, both Markov State Model (MSM) and long-trajectory simulations are able to fold NTL91−39
to its native structure, but both observe multiple pathways to the folded state [5, 319]. Non-two state
kinetics have not been observed experimentally. This could be due force field errors leading to a mechanistic
discrepancy, or it may be that additional experimental probes will reveal different time scales. NTL9 is a good
example of a fast folder where simulations must push the millisecond boundary and additional experimental
reaction coordinates deployed before mechanistic discrepancies between simulation and experiment can be
resolved.
Figure A.3: NTL9 shows two-state folding behavior in experiments, but simulations show multiple folding
pathways. (A) Structure of NTL9 (PDB 2HBA). Highlighted in black is K12, the K12M mutant shows
increased stability and folding speed. (B) Folding rate as a function of GuHCl denaturant concentration;
native NTL9 (blue) and the K12M mutant (orange) relaxation kinetics were measured by stopped flow
(adapted from [318]). The K12M mutant is more stable, determined by the position of intersection of the
two arms of the chevron plot. The folding rate at 0 M GuHCl is determined by the intercept with the y
axis. The native protein folding time is 1.3 ms, while K12M folds in ∼827 µs. Similar results are obtained
with Urea induced folding. The straight arms at extreme GuHCl concentrations are consistent with 2 state
folding. (B) (top) Two distinct folding paths for NTL9 observed in long all-atom simulations. (bottom)
Two folding energy landscapes determined by simulation (adapted from [5]). The discrepancy between
experimental and computational results may be due to force field errors, or to the existence of dynamics
invisible to the experimental probe used (tryptophan fluorescence).
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A.4 Cold Shock Proteins (Csps)
The Csp family is a group of highly homologous, approximately 70 residue, β-sheet folders (see Figure A.4).
Almost all members of the family are two-state folders with overall folding times in the 1 ms range (as
measured by stopped-flow) [320,321].
Figure A.4: One member of the Csp family exhibits a downhill folding phase. (A) Structure of CspB from
Bacillus subtilis (PDB 1CSP). (B) Two phase unfolding of CspA from E. coli detected by IR absorbance
in the amide I band after a temperature jump from 60 to 80 °C. The double exponential fit (red and blue)
matches the data better than the single exponential fit (black). The fast relaxation (27 µs, red) is attributed
to a minority downhill folding process (data adapted from [119])
.
Two-state folding kinetics without observable intermediates was first observed in the folding of CspB from
Bacillus subtilis [322]. An analysis of Csps from many organisms revealed a surprising decoupling of protein
stability and kinetics: Csp stability varies by over 20 °C, but the folding mechanism and kinetics remain
the same. This showed that the two-state kinetics is not simply the result of low (or high) thermodynamic
stability [320]. Two-state equilibrium behavior was confirmed by single-molecule FRET experiments [84].
One member of the family CspA from E. coli deviates from the familys two-state folding mechanism
in IR temperature jump experiments. A rapid (∼ 40 µs) relaxation phase is detected in large temperature
jumps (>12 °C) that does not appear in smaller jumps to the same final temperature (see Figure A.4) .
This fast phase is attributed to downhill folding from part of the initially folded ensemble that ends up on
the plateau of the energy landscape after temperature jump due to the large landscape changes during the
jump. The slower (∼ 130 µs) relaxation phase is attributed to activated folding [119]. Just as mechanistic
variations between different force fields highlight the potential for several low energy pathways to the native
state (even when one of these pathways is predominantly realized), so do mechanistic variations of proteins
such as Csps and WW domains when sequence and solvent are varied experimentally.
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Appendix B
Supplementary Information for Chapter 2:
Dodine as a protein denaturant
B.1 CMC measurements
Critical micelle concentration (CMC) was measured by monitoring spectral changes of pyrene (Sigma-
Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) fluorescence due to solubilization by detergent micelles [158] (Figure B.1A). Pyrene
was titrated with dodine and the intensity ratio between the 1st and 3rd peaks was used as indicative of
micelle formation (Fig.B.1B). Pyrene emission spectra were measured using a PC1 Spectrofluorimeter (ISS,
Champaign, Il). The temperature of the sample chamber was controlled by a water bath circulator RTE-111
(Neslab, Thermo Scientific, Waltman, MA). The pyrene concentration was 4 µM, and pyrene was excited
at 334 nm. Spectra were recorded from 350 to 500 nm with 1 nm step size. The emission slit was set at 2
nm, the excitation slit at 16 nm. To obtain CMC intensity ratio of peaks 3 and 1 as a function of dodine
concentration was fitted using a 2-state thermodynamic fit (see Section 2.2.3).
Figure B.1: Pyrene titration by dodine monitored by fluorescence spectroscopy at 45 °C, near the midpoint
of the lowest thermal denaturation transitions. (A) Fluorescence emission spectra of pyrene undergoing
titration with dodine. Each spectrum is normalized by the intensity of the 1st peak. As the concentration
of dodine increases, the relative intensity of the 3rd peak goes up. (B) Variation of the intensity ratio of
peaks 3 and 1 as a function of dodine concentration. Triangles represent experimental points. Solid line is
a two-state thermodynamic fit to the data. CMC value resulting from the fit is shown.
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B.2 Reversibility measurements







Guanidinium 105 (2.5 M) 98 (2 M)
1 mM Dodine 99 93
Table B.1: Thermal reversibility of λ6−85 and WW domain
To check reversibility of the thermal unfolding of λ6−85 and WW-domain we performed protein melts in
water, 2-2.5 M GuHCl, and 1 mM dodine and monitored unfolding using CD spectroscopy. Temperature
was only increased up to unfolding baseline of the protein in the particular chemical environment to avoid
aggregation. WW-domain melts were started at 30 °C to avoid dodine solubility problems due to the
presence of salts in the protein solution, λ6−85 melts were started at 20 °C. Then temperature was decreased
in 5°C steps, with a 5-7 min waiting time between measurements. Reversibility percentage was calculated as
percentage of MRE restored after return to initial temperature at a characteristic wavelength (222 nm for
λ6−85 and 227 nm for WW-domain). In case of λ6−85 in 2.5M GuHCl MRE at 222 nm upon return to 20 °C
was lower than the initial one, which resulted in higher than 100% reversibility percentage. Both proteins
were 70-100% reversible in all of the three solutions (Table B.1).
Figure B.2: Isothermal denaturation and refolding of λ6−85 in (A) dodine and (B) guanidinium solution.
Full native fluorescence is recovered within experimental uncertainty.
To measure isothermal reversibility of GuHCl and dodine denaturation, we monitored titrations of λ6−85
by fluorescence (Figure B.2). As in the case of thermal reversibility measurements, denaturant concentration
was only increased up to unfolding baseline. The resulting solution was then diluted 3 times consecutively
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by 2x to reach the folding baseline. λ6−85 isothermal reversibility is close to 100% in both denaturants. Only
the isothermal reversibility of λ6−85was tested because WW-domain unfolding was monitored by measuring
peak intensity rather than peak wavelength shift.
B.3 The melting temperature of λ6−85 is sensitive to small variations in
protein and dodine concentration
The thermal unfolding of λ6−85 in the presence of dodine is sensitive to the concentration of both protein and
denaturant in the ’cooperative’ region of concentrations. Even a small variation in concentration can cause
noticeable changes in the melting temperature of the protein (Figure B.3). As can be seen in Figure B.3,
Tm needs to be verified for a given protein solution to avoid shifts due to protein and dodine concentration.
Figure B.3: Thermal denaturation of λ6−85 in the presence of different concentrations of dodine and protein
monitored by fluorescence. Circles, squares and triangles represent experimental points; solid lines are




Supplementary Information for Chapter 5:
Population variation of protein folding
landscapes
C.1 GPGK*-tc cross channel bleaching
Iterative thermodynamic measurements of GPGK*-tc (i.e. taking thermodynamic data from a field of view
imaged over multiple temperatures) is unreliable because the relative bleaching of the GFP and ReAsh
results in a significant change in D/A due to bleaching alone (see Figure 5.5). Figure C.1 shows the roots
of this behavior - at short times, the intensity of both GFP and ReAsh decreases, as expected. However,
eventually the ReAsh bleaching becomes so great that a significant percentage of acceptor fluorophores are
depleted, and GFP intensity rises, resulting in a rise in observed D/A in the absence of any folding or
unfolding. The relative bleaching rates are determined by the absolute bleaching rate of each fluorophore kb,
the FRET efficiency, diffusion in and out of the field of view, and, possibly, fluorophore recovery. Over the
course of multiple videos these factors reach an equilibrium, and D/A becomes a more reliable reporter of
folding (see Figure C.1B). As shown in Figure 5.5, the video-to-video change in D/A can also be mitigated
by using a lower excitation power or imaging a different field of view at each temperature, supporting the
conclusion that the change in D/A is caused by bleaching.
Figure C.1: Cross channel bleaching of GPGK*-tc (A) Change in channel intensity during the first
video taken (at 22 °C) under blue excitation. (B) Change in channel intensity during the eighth video
taken (at 39 °C under blue excitation). ReAsh bleaching is small enough by the eighth video that the GFP
fluorescence no longer rises throughout the video.
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C.2 Amplitude and folding time distributions
Figure C.2: Fitted Amplitude vs. Tau Distributions (left) Fitted amplitude vs tau and (right) 3-D
histograms of the same distributions at 31 °C (A) and 41 °C (B). The cluster of cells at short fitted τ and
small amplitudes on the left is reflected by the heavy distribution on the right.
As discussed in the main text, traces which fit to τ <.5 ms were excluded from further analysis, including
the calculation of average traces and the construction of amplitude histograms. At all temperatures we
observed significant weight in the Amplitude vs τ distributions at small amplitudes and very short times
(see Figure C.2). This population was not temperature dependent and, more importantly, manual inspection
of the fits showed that these were likely the result of overfitting to noise in the data. Excluding these cells
reduced the bias for folding amplitudes close to zero and makes it easier to see population differences between
temperatures.
C.3 Detailed description of object finding code
The object finding code makes use of built-in Matlab functions to pick out connected regions of pixels, find
corresponding regions in the red channel, and calculate changes in intensity throughout the temperature
jump. Due to the small size of the E. coli cells, special care is taken to optimize the cross-channel alignment.
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Figure C.3: Label matrix Analyzed cell regions in white, identified perimeter pixels in color around each
cell. The perimeter pixels are color coded for clarity by the identifying number of each cell (higher numbers,
redder color).
Key segments of the code are reproduced as pseudo-code in Section C.3.1, below.
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C.3.1 Partial code for object finding
Step 1: Use Matlab bwconncomp functions to find 8-connected regions in a binary image
function [cellStats, labels] = findCells(frame, sub)
% Do thresholding using Otsu’s method for 2 distributions (based on Otsu.m, with some corrections)
[frameBW, thresh, gos] = DynamicThresh(frame, sub);




% save region statistics for further object refinement
cellStats = regionprops(labels, frame,’BoundingBox’, ’Centroid’, ’Eccentricity’, ’PixelIdxList’, ’MeanInten-
sity’);
Step 2: Eliminate cells that are too close to edge, too small, or too dim in the red channel (Average
intensity <Average background + Background standard deviation/2). Adjust label matrix and property
structures to remove cell statistics for deleted cells.
Step 3: Refine channel alignment (found by global cross-correlation) by aligning the largest object in
the red and green channels. Adjust matrices to account for re-alignment.
%find biggest object
objsize = zeros(numObjects, 1);
for i = 1:numObjects
objsize(i) = length(cellStats(i).PixelIdxList);
end
[pixels, index] = max(objsize);
%make cropped image of largest object and expand the box for cross-correlation
bigbox = floor(cellStats(index).BoundingBox);
bigbox = [bigbox(1)-5, bigbox(2)-5, bigbox(3)+10, bigbox(4)+10];
bigcell = imcrop(alignFrame, bigbox);
%align cropped image with even bigger cut out of right and left channel
rbox = [bigbox(1)-15, bigbox(2)-15, bigbox(3)+30, bigbox(4)+30];
rbox(find(rbox¡1))=1;
lcell = imcrop(dataleft(:,:,1,1), rbox);
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rcell = imcrop(dataright(:,:,1,1), rbox);
% use built in matlab cross correlation function to align object with expanded box
gR = normxcorr2(bigcell, rcell);
gL = normxcorr2(bigcell, lcell);
%calculate translation from right to left
[ yl, xl ] = find(gL == max(gL(:)));
[ yr, xr ] = find(gR == max(gR(:)));
delta = [yl, xl] - [yr, xr];
%crop matrices to align channels, adjust label matrix, background coordinates, and image properties
Step 4: Find outer perimeter pixels
function [perimlabels, perimstruct] = ecoliblur(labels)
%takes label matrix, finds outer perimeter pixels using built in function bwperim
%convert labelmatrix to binary image
bwlabels = zeros(size(labels));
perimlabels = zeros(size(labels));
%find internal border pixels
for i = 1:max(max(labels))
bwlabels(labels==i) = 1; %highlight current object
perim = bwboundaries(bwlabels); %should just be border of current object







[numPerim, dim] = size(perim1,1);
for j = 1:numPerim-1 %last point is same as first
cp = currentborder(j,:);
cp4 = [cp(1)-1, cp(2); cp(1), cp(2)+1; cp(1)+1, cp(2); cp(1) cp(2)-1];
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for n = 1:4
if bwlabels(cp4(n,1), cp4(n,2))==1 %connected point already in object
elseif labels(cp4(n,1), cp4(n,2))¿0 %connected point already in another object









Supplementary Information for Chapter 6:
Hsp70-Substrate Binding in cells and in vitro
D.1 Protocols for U2OS cell culture
Users must receive basic Biosafety training and in person blood-borne pathogen training before working with
U2OS cells. Follow Biosafety Level II protocol throughout.
D.1.1 U2OS cell splitting
Based on a protocol by Kiran Girdhar.
Materials needed:
 Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) with Sodium Pyruvate and Phenol Red (Corning)
 PBS without Magnesium (Corning)
 Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) (can be obtained at the Cell Media Facility)
 Penicillin (5000-10000 Units/mL)-Streptomycin (5000-10000 µg/mL) (P/S) Antibiotic Stock (Gibco)
 .05 % Trypsin-EDTA with Phenol Red (Gibco)
 75 cm2 coated, canted neck tissue culture flasks (Falcon)
 10 mL sterile pipettes
 Biosafety hood equipped with vacuum
 Autoclaved Pasteur pipettes
1. Make DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% P/S
2. 30 minutes prior to splitting, place DMEM with FBS and P/S and trypsin in 37 °C water bath
3. Check cell confluency using microscope. Cells should be split when 70-85 % confluent.
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4. If cells are not confluent but were split >3 days ago, replace media with 10 mL fresh supplemented
DMEM
5. Turn on hood blower and clean hood and gloves with 70 % ethanol
6. Attach a Pasteur pipette to the vacuum line and turn on the vacuum
7. Aspirate the media out of the flask
8. Add 10 mL of PBS into the flask as soon as possible and rinse it for 1 minute.
9. Aspirate the PBS out of the flask
10. Add 1 mL of Trypsin into the flask as soon as possible and rinse it for 1 minute.
11. Incubate flask with trypsin for 5 minutes
12. Meanwhile, prepare new flasks with 10 mL warmed DMEM
13. Check that cells have detached by checking that they look rounded or floating on the microscope. If
they haven’t, incubate for 5 more minutes and/or tap the flask gently.
14. Add 10 mL of heated DMEM to the flask and tip gently to mix
15. Pipette out the cells and distribute into prepared flasks
16. Place flasks into incubator. Cells should attach in 3-6 hours.
17. Aspirate away any excess cells and dispose of pipette, flask, and any waste in Biohazard
18. Dispose of Pasteur pipette in sharps
19. Clean hood, vacuum line, and any equipment used with 70 % ethanol
D.1.2 Transfection of plasmids for imaging
Based on a protocol by Kiran Girdhar.
Additional materials needed:
 DMEM supplemented with 10 % FBS but not P/S (antibiotic free DMEM)
 Optimem medium
 Lipofectamine 1000 (Invitrogen)
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 Plasmid DNA for transfection (ideally 300-1000 ng/µL)
 Leibovitz medium (optional)
 Matek Glass Coverslip Petri Dishes with Corning No. 1.5 Coverslip
 Grace Biolabs 20 mm Diameter imaging spacer
 Standard glass microscope slides
1. 30 minutes prior to transfection, warm antibiotic free DMEM in the water bath
2. Check that cells are 60-75 % confluent
3. Aspirate out media and replace with 10 mL antibiotic free DMEM
4. Incubate for 30 minutes
5. Meanwhile, prepare the plasmids:
6. In Tube A, mix 250 µL Optimem with the plasmids for transfection. If transfecting more than 1
plasmid, prepare each separately
7. In Tube B, mix 250 µL Optimem with 1 µg Lipofectomine per 1 µg plasmid (for the Lipofectamine
1000, this is 2.5 µL Lipofectamine per 1 µg plasmid)
8. Gently tap the tubes to mix and incubate for 10 minutes in the hood
9. Mix Tube B into Tube A and mix gently. Incubate for 20 minutes in the hood.
10. Gently pipette the Optimem mixture into the flask dropwise and tilt the flask gently to mix
11. Incubate for 3-6 hours
12. After incubation, follow the splitting procedure to split cells into Matek petri dishes. Add 1-2 mL
DMEM with FBS and P/S to each dish. Usually 1 - 1.5 mL cells are added to each coverslip
13. Incubate coverslips for 6-16 hours. Check that cells have adhered fully before making imaging chambers
14. Meanwhile, prepare imaging media (Optimem or Leibovitz supplemented with 30 % FBS). Place in
water bath 30 minutes before construction of imaging chambers
15. Clean a slide with 70 % ethanol and attach a spacer by removing the paper side of the tape covering
16. Press spacer onto slide gently and remove the plastic covering
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17. Pipette 120 - 130 µL imaging media into spacer
18. Bring coverslips into hood and aspirate out DMEM
19. Add 2-3 mL PBS to petri dish and rinse gently
20. Aspirate out PBS
21. Pick up coverslip with tweezers (broad tip tweezers work best), being careful to keep track of the top
side where the cells are growing
22. Gently place the coverslip cell side down onto the prepared spacer, being careful to avoid bubbles
23. Press gently on the coverslip and wipe up any excess liquid
24. Allow slide to dry for 5-10 minutes at 37 °C before further manipulation
Note: If less than 12 hours is needed between transfection and imaging, it may be easier to split .5 mL
cells onto coverslips the day before transfection, proceeding as described except only changing the media
after incubation with the plasmid.
D.1.3 Freezing and thawing cell stocks
Based on a protocol by Dr. Sandy McMasters, Cell Media Facility
Additional materials needed: For cell thawing:
 Cell stock, either fresh, from a company like ATCC, or frozen
 Eye protection
For cell freezing
 High purity DMSO (Sigma D2650 or ICN 196055), cell culture grade
 2 mL sterile cyrovials (Corning vials or similar)
 Hemocytometer for cell counting
 15 mL tube compatible centrifuge and 15 mL centrifuge tubes
 cell stock (either fresh, from a company like ATCC or a freshly thawed vial)
Cell thawing:
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1. Prepare flasks of pre-warmed media and leave them in the incubator for 20-30 minutes (to allow the
CO2 to equilibrate in the flask). Prepare flasks with more media than usual: 10 mL for T-25, 25 mL
for a T-75)
2. Remove cell vial from liquid nitrogen freezer. Wear eye protection for this step. Vials may explode.
3. Immerse vial in 37 °C water bath, keeping cap above the surface. Rock gently to aid in thawing.
4. Immediately after cells have thawed, remove vial from the water bath and take into the hood (wipe
down with ethanol before placing it in the hood).
5. Use 1 mL pipette (not Pipetman to preserve sterility) to transfer cells to 1 or 2 flasks filled with twice
the normal volume of DMEM with FBS and P/S (20 mL for 75 cm2 flasks). We usually use 1 flask, 2
could be used if you plan to freeze from this stock
6. As soon as the cells have adhered (2-4 hours later), replace the media to remove the DMSO.
7. Record which vials were thawed to keep track of inventory. Cells should be replaced regularly.
Cell freezing:
1. If possible, thaw a fresh stock of cells (see part 1) and seed into flasks. To get a significant number of
cells, it is preferable to split into large (T-150) flasks at the first passage. Grow in 3-4 flasks.
2. Grow cells until very confluent ( 90-95
3. Remove media from cells, wash with PBS, and trypsinize as usual.
4. Neutralize the trypsin by adding growth medium (5 mL/large flask). Transfer cells to a sterile 15 mL
conical tube for counting.
5. Gently mix cells and count using a hemacytometer (count at least 3-4 large squares to ensure that cell
distribution is consistent).
6. If all flasks look similar, counting 1 flask is sufficient. If there are significant differences, all flasks
should be counted.
7. Trypsinize other flasks and move into individual 15 mL tubes.
8. Gently spin cells down (use 4000 rpm for approximately 5 minutes) and resuspend them in growth
media at a density of 2-3 million cells/mL, based on the cell count (twice the freezing density). You
may have to pipette cells up and down to resuspend the pellet do so gently.
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9. Meanwhile, make a solution of 10 % sterile DMSO in media. Make a little bit more than 500 µL/1
million cells (500 µL per vial).
10. In the hood, label the required number of vials (500 µL of cells/vial) with cell type, passage number,
and the date. Loosely close the caps.
11. Add 500 µL of cells to each vial for a final cell density of 1-1.5 million cells per vial
12. Add 500 uL of 10 % DMSO to each vial.
13. Gently mix the cells and close vial cap tightly.
14. Place cells on ice for 30 minutes.
15. Transfer cells to a rate controlled freezing device (inserting vials between 2 15 mL Styrofoam tube
racks works well) and place in a -80 C freezer overnight.
16. Transfer vials to liquid nitrogen freezer for permanent storage.
17. Record cell information in notebook.
D.2 Hdj1 purification
D.2.1 Urea denaturing purification
Cells are grown up, induced, broken, and clarified as described in the main methods. After clarification, the
insoluble pellet is dissolved in 12 mL/liter culture lysis buffer supplemented with 6 M Urea. The mixture
is stirred to dissolve the pellet and then incubated on ice for 1 hour. We then centrifuge the solution and
retain the supernatant, filter using .45 µm and then .22 µm membranes, and then purify on an Ni-NTA
column as described.
D.2.2 Confirming the structure of Hdj1
Due to low yield of the Hdj1, especially in the soluble fraction, we purified Hdj1 from the soluble fraction
using Ammonium Sulfate as described in the main text and in [296] and from the insoluble fraction using
urea denaturing purification. We find that yield from the Urea denaturing purification is much higher and
purity measured by mass spec and SDS-PAGE is similar between the two methods. However, we find that
the protein purified from the insoluble fraction does not refold completely, even after extensive dialysis at 4
°C or 25 °C (see Figure D.1). We also find that Hdj1 purified from the insoluble fraction is unable to refold
β-gal (data not shown).
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Figure D.1: Secondary structure of Hdj1 CD spectra of hdj1 purified from the soluble (blue) and
insoluble (black) fractions. The two even peaks at 222 nm and 208 nm in the soluble fraction protein
are signatures of α-helical structure. The deeper 208 nm peak in the urea-purified fraction is a sign of
unstructured regions [257].
.
D.3 β-galactosidase refolding assays
β-galactosidase (β-gal) refolding assays were performed as described in [296]. 500 µg/ml (.43 µM) β-gal
(Sigma) was diluted into 1 M glycylglycine, pH 7.4 (Sigma) followed by 10 fold dilution into denaturation
buffer (Buffer K1 supplemented by 10 mM MgCl2 (Fisher Scientific) and 6 M GuHCl (Sigma)). The final
concentration of β-gal is 430 nM. The solution is incubated at 30 °C for 30 minutes. Refolding is initiated
by diluting the denatured β-gal 1:125 into Refolding Buffer (Buffer K1 supplemented with 10 mM MgCl2,
10 mM DTT and 1 mM ATP) supplemented with 1.6 µM hsp70 and 3.2 µM hdj1. Incubate the mixture at
37 °C and monitor refolding at time points up to 2-3 hours.
To assess β-gal activity, 10 µL refolding solution was mixed with 10 µL of refolding buffer supplemented
with .8 µg/ml ONPG in a 96 well plate. Incubate for 15 minutes at 37 °C. The chromogenic reaction is
stopped by the addition of 50 µL .5 M sodium carbonate and absorbance is determined at λ = 412 nm.
Relative refolding activity is assessed relative to similarly diluted β-gal incubated without GuHCl and into
refolding buffer supplemented with 3.2 µM BSA (Sigma).
We find no significant difference in the ability of hsp70 and the labeled hsp70-mCh to refold β-gal after
chemical denaturation (see Figure D.2).
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Figure D.2: β-gal refolding by hsp70 chaperones. Restoration of β-gal activity after chemical denatu-
ration in the presence of BSA (black circles), 1.6 µM hsp70 (black x-es), 3.2 µM hdj1 (black triangles), 1.6
µM hsp70:.32 µM hdj1 (blue circles), 1.6 µM hsp70:1.6 µM hdj1 (blue x-es), 1.6 µM hsp70:3.2 µM hdj1 (blue
triangles), and 1.6 µM hsp70-mCh:3.2 µM hdj1 (magenta triangles).
D.3.1 Thermodynamic characterization of fluorescent mutants
Precise interpretation of the two-state fits used here is difficult, due to the multi-state folding mechanism of
PGK [294, 300]. However it is clear that the P204H mutation has a significant effect on the cooperativity
of unfolding - δg1 of both GPGK2 and GPGK3 (mutants with the P204H mutation) are higher than those
measured for any other mutant and neither exhibits a second unfolding transition observed for GPGK1 by
fluoresence (data not shown). Hsp70-mCh undergoes a small conformational transition near 44 °C (without
ATP) or 50 °C (with ATP).
The same transition observed in fluorescence melts (see Figure D.3B) is also apparent in CD melts (data
not shown). Note that the hsp70-mCh conformational transition is quite small – only a 4 nm spectral shift,
compared to a ca. 12 nm spectral shift in GPGK upon unfolding (data not shown). Unlabeled hsp70 shows
a similarly small spectral shift, so the hsp70-mCh conformation is not being hidden by the stability of the
mCherry tag (see Figure 6.4C for comparison). Similarly, unlabeled hsp70 loses only ∼ 15 % of its secondary
structure CD signal from 20 – 65 °C (see Figure 6.4B), while GPGK loses >20 % of its signal over the same
temperature range (see Figure D.3A) and unlabeled PGKA (the corresponding mutant to GPGK1) loses
∼ 50 % of its CD signal. This small transition is therefore not a sign of global unfolding of hsp70, but is
correlated with changes in hsp70 substrate affinity and nucleotide state sensitivity (see Section 6.3.3 and 6.4
for discussion).
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Figure D.3: Thermal denaturation of fluorescent protein constructs. (A) CD-detected thermal
unfolding of GPGK mutants. Solid lines are two state fits to the data, summarized in Table 6.2. (B)
Thermal denaturation of hsp70-mCh detected by tryptophan spectral shift with (grey triangles) and without
(black circles) saturating concentrations of ATP (100x ATP). Inset shows that GFP alone shows no signs of
unfolding in this temperature range.
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Figure D.4: (A) Comparison of cells expressing GPGK1 (blue) or GPGK0 (orange) with hsp70-mCh with
initial bleaching baseline subtracted. (B) Average Hsp70-mCh:GPGK1 reported in text (blue circles),
GPGK1:mCherry (black triangles), GFP:mCherry (grey squares), Hsp70-mCh:GPGK1 dim cells (cyan di-
amonds) (C) Individual cell traces. Blue are cells imaged at <13 hours after transfection (as shown in
main text). Black are cells imaged at >13 hours after transfection. Each marker style represents a separate
independent experiment.
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D.4 Additional in-cell data
To confirm that the signal change we observe is hsp70 mediated, we conduct a number of controls (see
Figure D.4). Replacing one or both of the labeled proteins with their corresponding labeled fluorophore. As
discussed in the main text, these cells on average also exhibit a small decrease in D/A near 35 °C. We also
plot the observed D/A for cells that were judged too dim for further analysis - these cells exhibit a sharp,
small decrease in D/A near 40 °C.
We also examine the behavior of cells imaged >13 hours after transfection. Though the distribution of
D/A values are similar for the two sets of cells, we can see that the behavior of cells imaged at long times
is more variable than the behavior at short times and includes more cells where D/A changes either with a
constact slope or in sudden, small jumps in value.
D.5 3-state binding of GPGK2 and GPGK3
The 3-state fits to GPGK2 and GPGK3 binding consistently give better residuals, despite the difficulty in
determining exact fitting paramters. This difficulty is largely due to the small (or non-existent) separation
between the end of the GPGK unfolding mediated binding and the hsp70 unfolding mediated aggregation.
This is particularly striking in the absence of ATP.
We study how the ATP-dependent transition - which appears as a sharp drop at 41 °C under the standard
conditions of .5 µM hsp70-mCherry and 2.5 µM GPGK2 (see Figures 6.3C and D.5A) - depends on the ratio
of chaperone to substrate. The transition is sharpest and most distinct at 1:5 [hsp70-mCherry]:[GPGK2],
though a 3-state thermodynamic fit best fits the data at 1:10 and 1:2 as well. The reason for this dependence
is not yet understood. We hypothesize that the transition is weak at 1:10 simply because only 10 % of the
GPGK2 can be bound - since the GPGK2 is the donor, the maximum change in signal is therefore small.
It is not possible that the transition is attenuated because of hsp70-hsp70 interactions because the absolute
[hsp70-mCherry] is very similar for 1:5 (in Figure 6.3 and 1:2 (in Figure D.5) and for 2:1 (in Figure D.5).
In contrast, the larger, higher temperature transition is largely unaffected by changing the chaperone to
substrate ratio. Its onset and shape are similar at all ratios, while the overall depth is dependent on the
ratio. We observe similar behavior of the large transition for hsp70-mTFP incubated with mPGK1 (data
not shown).
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Protein Fit No ATP 2 mM ATP
GPGK2
2 state .094 .305
3 state .063 .047
GPGK3
2 state .145 .173
3 state .038 .082
Table D.1: Average absolute residual for GPGK2 and GPGK3 fits
Figure D.5: 3 state binding of GPGK2 (A) GPGK2 incubated with hsp70-mCh in the presence of 2 mM
ATP at increasing ratios of hsp70-mCh to GPGK2: .2 µM:2 µM (red circles), .4 µM:2 µM (orange x-es), 1
µM:2 µM (green triangles), 2 µM:2 µM (blue squares), .5 µM:.25 µM (purple bowties). Solid lines are best
fits to the data - three state fits for 1:10, 1:5, and 1:2 [hsp70-mCh]:[GPGK2] and two state fits for 1:1 and 2:1
[hsp70-mCh]:[GPGK2]. The light green line shows the 2-state fit for 1:2 for comparison. (B) Characteristic
binding temperatures of the ATP dependent (blue) and large (red) transitions.
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